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Charles »1. Perkins died at the home of
his mother, Mrs. Lucy E. Perkins, 30 Union
street, Tuesday, May 14th, aged 45 years
and 1 day.
He was the soil of the late
Horaces, and Lucy E. (Burgess) Perkins.
He had been employed in the shoe factory
nearly all of his life but was for a time in
the fish market with John Stephenson,
which he was obliged to give up on account of ill health.
For a number of years
he had been in ill health and gave up work
last January, but was confined to his bed
only a week. He was a member of Waldo
Lodge, I. O. O. F., of Canton Pallas and the
Bed Men. Aug. 7, 1887, he was united in
marriage with Miss Abbie E. Jewett of
Jackson, who died 5 years ago, leaving two
daughters, Harriet E. and Geneva F.., aged
12 and 8 years, who are at present with
their grandmother in tLis city. Besides his
mother he leaves two brothers and a sister,
Fred W. of Alaska, Mrs Lizzie M. Lord
and Edwin S. of this city. The deceased
had a large circle of friends who will extend sympathy to the bereaved, particularly
to the little girls deprived of a father's love
and care, .lie was kind and thoughtful,
bearing his long and trying illness with
The funeral will
courage and patience.
take place at Ills late home this, Thursday,
afternoon Rev. A. A. Smith of the Universal ist.church officiating. The Odd Fellows
and Red Men will attend in bodies, the
former conducting the services at the house
and the latter at ttie grave.
4
J udsou E. Cottrell died at his home, corner
of Union and Commercial streets, Monday,
May 13th, after an illness extending over
eight years, and which began with two
paralytic shocks. The immediate cause of
death was acute mania, following a relapse
of the grip. He was born in Belfast, the
son of the late George YV. and Amelia J.
Cottrell, and his life was spent in this city.
He learned the carpenter’s trade and worked with his father in the Cottrell shipyard
for some time. About 18 years ago he went
into the clothing business in the Cottrell
store on lower Main street. Since his sickness he had worked in several places, and
last February, when taken ill, was employed in the boat department of the Duplex
Roller Bushing Company. He was a member of Waldo Lodge and Canton Pallas.
May 31, 1879, he married Nellie M. Linnekin
of East Knox, who survives him
Three
brothers also remain, Chester YV. of Newburyport, Mass., George Porter of East
Belfast and Robert Emery of this city. Mr.
Cottrell was a good citizen, industrious and
honest, and a kind hearted and devoted
husband. Mrs. Sarah E. Rogers of Waterville, Mrs. Cottrell's sister, came here on
account of her sister's bereavement and remained over the funeral, which took place
yesterday, Wednesday, at 2 o’clock, Rev.
Adolph Rossbach of the Unitarian church

officiating.

MAY 16, 1907,

mother on Washington avenne. The house
was filled with relatives and friends.
Rev.
R. Perry Rush, D. D., who officiated, delivered a touching tribute to the worth and
noble qualities of the deceased. The BosThe Waldo
Teacher’s Association
tonians Male Quartet rendered several se- will meet hereCounty
Monday, May 20th.
lections.
The floral tributes were many
The Current Events Club met Wednesand beautiful.
Delegations were present
representing the Chelsea Woman’s Club day afternoon with Mrs. Everett Staples,
and the Children’s Day Nursery Associa- Sylvan street.
tion.
Interment was in the family lot at
ar?.is8orrl' to say that Mrs. H. E.
Woodlawn.—Chelsea, Mass., Gazette, May Kouillard
suffering from a severe oold, al4th.
most a grip attack.
Mr.
and
Mrs. H. R. Hiohborn went to
Capt. Loren Emerson died suddenly of
heart disease, May 8th, in Orland aged 74 Bangor Saturday morning by early train,
years. He was born in Belfast, the son of returning by evening train.
Gelett Emerson. For the past 25 years he
had made his home with a sister in Orland.
M,r- A. A. Beaton went to Portland to atHe followed the sea the greater part of his tend the Masonic gathering there May 7th,
life and made many trips to the Grand returning by train Thursday evening.
Banks. At the breaking out of the rebellion
The following vessels sailed from Cape
he enlisted in the navy and served as lieu- Jellison last week:
schooners Willis and
tenant on the Monitor Passaic, and later Guy; Rebecca
Whilding and Helen G.
was
command
of
a gun boat.
At
the
King.
in^
close of the war, he was for several years
M rs. Albert C. Coleord left Tuesday mornOil a receiving ship at Norfolk, Va.
Later
he was a resident of California for some ing for a two weeks’ visit in Portland with
her
mother, Mrs. Addie Staples, and other
and
commanded a steamer hailing
years
from .San Francisco. He was a member of relatives.
Rising Sun lodge, F. and A. M., of Orland
Miss Nina Ellis has returned from Orringand belonged to the Loyal Legion.
His ton, where she
spent the winter with her
wife died several years ago. He is survived
niece, and has
her home on Cape
by one son, Albert, of 31 Market street, San Jellison for the opened
summer.
I' rancisco; by three sisters, Mrs. Alexander
Our painters and paper-hangers are in
Black of Ellsworth, Mrs. John Hill of Ship
Harbor, N. S., and Caroline of Orland ; and great demand these busy renovating spring
by one brother, George of Cambridge, Mass, days and both F. II. Cousens and F. J.
lie was a man of noticeable and attractive Davis have orders far ahead.
apprearanee, to whom no one ever appealed
Mrs. Elden Shute left for New York last
for relief in distress without a ready and
week to join Capt. Shute and remain while
cheerful response; scrupulous in the perhis vessel is in port. Mrs. Susie Rendell is
formance of any promise or obligation, and
seldom if ever exhibiting depression or care, looking after the household during her stay.
but meeting friends with a smile and often
Miss Leora Partridge wreut to Bangor,
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on a

shopping expedition, going

to

Old Town to remain for the night with
friends and returning home Saturday even-

ing.

Invitations to the junior promenade are
out.
They are something entirely new in
shape and engraving.
The intercollegiate debate with Colby
takes place at Waterville, May 17th. The
subject to be considered is the Immigration

Question.
Professor Cowell spoke May 8tli before
the Maine Academy of Medicine and

Science, Portland, on sanitary milk. Prof^
Cowell also spoke before Capital Orange,
Augusta, last week.
The first annual sophomore debate beMaine and Hates took place in Lewiston, May 10th. The question was, liesolved, That the annexation of Cuba to the
United States is desirable, provided it
represents the general wish of the Cuban
people. Hates contending for the negative
won the debate.

tween

The annual Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association Track Meet will be held
at Waterville May 18tli.
It is expected that
the championship w ill be very closely contested between Maine, Bates and Bowdoin.
A. \V. Stevens,’07, of Belfast will be one of
Maine's representatives in the two mile run
and W. M. Black, ’09, Belfast, will be one of
Maine’s weight men.
On Wednesday, May 8th, Bates defeated
Maine at baseball 4 to 3 in a close and exciting game. This was the first of the champion-

ship games. May llth Maine played an
Hattie Deering, wife of Warner L. Purinexhibition game with Bowdoin at Brunston, died May 4th in West Bridgewater, wick. Bowdoin won
2 to 1.
Karl Macaged 29 years and 28 days. .She was born Donald,’07, of Belfast is one of
the strongin Jackson, Maine, a daughter of Mary II.
est outfielders on the Maine team.
and the late George W. Deering. She lived
for a number of years in Belfast, where she
YACHTS AND BOATS.
had many friends, who were grieved to hear
The steam yacht Miehigonne, owned by
of her death. About six years ago the famCyrus K. Curtis of the Ladies' Home Jourily moved to Brockton, Mass. After her
nal, a summer residient of Camden, has
marriage, which took place June 15, f904,
been sold to Ex-Gov. Douglass of Massathey moved to West Bridgewater, where
chusetts. The yacht has been a frequent
they have since resided. Only four months
visitor at this port.
ago they were saddened by the death of the
\V. A. Macomber has fiuished his work on
son and brother, Frank, and now they are
mourning for this one, which makes the the launch for E. K. Wiggin and about comfifth child Mrs. Deering has lost by the pleted a small launch for an ont-of-town
dread disease, consumption.
same
The party. He is to complete the launch begun
funeral was held at her home in West last season by Leroy Coombs for E. S.
Bridgewater Monday at 2.30 o’clock. Rev. Pitcher and will move it to his shop from
Mr. Miller of East Bridgewater officiating, Mr. Coombs’ former shop near the steamand the interment was in the family lot in boat wharf.
Jackson, Maine, with prayers at the grave.
The Boston correspondent of the Nautical
The flowers were beautiful and numerous.
The Aurora Rebekah Lodge of Belfast, Me., Gazette says: “Steam yacht Malay, owned
of which the deceased was a member, sent by Dr. Weld, of this city, is as usual the
Beside her hus- first steam
a beautiful floral emblem.
yacht to be seen on the anchorband, Warner L. Purinton, she leaves to
age grounds off Rowe’s Wharf. The Malay
mourn their loss, a mother, Mrs. Mary H.
lias been iu drydoek, and Capt. Brown has
Deering, three brothers and one sister— an
extra force of men preparing her for the
Willard C. of Brooks, Me., Clifford of Athseason.
The steam yacht Helena is fitting
ens, Me., Clair of West Bridgewater, Mass.,
and Mrs. Estelle D. Sanford of West Bridge- out at Lawley’s. Capt. Holmes, formerly
master
of
the big schooner yacht Corona,
water, Mass.
will command her this year.”
Ella Chapman, wife of David E. Mitchell,
LITTLE POCKET PHYSICIAN.
died May 3d in Worcester, Mass., at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Edw'ard L. Keyes, Hyomei is Guaranteed by R. H. Moody To
No. l Wilcox street, aged 47 years and 3
Cure Catarrali.
Thousands who have been cured by Hydays. Mrs. Mitchell had been a great sufo-mei
call
the
inhaler
that comes with every
ferer for four years, but bore her sufferings
outfit the “Little Pocket Physician,” as it is
with Christian patience.
She was the so small that it can be carried
in the
pocket

purse.
There is really no excuse whatever for
anyone having catarrh now that Hy-o mei
or

Chapman of this city, and leaves, beside
her husband, three brothers and two sisters:
Chas. F. Chapman of Rockland, Me.; John
F. Chapman of this city; Geo. E. ChapBrooks and Mrs.
man and Mrs. Alice S.
Rosa Keyes, all of Worcester, Mass. Prayers were held at the home of her
sister,
Mrs. Keyes, Sunday at 1.30 p. m., Rev. J.
H. Matthew of the Old South Church, officiating. The remains were taken to Lee.
New Hampshire, May 6th, where the
funeral was held in the church at Lee Hill,
where she was a member.
The flowers
Mrs. Mitchell
were many and beautiful.
leaves many friends to mourn their loss.
She was an earnest Christian, a devoted
wife, a loving sister, and a true woman.
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doubt about its value, R H. Moody will let
you have a complete outfit, with the understanding that unless it cures catarrh, it will
not cost you a cent.
The complete Hy-o-mei outfit consists of
the “Little Pocket Physician” and a bottle
of Hy-o-mei and costs ouly $1.00, making it
the most economical as well as the only
guaranteed treatment for the cure of catarrh.
Remember that Hy-o-mei cures catarrh
without stomach dosing, applying the med
cation and healing where the disease germs
are present.
Frankfort Hotel Burned.

Frankfort, May 9. The Hillside House,
In Dorchester, May 6, George W. Wales, owned by Winfield S. Edminster, was burn83 yrs., 2 mos.
Funeral from the residence ed to the ground this morning with all its
The house had been closed for
of Mrs. M. A. Cornish, 11 Clarence terrace, contents.
some time and was occupied only by a careThursday, May 9, at 11 a. m.
Geo. W. Wales was born in Belfast and ; taker and his wife. The fire was discovered
about 2 a. m., when the place appeared in
was the son of John and Sally (Quimby)
flames throughout and beyond saving. ForWales, lie was one of four children: Julia tunately there was no wind, otherwise there
and the might have been a serious conflagration.
William, Theodore
Wheeler,
The house was formerly the Adams Treat
deceased.
Mr. Wales was a
carriage homestead and was bought, rebuilt and enpainter by trade and his shop was in the larged by Mr. Edminster, about two years
old Treadwell and Mansfield building for- ago. It contained about 25 rooms and was
well equipped and furnished. The loss will
merly on Beaver street. He built the house be about
$10,000, upon which there is underCorner of Pearl and Cedar streets and stood to be a partial insurance.
known as the Wm. Woods house.
Mr.
Summer Time Table M. C. R. R.
Wales was a charter member of Timothy
Chase Lodge of Mason in this city and was
The important features of the new sumthe first elected master of that Lodge. mer time table of the
Maine Central system
After leaving Belfast many years ago he include a Sunday service to the
Rangeley
made his home in Allston, Mass., and was Lakes, over the Rangeley Division, and a
Sunday service to the Moosehead Lake refor a time Station Agent there.
sorts over the Somerset Railway, two entirely new departures, and in addition a
A young life, full of promise and loved by
direct Portland and Farmington service,
a host of friends, passed
away Tuesday both
ways; an increase in the Bangor and
evening, April 30th, in the death of Mrs. Portland
service, and an important change
Florence E., wife of Mr. George H. Patten, in the
Sunday time table of the Mountain
a prominent citizen of this city, which ocDivision. It is announced that the summer
curred at her home on Washington avenue,
time table on all the divisions except the
after a brief illness of 12 days from pneuMountain Division will go into effect June
monia. Deceased was born in Malden .30
loth, and on the latter June 24th.
years ago, coming to Chelsea with her
parents when a child. She was educated
in the public schools of Chelsea,
Automobile Slaughter.
finishing
her education in Miss Gilman’s private
school on Commonwealth avenue, Boston.
“As long as we allow this manslaughter
She was a former student of the New Eng- resulting from the careless
driving of autoland Conservatory of Music.
She was mobiles to continue we are not only guilty
married about two years ago. Mrs. Patten of lack of religion and
patriotism, but can
was a prominent member of the Chelsea
hold ourselves directly responsible for the
Woman's Club and was interested in the deaths which are occasioned by it,” said a
work of the Children’s Day Nursery. She Boston pastor last
Sunday, taking for his
was the daughter
of the late Albert G. text the “Rights of a Dead
Newsboy.” To
Smalley. A husband, mother and brother all of which accident officials and the ordisurvive.
Funeral services were held Fri- nary pedestrian will subscribe.—Boston
day afternoon at the residence of her Standard.

Thomas Sullivan of Rockland has opened
store, a kind of amusement place, with
tables for a kind of bowling game,
under the corner of the hotel, The Stockton.
a

three

Mrs. Paulina Collins continues critically
ill. Her niece, Mrs. Oscar Ellis of Brewer,
is still with her, as she has been for the
past
one

nwh

day.

iuiu

vapi.

r.ills

Mrs. William Peirce
widowed sister of Mr.
come to keep house for
entirely alone since his
son is in Boston.

was ueie also lor

of Somerville, the
Ray Bowden, has
him. lie has been
wife’s death, as his

Roadmaster Sutton, of the N. M. S. R. R.,
had sufficiently recovered from his serious
accident, resulting from the collision of two
hand cars near Kidder’s Point, two weeks
ago, to take up his duties Mouday.
Mrs. John P. Griffin of Westboro, Mass.,
arrived by boat May flth, called here by the
serious illness of her step-mother, Mrs.
Paulina Collins, who lives in the house of
her sister, the late Mrs. Margaret Ames.
Dr. and Mrs. Janies Cole gave a whist
party and dance to the 1. W. society last
week, at their home at Lowder Brook. Coffee and cake were served to the guests and
a very pleasant evening was spent by all.
The Young Ladies’ Guild postponed its
meeting this week to use the time, Friday,
for rehearsing the drama, “Miss Fearless
and Co.,’’ which the} will present soon in
Denslow llall. Watch for the bills later.
The City of Philadelphia brought a load
of fertilizer to Cape Jellison last week.
She lias been chartered by the Maine Coast
Transportation Co. to take the place of the
Mohawk, while the latter is undergoing re-

pairs.

The schooner Telumah arrived at Pier
Xo. 1, Cape Jellison, Monday to load lumber; and the George 11. Mills to take potatoes from Pier No. 3.
The business is
beginning to iucrease as the season advances.

Rev. Mr. Mann returned Saturday evena two week’s visit in Portland,
attended the State Missionary Convention and other religious meetings,
lie
occupied his pulpits here and at Lowder

ing from
w

here he

Brook, Sunday morning.
Mr. Albert M. Ames

was

in Portland last

week attending the sessions of the Grand
Lodj'e of Masons. He returned Saturday
evening by rail. Mr. Ames is an ardent
member of the fraternity and has been a 32
degree Mason for some lime.
The foreign population of our town is increasing constantly and there is a repmc

that

Catholic church will be erected soon
at Cape Jellison.
Las,. Sunday a Catholic
mass was held at Mr. Commons, at
the
Cape by Father Godi of Wiuterport.
a

-NUMBER

Messrs. T. Baker and W. AlexanSnetors,
erot New Tork, having leased the Albert

N. Kelley property, on the Mill road, using
the house as a dwelling and the stable as a
work shop. They advertise as boiler makers, machinists and shipsmiths.
They do
all kinds of sheet iron work and boiler repairing, beside heavy and light forging.
Estimates will be furnished on all kinds of
jobbing, as well as on new work. Those in
need of such work should give them a call.
We are glad to have this new business undertaken and wish it success and pros-

perity.

THE NEWS

OF

BELFAST.

Capt. E. H. Colby arrived yesterday in
his smack Daybreak, with fresh cod, haddock, halibut and live lobsters, and is at
Lewis wharf.
State Commissioner of Highways Paul D.
out for publication a list
of towns iu which State road work will be
done this season. Following is the report
for Waldo County: “Towns which will
build, 22; will not build, 3; one city to be
heard from.”

Sargent has given

C. F. Storey, superintendent of this telepone district, arrived by train yesterday
morning and will visit the exchanges in
this vicinity. L. D. Morse is continuing his
work of getting new subscribers for telephones in the Belfast district and is meeting with good success.
The W. C. T. D. met Friday,
May 10th,
and continued the subject of
“Franchise,”
which was unfinished at the previous meeting. Mrs. R. S. Smart, vice president for
the North church, presided in the absence
of the president. The next
will be

meeting
hriday, May 24th, but the place of meeting

is not yet decided

on.

Street

commissioner Benuett is doing
good work, including the underdraining of Church street from Miller street to
post office square, a much needed improvemeur.
me granite curbing in front of the
post office has been replaced and the cross
walks raised to a level with it. The wooden
side walk on Front street, from Mathews
Bros.’ toward the steamboat wharf, which
had out-lived its usefulness, has been replaced by a grout and gravel walk.
some

Minstrels Coming.

The “The

Merry

Beggars” will present the Kink Minstrels

for the benefit of Trinity Reform Church of
East Belfast, in Seaside Grange

Thursday, evening.

ing, Mass., made a flying visit to relatives
in Belfast last week, and also went to MontCamden ville to see Mr. Palmer’s mother, Mrs. Clara

B. Palmer. Mr. Palmer is foreman for the
Norcross Construction Co., of Boston, and
has had charge of the erection of
many
prominent buildings in that city and elsewhere. He has left for Toronto, Canada,
where he will be engaged for more than a
year in supervising the erection of a bank
building in that city. Mrs. Palmer is to.
join him there soon, and they let their
Beading home during their absence.

Prof. John B. Packard of Bangor is visiting F. S. Holmes.
Mrs. E. P. Alexander is in Bangor for

an

indefinite visit.

Milton B. Hills of

Northport spent Sun*

Miss Avis M. Morison went to Boston
a short visit.

Monday for

Mrs. Frank J.

Rigby

of Rumford Falls is

The Bangor News write-up of the Interclass track meet held at the
University of
Maine on Monday afternoon, when four colrecords
were broken, contains the follege
lowing mention of two well known Belfast

visiting friends in Belfast.
Hon. Albert Pierce of Frankfort
town on business Monday.
Miss L. Grace

Chadwick

spent

was

a

in

few

boys:

days in Rockland last week.
Percy J.

Poor of Providence,
in town for a few days’ visit.

The former record in the two mile, a mark
of 11 min. 5 4-5 seconds, got an awful drop
when Dyer’10, loped in with a time of 10
min., 26 2-5 seconds, with A. W. Stevens,
'07, close behind. Harmon, ’09 was third.
Stevens led the way for almost the entire
eight laps, but Dyer passed him when the
tape was close at hand, aiid just finished
ahead of him. This time is but little slower than the .State record.
E. D. Bean. '07,
had the hammer thrown to himself with
106.75 feet, which is a good mark. Black,
0<i, was second with 100 feet, and Matheas,
’06 was third with 90.9 feet.

R. I. is

Mrs. B. L. Davis and daughter, Lillian
and Mrs. C. I. Davis are visiting in Dixfield.
Miss Ethel Bowen has returned to Detroit,
Me., to teach the summer term of school.
Mrs. George \V. Gorham of Bangor is the
guest of Mrs. Sarah R. Crawford, Miller
street.

Frank lilacs, who is employed iu a Portlaud store, was at borne last week for
a short visit.

George A. Beckett left Tuesday for Pawhaska, Oklahoma, to make his home with
his daughter Cora, w ife of Rev. Herbert E.
Mrs. 11. 11. Johnson and Mrs. F. R. WoodI’rohock. Mr. Beckett has been a resident
cock left yesterday, \\ ednesday, for a week’s
of Belfast the greater part of his life, a good
visit in Boston.
and much respected citizen. From early
Mrs. A. I. Blown, who has beeu with manhood he has been a faithful and conher husband iu Augusta a lew mouths, lias scientious member and worker of the Methreturned to

Belfast.

odist church and

member of the Masonic
opening services at the
Methodist church last Sunday evening the
pastor, Rev. A. E. Luce, requested Mr.
Beckett to come forward, and when he did
so, Charles E. Stevens, in behalf of several
Masonic brethren, presented him a check,
and bade him goodbye and Godspeed in behalf of the fraternity.
The pastor also
spoke to similar import in behalf of the
church. After the close of the meeting all
present took occasion to grasp the hand of
Mr. Beckett and bid him goodbye.
The
good wishes of the community will follow
him to his new home in the west.

Mr. and Mrs. Orman A. Hopkins arrived
home Tuesday evening from Florida, where
they spent the winter.
Miss
Mass..

Annie
IK

Butterfield of

Klldmlina t>lU

M

oiuei.

Lawrence

uni.- tidlli Allen

llnl>

tie J. Luce iu Belfast.
Mrs. Frank M. Bailey left last week for a
visit with friends in Massachusetts, Connecticut aud New York.
Mrs. A. B. Mead and D. IL Cunningham
of Natick, Mass., arrived last week to visit
Henry B. Cunningham.
Mrs. Lena Strong of Camden, who has
been the guest oi Mr. anu Mrs. Leslie C.
Foliett fora few da^s, returned home yes-

Alter

meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
will be with Mrs. C. A.
Hubbard,
Park street, Monday
afternoon, May
The study topic will be from the
magazine, The Counties of the Severn Valley, pages 168 to 191, and chapter ten of the
C. L. S. C. book, Rational
Living. The
circle will observe International Peace
Day”
at this meeting.
The program will include

Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, has
The Boston Budget reports Mrs. Frederick
Crosby and Miss Anne Crosby of Boston as accepted the invitation of Thomas II. Marshall Post, G. A. R., to take part in the
registered at the Holland House in New
Memorial day exercises.
York.
Miss Lulu 11. Littlefield is at home from
Portland lor a two weeks vacation from the
St. Barnabas Hospital, where she is superintendent.

Messrs. D. F. Stephenson, Ilarvey H.
Gray and Austin J. Fernald have been
made a committee on transportation for
Canton Pallas to arrange for getting the

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Lothrop and
two sons arrived from Michigan Saturday
morning and are at the Lothrop homestead
on Park street.

day. The Belfast Band, which has been
engaged for the occasion, will go on the
steamer M. & M., and the Canton will
probably accompany the band.

Mr. and Mrs. \Y. L. Kotman arrived from
New York Tuesday evening and are at
their cottage on the North Shore, Northport,
for the season.

The Belfast Masonic bodies were represented in the grand bodies in Portland last
week by W'ilmer J. Dorman, Allen L. Curtis, Ashley A. Smith and George R. I)t»ak.
Mr. Dorman was appointed district deputy
grand high priest of the grand chapter, and
Mr. Smith grand chaplain in the grand
chapter and grand council.

Canton to Rockland for the annual field

next

music, readings, papers and discussions on
the Peace Congress in New York and the
coming Hague Conference; “Labor organizations and Peace;” “Significant events in
Peace Movement;” “Peace at
Home;” “The
Year’s progress toward Peace,” and quotations on Peace.

a

me

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Hall, this, terday.

The program will include jokes, local hits, solos and
choruses,
mandolin and banjo duets, and a
farce,
“Coon Creek Courtship.” Home made
candy
will be on sale, and the entertainment will
be followed by an old fashioned
sociable.
Admission 20 cents; children under
12, 10
cents. Doors open at 7.30.
The
Circle
No. 4
20th.

to

Tuesday.

day iu Bucksport.

20

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Palmer of Head-

PERSONAL.
Capt. Andrew E. Clark went

~

Mark Bartlett spent Sunday at his home
in Moutville, returning Monday to his work
iu the law office of Hon. Charles F. Johnson in \\ aterville.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas K. Shea are in New
Yoi k this week, and are expected here soon
to occupy their summer home on the North
Shore, Northport.

NEWS OF

THE

GRANGES.

Comet Grange, Sv.auville, had a supper
and an apron and necktie social last Mon-

Burglary in Stockton. Last Monday
night the store of 11. B. Sanborn, boots,
Mrs. Charles B. Hazeltine and Mis day evening.
shoes and clothing, was entered and
quite Louise Hazeltine returned last Saturday
Harvest Moon Grange No. 57, Thorndike,
an amount in goods and cash stolen.
There from visits in Boston and a sojourn at the will have an entertainment and
pie supper
was about ten dollars in small
in
the Hot Spring;, of Virginia,
change
in the near future.

cash drawer and some three or four dollars
in “fish scales,” plugged coin, etc., which
Mr. Sanborn intended disposing of as old
silver. The goods taken included suits of

Everett, Grace, and Minnie Lord, of Bath,
New ton Lord and daughter Cora, of Belfast,
were in West Brooksville May 1st to attend
the funeral of Lyman Sewall Lord.

clothing, furnishing goods, shoes and a
Mrs. Georgiana S. Pendleton, who recentquantity of jewelry. One of the burglars
sold her house on Northport avenue, will
ly
was evidently a small man, as indicated
by
ller housethe size of the clothing taken. Dress suit make her home in Camden,
hold effects were shipped there Tuesday.
cases were taken in which to
carry off the
plunder. Three foreigners were in town
Miss Elizabeth M. Puud has returned from
The children of Mrs. Charles Harris, that day and left the next morning and are North Andover. Mass., for a short vacation.
Mrs. Annie 11. Lowell, Mrs. Maggie 11. suspected of the break, although
they were She is to be librarian of a new library which
Nickerson and Mr. Irving Harris desire to not
carrying suit cases when they departed will be opened in North Andover about
extend thanks to the many friends, who
assisted them and sent such beautiful
New Advertisements. Fred A. John- July 1.
floral tributes at the time of their beloved
son’s May merchandize matinees will draw
Amos Lord aud wife, of Belfast, Mrs.
mother’s decease.
many buyers to his store in Masonic Temple. James Sweetser, of Searsport, and Rev. Wi 1The Northland, the big auxiliary schooner,,
The curtain will ring upat2p. m. tomorrow, mot Lord of South Portland were iu West
arrived last Saturday night with a load ol
Friday, on a special series of merchandize Brooksville May 4th, called there by the
coal. The steamliguter Reliance came in
Sunday to the Cape Jellison dock, with a matinees which he has planned as an extra death of their sister, Mrs. Melvin Lord.
cargo of “hard pine” for the B. and A. R. afternoon attraction for the mouth of
Rice Black, who has been employed for
May.
R. and some heavy machinery for con....Dorothy Dodd Oxford ties at The Dins- some months in the
tractor Spellman.
grocery store of Swift
more Store $2.50 to $3.50 per pair_Securi4& Paul, has gone to Portland, where he has
We learn that Mr. and Mrs. Eben Libby
Bond
clothes
at
ty
boys
$5
William
the
new
house
Meiviu
A.
have leased
E.
a situation iu a shoe store.
Capt.
He was formercoicoru is just completing ami win occupy
Clark’s, sold under a guarantee. Clark alin the shoe store of N. C. Matthews here.
it as soou as finished. This house is located so sells the Sinceritv clothes ami the rmi.i ly
on the new street lately
opened, running Hond hats.
George IL Robinson of Portland is at
See advts.Ileatherbloom
easterly from School street to Railroad
lineman for the Western Union
petticoats, lace hose aud silk gloves at the present
avenue, south of the Davis house.
Telegraph Co. in place of John Dolloff, deMr. Sidney Hoskiug, agent for “The Fashion....The Swan & Sibley Co. have
and will probably beappoiuted perUniversalist Leadei,” the National organ just received a car load of timothy seed that ceased,
to the position.
of the Universalist denomination, was in tests 99 per cent pure.
also have the manently
They
town Saturday, Sunday
and Monday in
best quality of red clover, Alsyke, red
Chas. Patterson, who recently graduated
top
the interests of that paper and a number of
religious books published by the Uuiversa- Hungarian and 2-row seed barley_The from the Boston V. M. C. A. auto school,
list Publishing House in Boston.
Educator crackers are well known and A. has been taken into the school as an asMiss Lizzie B. Colcord, who has been suf- A. Howes & Co. have just received some sistant teacher. Ilis many friends will be
fering for the past ten days with a very new makes, including graham, oatmeal, pleased to learn of his success.
acute attack of rheumatism in the right
baby, toasterette and fruited Educators.
Hr. John Stevens is suffering from a disarm, following a long-continued heavy cold
for several weeks, is at this writing, Mon- Six packages of Sodaette biscuit for 25 cents located
knee, the result of an accident that
day, somewhat relieved. We trust she has ....Henry C. Marden has the best line of
occurred last Friday
He was attended by
seen the worst of the trouble and will soon
and harnesses he has ever carried,
carriages
be herself again.
Ur. J. C. Hill and Ur. M. P. Judkins,and it
from the best manufacturers in Maine and
is thought he will be disabled but a short
The Ladies’ Aid Society, instead of hav- the west, and defies
competition on price time.
ing its regular sewing meeting this, Thurs- and
Meantime, he is attending to his
His
is
in the rear
quality.
repository
day, afternoon will assemble at the church
office practice at his home, Claremont and
[or the very necessary spring meaning of the Windsor Hotel....Competent woman
[here. The ladies ol the Universalist par- wanted as helper at the Girls’ Home. Must Limerock streets.—Kockland Opinion.
share very active and interested in doing be a
Judge Fremont Wood, w ho is presiding at
good cook.... Experienced pants cutter
ill in their power to assist their pastor,
wanted at once by W. A. Clark, Belfast. the trial of Moyer and Haywood in Boise,
Rev. 11. E. Rouiliard, in his work.
is a native of Winthrop, and practicThe first tenement house on Cape Jellison Two furnished rooms, with bath, to'let at 6 Idaho,
s
being erected by Mr. Henry Hawes. Congress street.A. I). Chase & Son' ed law in that tow^ for some time. From
1'he dimensions are 22x30 feet and it will be Chase’s Corner, call special attention to Winthrop he went west about 25years ago
.tiree stories high. A bay window and towtheir line of lace waists, aud to the prices. and was prominent in politics there. He
sr adorn the trout aud the building is paiutsummer. lie has relatives
jd green. On the 1st floor are 4 rooms; on Full line of white goods and everything in visited Maine last
die 2nd 5; and on the 3d, another 4 room
floor coverings.Visit Shiro’s icecream in Portland.
ipartment is finished. The plastering and parlors on Phoenix Kow... See 3rd
Miss
Margaret Foster of Milbridge,
page for
nside finishing are now nearing completion.
advt. of Fred A. Johnson’s seventh After Maine, is employed in the Telephone office
Mrs. Albert Colcord, Mrs. Edward Harri- Supper Sale.Three furnished rooms to iu this city for the summer. Miss Foster
nan, Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, Mrs. Frank
let at 23 Cedar street. One room with bath is a very proficient operator, having been
Patterson, Mrs. A Ivan C. Treat and Mrs. and
telephone.Good man wanted in the jliief operator at Dark Harbor for seasons,
Frank Jackson, all active, interested inernwhere her celerity and skill at the switchpers of the Ladies' Aid [Society, furnished
grocery business. Apply to B. D. Field_
ce cream to the thirty children who took
James H. Howes, Odd Fellows block, an- board,combined with her unfailing
courtesy
part recently in the operetta under the nounces a
special sale for one week of lace md patience, won her many friends.
tuspiceB of that body. Mrs. Colcord, Mrs.
Patterson and Mrs. Treat served the youth- and muslin curtains, pretty patterns and
Charles E. Bicknell, the Brook’s big and
ful band last Saturday afternoon in Hlch- up-to-date styles at very low prices. Suits busy building contractor, is
shipping eleven
born’s Hall to their intense satisfaction.
loads of lumber to Hartford, Conn.,
jar
and garments, straw mattings, carpets, rugs
where
the
material
will
be
used
in the conThe lovely mild Wednesday of last week aud linoleums.Mrs. C. S. Webber, Bell
struction of two $8000 houses for Sherman
proved to be only a “weather breeder,” as a street, 1*111 have a
next
sale
for
the
Freeman.
Mr.
who
is
a native of
special
Freeman,
fold wave struck us Friday, bringing a
[hick snow storm on Saturday forenoon and two weeks of ladies' suits, separate skirts, Belfast and was formerly in the employ of
is
Mr. Bicknell here,
said to have accurnubeing so cold that ice formed at night white muslins, children’s garments, etc.
ated a very comfortable fortune in Hartfully a third of an inchin thickness. Sunbrd—Kockland Courier Gazette.
and
Monwas
clear
but
lay
decidedly cold,
School Districts Abolished.
lay came with a raw, chiliy, southerly
A large gathering at the Baptist vestry
wind iu the morning and for part of the
ast evening enjoyed the lecture by Rev.
13.
The
lay, which,however,changed at noon giving
voters
Augusta, Me., May
of Eugene S. Philbrook which was followed
r very fair afternoon with change of wind
Augusta, 596 to 120, today, in a special elec- by an entertainment. Mr. Philbrook took
to the west.
“Spring, spring, gentle tion, abolished the present system of con- is his subject, “The Land of Evangeline”
spring” seems very dilatory about arriving ducting the schools aud established a board md it was illustrated by stereopticon views,
ibis year.
of education. The vote was unusually large
[t proved both interesting and instructive
the fact that appareutly no in- ind was heartily enjoyed by all. There were
The Penobscot Iron Works is a new considering
terest was taken in the matter until Satur- i number from Springvale present.—Sanindustry recently begun in town, the pro- day evening.
ord Tribune, May 10th.

Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, has
adopted tlie following resolutions:
Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly
Father to enter

our gates and remove from
Grange our sister Jennie W’albridge;
therefore be it.
Resolved, That although she had belonged
to our order but a short time we deeply ieel
our loss and sincerely sympathize w ith the
bereaved family in their affliction.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, that these resolutions be published and that a copy be
spread upon our records.
Mrs. Lula 11. Crosby, ) Committee
on
Mrs. Olive H crd,
Mrs. V. N. Higgins,
Resolutions

our

Mr. B. J. Cox went to Bangor Saturday
to meet his little daughter, Helen, and her
auut, .Miss Scott, who was bringing her
from a visit with her grandparents in Kingman.
Miss S. will remain lor some time
with her sister, Mrs. Cox, and family.

a

WEDDING

BELLS.

Mr. Thomas GanGannon-Whitney.
and Mrs. Alice XV. Whitney were
married Thursday evening, May 9th, at 7
o'clock, Rev. Albert E. Luce, pastor of the
M. E. church, officiating.
This was the
first marriage by Mr. Luce in his new
charge, he having arrived that day from
non

respected citizen,having been in the grocery
business with his son Lewis on Church
street and later alone in the Lancaster
building on lower Main street. The latter
store was recently burned and Mr. Gannon
has moved to his farm in South Belfast.
The bride recently came to Belfast from
Union, but has made many friends who extend congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Gannon.
They left immediately after the
ceremony for their home on the farm.
DON’T PUT IT OFF LONGER.
Get Kid

of

That

Indigestion
Using Mi-o-na.

at

Onee

by

Many people in Belfast are slowly poisoning themselves by chronic indigestion. 'I heir
neglect to cure sluggis moss of the important
organs of digestion ii .■» the system with ferfood that results in
menting and decay:
sick headache, hearts u.i., bad taste in the

mouth, and many other symptoms.
Mi-o-na stomach tablet- are for the special
relief of such sufferers.
1 lie; quickly cure
the worst cases of induesiimi and*when
used a few days tin pain ami distress often
felt after meals will disappear.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets cost but .">0 cents
a box and do more good than a dozen boxes
i>f the ordinary digestive tablets.
They
£ive an absolute, unqualified guarantee to
refund the money if Mi-o-na fails to cure.

Saturday's

Snow Storm.

Rockland, May 11. A thick snow storm
in evidence along the coast early SaturAt 8.30 o’clock snow had been falling

was

day.

;hree hours and the ground was covered
with a thin layer. Green glass one and two
nches high protruding through the snow
presented an unusual spectacle.
The storm prevailed here, but the snow
nelted as it fell. In the country the hills
were white with their coveringof snow.
In
he afternoon the sun came out, but about
p. in. rain, snow and hail fell for a few
ninutes and then the sun came out again
ind the wind got into the north, and at
light it blew a gale.
Moosehead Lake Open.

Greenville, May 13. Moosehead Lake
i s open to navigation and fishing. The ice
>roke up and was cleared away by the wind
his afternoon the entire length of the lake,
1

10 miles. One of the steamers made the
irst trip of the season from Kineo.

WASHINGTON REVISITED.
Everybody in this country who lias
already done so should visit the
National Capital.
Those who have
visited Washington once will want to
visit it again. Competent authorities
say it is the handsomest city in the
not

world.

It grows more beautiful and
adds to its attractions every year.
Since the writer's last visit, 17 years
ago, the Congressional library, the new

Corcoran Art Gallery, the New Willard hotel, the Munsey and Daily Post
buildings and hundreds of big business
buildings, hotels and private residences
have been built, the iron fences removed that surrounded the parks and
the reservations at the intersections of
streets and avenues, many statues added to those in the parks, and other im-

provements made too numerous to
mention. It is hard to realize that 38
years ago the streets were unpaved
and the only street cars, those running

from Georgetown to the Navy Yard

Pennsylvania

on

street

line

drawn

were

Some of the

changes

on

and the 7th

avenue

horses.

by

do not seem for

Around the capitol asphalt

the better.

and artificial stone have largely taken
the place of verdure. The grounds on
the west side were then completely
shaded in summer time by magnificent
old trees. The work of reconstruction

began

in my

day,

despite

Senator Charles Sum-

many protests.
ner

succeeded in

line

nee

at

and went on

tne

saving

for a

soutnern

time

ena

or

a

the

removed
capitoi,
from around it and it finally died. The
but

the

earth

was

only familiar object is the statue of
Washington by Greeuough, fronting
the capitol, the granite pedestal of
which bears the words, “George WashFirst in war, first in peace,
ington:
first in the hearts of his countrymen.”

park

This stood in a

enclosed

where the Marine

iron fence

by

an

Band

played Wednesday afternoons. In rear
of the park was a building where
political prisoners were held during the
civil War, and around the park were
ordinary brick and wooden residences.
Between the Capitol and the B.
a

O.

station

were one or

two

story-

vate residences on F street.

There
grocery store on the corner oi
F, and 14th streets and down the lattei
street were a number of lesser buildwas

a

ings in
leading

which the

correspondents

ol

had their offices

newspapers
and for many years it was known as
Newspaper Row. On the ground tloor,
corner

of 14th street and

Pennsylvania

avenue,was the office of the Associated
Press (formerly the wine store of Fred

S. Cozzens, author of “The Sparrowgrass Papers” and “A Month Among
the Bluenoses”)
the
Western
and

Union Telegraph otlice, with the op-

erating

The

the tloor above.

rooms on

Ebbitt has now absorbed most of the

and G. streets

and in the Post and

Munsey buildings on E. street. In the
building was found Wm. B.
Shaw, 30 years ago the “Nestor of the
former

Row” and who still holds that title. His
is the only name on the listof Washing-

correspondents

ton

that was there in

my time. Mr. Shaw formerly represented the New York Herald, and was the
first correspondent to send news by
telegraph to his paper. He now repre-

Philadelphia Enquirer

sents the

attributes his excellent health

temperate habits.

and

to his

He neither drinks

nor smokes, and spoke of some of his
contemporaries who passed away years
ago as “high rollers.” AV. C. McBride,

whose name now appears in the list as
the correspondent of the Cincinnati

place

construction

ttie

B. & (>.

station, and w hich will cost many millions. will add greatly to the attractiveness of this part of the city.
I n w Hiking about the city few familiar
were seen.

Two

stores bore

Sun, retired

years ago to
a well earned competence.
lie

more

bv ill's. Hubbard, mother of
Mrs. Alexander Graham Bell. M. W.
Galt's jewelry store on Pennsylvania

enjoy
came

to

letter

writers

J
j

and con-.

what had become of it and said lie had

heard of it, “Perhaps you mean
Wormleys,” lie added. But that was

never

another

establishment.

ker's restaurant was the

Adam

Wei- I

and most noted restaurant in Washington in its day. Here the Washington

ist.

If memory is not at fault the din-

cost S20 a plate. Wormley was a
colored man who made a success as a
ner

Hotel, occupies tiie old stand on Penn- also seems to have gone out of exissylvania avenue, and the Metropolitan tence, although one of the objects seen
and Xa; aural hotels, the latter the old- from the “Seeing Washington automobiles” is the Old Wormley Cafe.
est bote, in Washington, are still doing
c.

bush

while several lesser hostelries
have gone out of existence. Harvey’s

a

lesuturam

aim

oar

mucn rre-

quenttd by Daniel Webster and other
statesmen of his day, and later. In the
near future all the buildings on this
side of the avenue and back to the Mall
will be removed and government build-

ings take their places. The
building, now in course

new

of

district
erection

south of the avenue, is a move in this
direction. The big business houses for-

merly

on

Pennsylvania

avenue are now

to be found on F street and are

already
invading G street, ar.d “the avenue” is
becoming a street of small shops.
Washington has a large and increasing number of hotels. In the war time,
and before and after, Willard’s Hotel
was the most noted hostelry.
It was

headquarters

for

everybody.

It was an

old-fashioned brick building extending
from Pennsylvania avenue to F street
on 14th street, plainly, even
shabbily,
furnished.
Sykes & Chadwick, landlords of the old

school,

the prowas the first

were

prietors. The Corcoran
“swell hotel” built, the highest priced
and most elaborately furnished. In a
short time more room was needed and
the residence of fleverdy Johnson ad-

joining

annexed. Then, after the
death of Charles Sumner, his residence
was

was

bought,

and still stands

unchanged,
while the Johnson house has disappeared and its place is occupied by an extension of the hotel proper. The Corcoran is now eclipsed by the New Wil

lard,

structure of steel
entirely
and stone occupying the site of the old
building. It is of many stories, of pleasing architecture and is lavishly furnished and decorated. To be a guest at the
New Willard one needs to have a fat
pocket book; but quite a number of
newspaper men boarded at the old Willard at $10.50 per week, and here the
Washington correspondents gave a dinner to Stanley on his return from Afan

rica after

new

discovering Livingstone.

The Willard is owned by Henry Willard, and the Ebbitt House, corner of
F and 14th streets, is or was owned by
his brother, Caleb C. Willard.
The
Ebbitt was originally two or three pri-

a. p.

County Correspondence.

the south side of the avenue, noted
as the place where steamed
oysters

on

jmw,

I

FREEDOM.

1'rof. and Mrs. II. G. Clement went to
Brooks last week as judges in a prize speaking cuntest—Freedom Academy whipped
Belfast A. M. A. 8to 3 in a baseball game
Saturday on athletic field. Freedom plays
its next game the 15th with Waterville High
at Waterville in the forenoon and Fairfield
High at Fairfield in the afternoon....Miss
Harriet Jordan went to Hallowell Friday
and returned Saturday.
SEAUS31UAT.

Miss Alice Simmons is at home for the
vacation.Misses Josephine
Knight and Mary McCorrison arrived las1
week.Our fishermen report some fine
catches of trout. A. L. McCorrison caught
a square tail trout which measured 16 inches
and weighed two pounds.. ..John R. Bryant
has returned home after spending the winter in Xebraska.Misses Mabel Bryant
and Blanche Taylor have returned from
West Upton, Mass.Miss Mary McFarland is spending a week in Belfast_Dr.
A. Millett and John Lane were in Portland
last week to attend the session of the
Grand Lodge of Masons_Mr. and MrsFred Ames have returned to Matinicus, acsummer

companied by Miss Ethel Luce_Mr. and
Mrs. John Levenseller are receiving congratulations upon the birth of a daughter.

j

Landlord Walker of the Acadian reports
that he is in receipt of more applications
for rooms at this popular hotel for the coming summer than on any previous year in
which he has been in the hotel business.
Everything points now to a very successful
year with the summer business this season
notwithstanding the cold back ward spring.
The cottages are nearly all rented and
private boarding houses fast
filling up. One
large cottage has been added the past winter
to the number at Dice’s
Head, and rumor
has it that several others will be erected the
coming summer.I. M. Vogell has about
completed an addition to his wharf for a
landing for his boat stage and a terminus
for the Castine and Brooksville
ferry The
addition measures about 37x60 and is buiit
with cobb work with rock ballast, the outside protected by piling... .The selectmen
havegiven HoratioCrie permission to build
a weir upon the shore of the Emerson
estate.
MONTYJLI,E.
Mrs. Helen Cushman has been
very ill
with erysipelas, but is
improving_Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Palmer of
Reading
Mass., have been visiting his mother and
sister, Mrs. Clara B. Palmer, and Mrs. Eliza
G. Waterhouse.Mrs. C. O. Jordan of
.South Boston, formerly of this
place, has
been critically ill, but her friends are now

1)1.....
IUO 5 UC.'tO Ul 1UI.
.J...UUVU,

ami Mrs. T. W. Hawes,
Sunday_Miss
Addie Stone has returned from
Augusta,
where she was employed in a
publishing
house, and is teaching at Dixmont Corner.
•■■frank Thompson, Clarence
Whitney
aud George Cook have bought new cream
L.
separators—L.
Rogers returned Friday
from northern New York with three horses
which he bought there....Frank
Thompson
carries the cream on the Burnham route for
the East Troy Creamery, making connections with Fred Myrick at Cooks Corner.
....G. A. Woods has been giving his build-

ings
vey

new coat of

paint....Mrs. Lillie Seaof Massachusetts is spending a week
a

with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. V. B.
Mitchell—A very pleasant meeting of the
Sunshine Society was held Thursday with
Mrs. Lizzie Smith. The next meeting will
be held with Mrs. Daniel Shaw the first
Thursday in June... M. V. B. Mitchell, V.
S., has for a long time been very busy, as
there seems to be a great amount of sickness
among horses and cattle_Mr. and Mrs. J.
if. Bagley were called to Sherman
Monday
by the serious illness of their daughter,
Mrs. Edith Townsend.

couraging. ...Quite

lively blaze started in
the woods in the southern part of the town
Friday, but the snow storm Saturday morning deadened the fire so that it was easily
got under control. It is reported that fully
a

of

fine wood land was burned
ever, causing a considerable loss to the
100

acres

owners.
SWANVILLE

CENTER.
Mrs. Webb is gaining slowly and surely
.James Marden and family have moved
to Waldo with their daughter_Mrs. Beal
lias been somewhat better for a week_
Ben Webb is visiting his father in Portland
...

...Arthur Dolliber is

painting

and paper-

l'HORNDIKB,

Rev. David Brackett of Brooks will deliver the Memorial sermon at the Center
church Sunday forenoon, May 26th_Dr.
B. P. llurd and Benj. Ames attended the
Masonic meetings in Portland last week_
George P. Higgins and Mrs. Flora Hunt
came from Bangor Friday morning to attend the funeral of their aunt, Mrs. Charles
Smith... .Miss Florence Palmer of Portland
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. D.
Palmer....D. B. Flint of Belfast was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Hogan one night
last week....Mrs. A. S. Higgins passed
Sunday in Freedom, the guest of her
mother, Mrs. Glidden—Miss Winnie Patterson attended the High school exercises
in Brooks last Friday night—S. F. Files
recently bought a fine young horse of
Harold Morton in Jackson....Mr. and Mrt.
Willie Ward of Unity passed Saturday
night and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Patterson....We had quite a snow storm
Saturday forenoon, which cleared away
cold and winter wraps were as comfortable
Sunday as at any time during the winter.
Monday was cold and there Is not much
prospect of planting corn or other hoed
crops at present.... Report says that Bnrton

Rub it in well for Aches, Strains, Sore
Muscles, Muscular Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, Lameness in
back, legs

B

■

m

and arms, Cuts, Burns, Bites,
Chilblains, Chaps, and the W
many other troubles you can treat externally.
Get it to-day.
\\ hat it has done for hundreds of thousands in
the past 96 years it will do for
You may need it but
you and yours.
once or you
may need it often. Whatever the time have it on hand t
meet the trouble when it does come.
Sold everywhere, 25c and 50
I- S. 'JOHNSON &. CO., Boston, Mass.
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Toymakers are Coining
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NeedNewAnything
to Wear?
Perhaps

you need

Shirtwaist

j

New Hat

a

New

or a

j

I

Spring Styles
Lamson & Hubbard Hats

I

are

,\i

B

I

in themselves

We handle

a

wr,

and Buggy Paints, V

buying Spring Hats why not buy your
outfit—Negligee Shirts, Gloves
Hosiery, Neckwear, Underwear, in fact
anything you may need for warm

Summer

Our line of shirts

largest and prettiest

els, White Lead

i

an

the

are

carried—
Coat Shirts with Cuffs attached vand
separate. Shirts with Collars and Cuffs
attached.
we

ever

|

A. A. HOWES i I
GROCERIES,

Dwight

P. Palmer

and MEDICI''

MASONIC TEMPLF.

Carriages

50

AND

PASSENGER TRAP.

Harnesses.

In Effect
All

Monday, M.

through

;
DEI

have the best line I

ever

carried

Belfast, from the best manufacturers in Maine, also from the
West.

I

...

>

forty-six years, and I think
carriage. Please drop in and
j look at my stock.
I defy competition
an price and quality.

have three Government
contracts,
and need at once 50 stitchers on

a

machines.

Experienced stitchbig wages and be assured
of steady work. New help taught by
a competent teacher.
Apply at once,
power

ers can

i

j

HENRY C. MARDEN,
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YOUR
Fresh mixed colors, 1-4 lb.

SUBSCRIPTION
THE

REPUBLICAN

JOURNAL.

for

We

a

DIME.

We also have

All

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.

W. M. BKOWN,
GEO. M. HOl'i-1
Pass.

varieties of

Vegetable

On ami after Dec
Burnham and Water
or and from Bangor, M
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Belfast, Maine.

toston, will

run as
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from

MARCELLUS J.DOW

ielfast,

BANGCR DIVISION.

MAINE.
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Jnity.
tnrnham, arrive

< Minton.....
} teuton.
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line of Ladies' Muslin
Jnderwear and other White Goads direct
i rom the manufacturers at prices as low as
nyone will give.
Gur Milliners know their business and
a stylish hat while you wait.
We carry Suesine Silk.

Faterville.
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>OStOll

B.E.Larrabee,M.D,, I
8 p.

a.

m., 12 to 2

m.

and.6 to

6mo2

~IDr. Williams’ Indian Pile
kOintment will cure Blind,
w
Bleeding and
Itching
■Piles. It absorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at once, acts
■as a poultice, gives instant re*
lief. Dr. Williams’Indian Pile Oint*
1
ment is prepared for Piles and Itching of the private parts. Every box Is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on reeipt of price, 50 cents and $1.00. WILLIAMS
IANUFACTURING CO.. Drops.. Cleveland, Ohio
For Sale by R. H. Moody.

1 pkgs. Sodaette Biscuit

)for

25 cents at

A. A. Howes & Co.’s

io8ton'{w.D.::;

|

IWCall for Ladies’ and Misses’ Footwear.

SEARSPORT, MAINE.

tangor...

I ortland.

can

t rim

..

’horudike.

llew

C ffice Hours: 8 to 10

depart

Jrooks.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP GO.

and LADIES’ FURNISHINGS
a

u

mu

Point.
I I Jity
Valdo

IN

JRY AND FANCY GOODS

We liave

j

8.09p.m., Bangor

Mail orders promptly at=
tended to.

3 dice.

If HOOKS,

;

1

and Flower Seeds.

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at this

UEALEli

;

>

MAGAZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two together for $2.10.

■

6.20 a. in.. Presque )
G.:tO a. m., Houlton s ;.e
Millinoeket ll.ioa.
grange 1.08 i>. in.
Arkivk—Stockton
in. Leaving Cat thou i;
p. m., Fort Fairfie m t:
Fort Kent 10.05 a. in
Docket 4.05 p. m., Mil-•
1> ill., Dov- r & Fox.

dwarf and tall nasturtiums.

want you to take advantage of ourcomaination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S

Commencing Monday, April 29th, steamers
Camden, Kock-

j yl D'“

/ill leave Belfast at 4.30 p. m., for
and and. Boston.

1 ortland.

!For Searsport.^Bucksport, Winterport, (Hampfen on signal) and Bangor at 7.45 a. m., or on
rrival of steamer from Boston, daily (except
Monday).

\ Paterville.
| augor.

RETURNING
Leave Boston week days at 5 00 p. m.
Leave Rockland, via Camden, at 5.30 a. in., or
arrival of steamer from Boston, daily (except

t n

Monday).
Leave Bangor week days at 2.00 p. m., via in( 3i-mediate landings.
First-class fare Belfast to Boston $3.25 one
^ ray; $6.00 round trip.
All freight, except live stock, is insured against
re and marine risk.
_FRED W. POTE,

Agent, Belfast, Maiue.
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HOLLISTER'S

Rocky

Mountain Tea

Nuggets

A Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.

A specific, for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
md Kidney Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
md Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 35 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.
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It I' ( \

in.
Leaving Milo 7..
Dover & Foxcioft
m., Bangor 8.40 a m..

WE
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j

gor 7.40 a. in., S.
Ii
Foxcroft 9.17 a.
j
8.50 a
in.. Millin' rk*
p. m., Fort K«-nt
;
Fort Fairfield
». |
j
Caribou 3.13 p. in.
Lk wk—Hangoi
Miio 4.20 i>. m., v
8.10 p. ill., Fort Fan
10.00 p. m Caribou ■.

have been in the busi-

ness

I know

Al::

Leave Searsport
lor and arriving .u .v-
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Junction.

WANT

R. H. MOODY, BELFAST.
J, H. Montgomery, Searsport.
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The HEATH A

the

are

When

I

weather.

When your back aches it is almost invanauiy an indication mat soniettiing is
wrong with your kidneys. Weak, diseased
kidneys frequently cause a break down of
the entire system. DeWitt’s Kidney and
Bladder Pills afford prompt relief for weak
kidneys, backache, inflammation of the
bladder and all urinary troubles. Sold by
R. II. Moody.

Headache
Tablets

get your business

enoug!

or

goods, Mixed Paint-,

SILk GLOVES 98c. PAIR.

ing meeting.

Shoop’s

9

I ashionable Hats for 1907.

world.
Rev. Nehemiah Bointon, P. D., of
the Clinton Ave.. church at Brooklyn,
N. Y., delivered an address at the even-

Dr.

to

the size of your job
cost anil our estimate

can

If you will

^1907.^

LACE HOSE 15c., 25c., 50c.

determined.

Mb In the head—pain anywhere, has its came.
Pain is congestion, pain is blood pressure—nothing
else usually. At least, so says Dr. Shoop, and to
prove it he has created a little pink tablet. That
tablet—called Dr. Shoop’s Headache Tablet—
Maxes bleed pressure away from pain centers.
Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful.
Gently,
though safely. It surely equalizes the blood circulation.
If you have a headache, Hfs blood pressure.
If If s painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous. It’s blood
•ongestion—blood pressure. That surely is a
•Srtalnty, for Dr. Shoop’s Headacht Tablets stop
* In 90 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn’t it get red, and
swell, and pain you? Of course it does. It’s congestion, blood pressure. You’ll find It where p*1"
Is—always. It’s simply Common Sense.
We sell at 25 cents, and cheerfully recommend

■

single

to sell it to you

Collar.

pTHERBLOOI
II
PETTICOATS

is in poor financial condition and that many of the professors
are greatly overworked.
The trustees of the Maine Missionary
Society held an important meeting at
which the financial policy for the ensuing year was outlined and the amount
of aid to be given different churches

When Ambassador Keid entertained
the Dante society at Dorchester House
London, the other day, Alfred Austin,
the poet laureate, made a little speech
in which he said sadly, “How unfortunate it is that America, which has produced so many millionaires, has not
brought fortli a poet in recent years!”
To which Mr. Reid smilingly replied:
“Unluckily tiiere is some truth in the
poet laureate's lament. Rut we in
America console ourselves with the
thought that even England has poetless periods. Such a period has supervened since Tennyson died.”

No matter whether

I
I
8

a

or

institution,

was

B

If you are we want

plea for an endowment of $150,000 for
that institution and the conference
I voted to give its support to the raising
of such a fund. A report was made
that Bowdoin College, a Congregational

j

fomil,-

LINIMENT

■

1

—

Anodyne

I

Crane, Waterville; corresponding secretary, Rev. Edgar M. Cousins, Tliomastou; auditor, John M. Gould, Port
land: treasurer, Ozman Adams, Portland; State superintendent young people’s societies and work, Rev. I. A.
Flint, Peering; delegates to National
Council, Rev. E. W. I-yman, Bangor,
and Galen C. Moses, Bath; alternates,
Rev. Charles A. Moore, Bangor, and
A. W. Butler, Rockland.
Numerous
committees were appointed.
It was
voted to meet next year at Bangor.
President P. N. Beach of Bangor
Theological Seminary made a strong

BURNHAM.

Winslow Caswell, who was in town for
several days visiting his cousins, Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Kimball, returned to his home
in Greene, Me., May 6th—Porter Kimball,
who has been in the west the past year, returned to Maine last week_Leroy Wyman, who has employment in Massachusetts, arrived in town May 11th, accompanied by his wife, to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. Wyman.Some of the
farmers in this vicinity have put in a portion of their early crops, but no doubt the
snow storm last
Saturday was a little dis-

I

conference.
The closing sessions were held Thursday morning, afternoon and evening.
Revs. E. E. Marsh of Waterville and
J. Newton Brown of Eliot spoke on
“The Forward Movement." Rev. W.
G. Mallettof Farmington, C. A. Wright
of Hallowell and Samuel M. Came of
Alfred told about the business management of church finances, and Revs. J.
C. Clancy of Portland and Warren
Morse of Brewer talked of the social
work of the church.
The following
conference officers were elected:
E.
T.
Moderator,
Garland, Portland;
recording secretary, Rev. Charles I).

of her recovery-It snowed all
Resolutions were adopted commendthe forenoon May 11th,
making the ground ing the steps thus far taken toward the
quite white-Will Bowen of Lynn was in union of the Congregational churches
with the United Bretheren Christian
town
this week.Walter
Bean is
and the Methodist Protestants and
building a shed connecting his house and
the pastors to bring the matter
barn... Wedding cards have been received urging
before their churches at an early date.
announcing the marriage of Miss Ethel The representatives to the national
Howard and Mr. Samuel Maiden,
May 1st. I council are expected to advocate and
Mr. and Mrs. Marden will make their home support the movement.
Resolutions were also adopted comat Mr. Edward Batchelor’s....Mr. and
Mrs.
mending Gov. Cobb for vetoing the bill
Levi Smith of Farmington are
doing the i for the
repeal of the Sturgis liquor law
trimming on. Mr. Volney Thompson’s I enforcement
act.
carriages... Elijah Gay recently bought a
Rev. Smith Baker, I). I)., Portland
horse of Mr. Evans of Waldo and
scored
the members of the conElijah roundly
Belgard bought one of Henry Rogers of ference on their alleged aristocracy,
Knox.
saying the Congregational is the most
undemocratic denomination in the
trot.

Charles Cook, Mr. Bowden, and Albert
Rollins, all of West Troy, have gone to Foxboro, Mass., where they have employment.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagley and daughter
of Pittsfield, and Mr. Eugene Hopkins and

JOHNSON’S

syste-!

CENTER

highest priced

avenue
the Tiffany’s of 'Washington, caterer, and a wealthy Congressman
is now Galt A Bro. Geo. W. Corcoran- from Massachusetts, name not now rewho had the cigar stand in old Willard’s called,built asmall hotel for him. That

originated, stands unchanged, but Mr.
Harvey has retired. Farther up the
avenue is
Hancock’s, established in

Or for any other achy part of the body
there’s quick relief and cure in Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment. When pain gets
after you do not wait for it to grow, but
kill it at once with an application or two of

tion instructing the delegates to the
Cleveland conference.
The report of the committee on
matic benevolence was made and an address on this subject was made by Rev.
C. M. Gates of Saco. A committee was
appointed to present a plan for consideration on the systematic benevolence
work at the Thursday session of the

C A STINK.

sonre

1

owned

For An
Achy Head

i

CONGREGATIONAL CONFERENCE.

The 81st General Conference of the
Congregational churches of Maine was
called to order in Portland Tuesday
morning, May 7th, by the moderator
Rev. Bates S. Rideout of Norway.
An address of welcome was made
by
Rev. Smith Baker, D.D., pastor of Williston church, in which the conference
recently bought flags to float over her was held, and the moderator, Rev. Bates
school-houses—Mr. and Mrs. Bert Thomas S. Rideout of Norway, responded. There
from Montville recently moved into the was an attendance of about 100.
Corresponding Secretary, Edgar M.
house with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Cousins of Thomaston, reported the
Thomas—Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Morse are
deaths the past year of Revs. David B.
spending this week in the revival meetings Sewall at South
Berwick, Benj. P. Snow,
in Liberty....Rev. C. A. Purdy of Sears- at
Alfred, Ira A. Smith at Holden, Ed’mont was in town last week_Mr. Samuel
ward P. Greene at Orrington and I. B.
Place lias sold his farm near the Woodbury Stuart, at Boothbay Harbor. There is
hill to James Whitcomb.The Waldo a total membership of 21,328, a net gain
County Veteran Association meets here of 57. Of this number, 5,911 are males.
The number of installed pastors is 34, a
Thursday, J uue Gth. A great time is expectloss of 40 per cent the past decade.
ed— Rev. IVm. Vaughan occupied the pulThe number of ministers
supplying
pit last Sunday, and gave us a grand serThe contributions for
parishes is 141.
mon from Romans, 14:19.
He will preach
benevolence aggregated $50,728. Eleven
here again in two weeks.
churches received legacies amounting
to $10,010. In addition the church at
WALDO STATION.
Bristol received $10,000 from a living
Planting will be nearly as late as last donor.
..vjwvtci
uaiuues
ui
trout are uemg
At the afternoon session the rmesti.,,,
made in this vicinity-Mrs. Sarah Smith of church union as
proposed by the
is improving slowly....Mrs. 0. G.
York conference was discussed
Hussey New
lost a valuable mare May 7th. She was sick and Ilev. Asa Anderson of New York
only about twenty minutes. Dr. Jackson gave an address, after which a committee was appointed to present a resoluof Belfast was called and

drug
the names of their original proprietors,
correspondents gave a dinner attended
one on Pennsylvania avenue recalled as
the feme of a cat weighing 30 pounds. by President Grant, members of his
Near the B. & 0. station a big flour and cabinet, prominent members of the
feed store bore the name of W. M. Galt Senate and House, Col. John W. Forney, then collector at the port of Philaa Co. Mr. Galt built the fine residence
and Tom Nasi, the caricatur- hopeful
just beyond the British embassey now- delphia,
names

I

I

Rev. and Mrs, Fred Morgan returned to
their home in Melrose, Mass., last Friday,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gurney moved from
Waldo into our village last week.The
Ladies’ Aid Society meets with Mrs. Elisha
Merriam this, Thursday, p. m.Morrill

pronounced it
rupture of the heart....Mrs. Sarah Levecseller, Sr., who has been somewhat out of
is
Forney’s “two papers, both daily,” health, better and rode out last Sunday,
the other being the Philadelphia Press. -Arbor day was observed in the Station
school, Miss Mary Stevens of Swanville*
Mr. McBride is also the manager of the
teacher.
Appropriate exercises were renowned
John
McWashington Post,
by
dered by the pupils, followed by the plantLain, who is also the proprietor of the ing of an apple tree, two
evergreen trees
Cincinnati Enquirer, established by his and a small
plot for flowers_W. P. HusMcLain.
In
this
father, Washington
sey recently bought a roan horse of Chas.
connection
it may be
mentioned Riley of Monroe... .Mrs. Eli Knowlton and
that one of my fellow workers and Mr. Frank Knowlton are quite sick with
companions—the only one now living— colds... -The Sunday School was organized
Mr. Frank A. Bichardson of the Balti- May 5th.

more

old

Gross has bought the Myers farm and will
there soon....Miss Minnie Lambert
came from Portland Friday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Emily Smith.The many
friends of Mrs. Emily Smith were pained to
learn, of her death, which occurred at her
home May 7th. Funeral services were held
at the home Friday, Rev. David Brackett of
Brooks officiating.Walter Perry has
been a great sufferer the past week_We
notice a scarcity of song birds this spring
but of crows there are plenty. They seeni
to be waiting patiently for the
planting of
potatoes anc' corn.
move

MORRILL.

in my day the city editor
Enquirer,
of the Chronicle, one of John AV.

of the former

near

Mr. and Mrs. Lenfest of Waldo are to move
the Barrack farm this week_Ethlyn
Moody visited her parents, Mr. and MrsDavid Moody, on Sunday_E. A. Robertson and family visited at the home of E. E.
Clements of Searsport last Sunday.Mr.
Gross has moved to Searsport_Miss Ollie
Marden of Waldo visited Mrs. E. U. Littlefield several days the first of this week.
to

was

antiquat- many
tributors.
ed and dilapidated structures. Many of
As illustrating the changes that have
the old buildings were bought by the
taken place it may be mentioned that
government, but we noticed one bouse
missed Welker’s restaurant,
still standing around which the grade having
which occupied a handsome marblehad been lowered so that a flight of
front building on 15th street, one of the I
The
steps was required to reach it.
clerks at the Ebbitt House was asked
union railw ay station, now in course of
taken the

—

—

buildings on 14th street, but this corner building still stands,with a furnishing goods store on the first lioor and
newspaper offices above.
Newspaper
Row no longer exists, and the correspondents are scattered about on F.

Washington in 1S05, and was
then one of 20 correspondents. When
better
lie retired in 1901 the Congressional
restaurants and beer saloons.
All this
contained the names of nearlias been changed.
The magnificent directory
two hundred, and these were all reply
which
further
of
Congressional library,
resentatives of daily newspapers, using
mention will be made, now adorns this
the telegraph. No doubt there were as
section and handsome buildings have
buildings, many of them little
than shanties, occupied as cheap

wooden

ing for Mrs. H. 0. Cunningham_H. P,
Marr is in very poor health
Mr. Knight!
of Monroe bought a cow and calf of Mrs,
Shorey of Waldo, one each of H. P. White
and E. A. Robertson and a yoke of oxen and
a cow of Ephraim Littlefield last Saturday..

f euton.
linton.

j urnham, depart

t nity.
j horndike.
t nox.

[ rooks.
faldo.
ity Point.
elfast, arrive
Hag station.
Limited tickets f<*r H
® 5.00 from Belfast and all
Through tickets t<> all
w est, via all routes, for sal*
* gent, Belfast.
Vice President m
" E. Boothkv. ( Jen’l Pass
\

c

j
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jOLDEN nuggets for sallow people

j

K. H. MOODY.

P

Agent, Madison, M

MUTED.

the Portland Flavoring

ntland, Maine.

<

I
i
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MASONS.

1

Grand Bodies in Portland

*'

liventionsof

the Severn

lating to trusts, corporations, railroads HAD GIVEN
dp HOPE OF EVER GETand graft, will not hesitate to sound
the knell of all that retards the growth
TING WELL.
of wholesome journalism.—Union SigBut When He
Tried Dr. Williams’ Pink
nal.
Pills Improvement Was
Quickly Noticed

Verdict for Dr. Pierce
AGAINST THE

Ladies’ Home Journal.

|!

Nelson Reynolds, who bought the Marsk
C. colt, Marston Don, of the W. S. Reynold
estate has sold him to D. M. Damon c
Lincoln, Maine. In size and appearance h
was without doubt the finest two-year-ol
colt in Waldo County. Both sire and dai
were registered, and great expectations ai
based on him. Wendell S. Reynolds value
him at $500.
He is now well broken t
harness and'carriage and was the specis
pet of Mr. Reynolds, who had taken th
best of care of him.

and Soon Mr. Graves Was Entirely Cured.
Notice to Our Customers.
A disordered
lie. It is an old I
digestion causes the system
VVe
are
pleased to announce that Foley’s to .be ill
maxiin that "a lie will travel seven
Masonic Hall, Portland
nourished, the blood becomes imand Tar tor coughs, colds and lung paired
Honey
and fails to carry needed nourishI
while
truth
is
leagues
its
boots
getting
o
f
Johnson
F.
aties
I troubles is not affected by the National ment to the
1
nerves.
Then follows a condion," and no doubt hundreds of thousands
Pure Food and Drug law as it contains no tion ol
d the Grand Lodge t I of good people read the unwarranted and
sickness and suffering that often
or other
harmful drugs, and we baffles the skill
opiates
of the family doctor. One
There was a gooi •
u.
malicious attack upon Dr. K. V. Pierce
recommend it as a safe remedy for children such case is
Last Friday afternoon the pupils of th
that of Mr. F. L. Graves of
and adults. K. H. Moody.
and his "Favorite Prescription published
1
Ldmg nine past gram 1
leasanthill,
who tells of his trouble Intermediate school, Miss Maud Sawyei
La.,
in
the
and
number
of
the
Ladies’
cure
(1904)
May
as
teacher, entertained their parents an
follows:
number of perraanen t
Home Journal, with its great black dis.tr»v«led considerably, was exposed to friends with an interesting program. Th
u
_iaud master made ai
ail
kinds of weather and was irregular iu first of the afternoon was devoted to th
B. & A.
play headings, who never saw the humdetails of the duties dis
my sleep and eating. I suppose this was writing of compositions. A “Bird Contest
its inconie year.
Reports o j ble, groveling retraction, with
0*“?e of r"> sickness, at any rate, in followed, which proved especially interesl
vi
spicuous heading, published two months
New Passenger and Freight C ars.
officers showed a pros
May, 1905. 1 had got so bad that I was com- ing, after which the pupils displayed thei
later. It was boldly charged In the slandto quit work and take to my bed.
Return 5
ol the craft.
I ability in a drill on mental arithmetic. Th s
More than 1000 men are now at work
erous and libelous article that Dr. Pierce’s
™ * good
doctor aud took his medicine program was as follows:
members, a gain of (53C
Favorite Prescription, for the cure of
between
Northern
Maine
and
junction
faithfully but grew worse. I gave up hope Roll call.
were instituted. Report |
woman’s weaknesses and ailments, conWest Seboison the Northern Maine Sea- of getting better aud my neighbors thought Responses with memory gems.
aiill routine business oc
I
was surely going to die. I had smother- Reading, “George Washington,”
taiued alcohol and other harmful ingredim.under of the forenooi
port railroad and the Medford exten- ing spells that it is awful to recall. My
Hugh Morrill
ents. Dr. Pierce promptly brought suit
heart
lowing grand officer
fluttered and then seemed to cease Song, “Loch Lomond,”
from
South
sion, so-called,
against the publishers of the Ladies’
Lagrange to
i rami master, Cbarle
I could not lie on my left side at
Dorcas Davis
Home Journal, for 8200,000.00 damages.
ii
West Sebois. As soon as the snow was all.
My hands aud feet swelled and so did Recitation, “A Bird that Celebrates,”
nille; deputy gram
Dr. Pierce alleged that Mr. Bok, the
Arthur Frosl
out of the cuts Contractor A. E. Trites my face.
: 11.
Mallet, Freeport
editor, maliciously published the article
“After
Williams’ Pink Concert recitation, “The Children’s Hour,
iiden, Leon S. Howe ! containing such false and
had crews at work blasting out ledge 1 ills in a reading about Dr.
School
to
I
them
decided
defamatory
try
newspaper
d treasurer, Millari
matter wity the intent of injuring his I and widening the cuts preparatory to and they suited my case exactly. Before Reading, “Longfellow,”
; grand
I could see an
secretary : busines^r'Turthermore, that no
Merritl
long
and
Raymond
after
improvement
alcohol, or the work of double tracking, which will taking a few
ind; committee o
boxes 1 was entirely cured, Recitation, “Extract from The Barefoo
other fujurious, or habit-forming, drugs
be done the length of the line between lam glad to make this statement and wish
Boy,”
i‘base, Portland
Ralph Webt
are. ory,er were, contained In his "FaNorthern Maine junction and Lagrange, it could cause every sufferer to try Dr. Wil- Reading, “The Old Liberty Bell,”
Portland; Hugh R : vorite
that said medicine
Will Lane
and already a large amount of work lias liams’ Pink Pills.”'
I istees charity Imn
is
native medicinal roots and
Dr, Williams’ Pink 1 ’ills do not
simply Recitation, “A Mission of Flowers,”
been done. The crews are now at work
ok E. Sleeper, Sa
deaden
s/no
harmful
whatAgues
trouble
j
ingredients
pain;
cure
the
which
McTaggart
contajfi
they
on 14 mile sections of the road and tire causes
ibee, Warren.
the pain. They are guaranteed to Reading, “Michael Angelo,”
that Mr. Bok’s malicious state!
work is beiug rushed as fast as condi- contain no
Arch Chapter o
were wholly and absolutely false.
Uovey Roberts
stimulant or opiate.
narcotic,
me/jp
tions will permit.
1 hose who take them run no
...cl;. May Sth, Edwii I
Irrtheretractem printed hv said Journal
danger of Recitation, “Languages,”
Edith Hobbs
There are about 300 men engaged on forming any drug habit. The pills act di,"M, deputy gram I I they were [prc-dTi.acitmw ledge|liattTiev
the work of double tracking and this rectly on the blood and it is only through Song, “The Train to Slumberland,”
in the absence o ; j nlid obtained ann’v-s ot "favorite Prethe biood that any medicine can reach the
Christine
scription."
Jones
fc<»11r~ntTTTTii•
111
chemists.
nirTTf
number
is
There
was
lest.
constantly beiug increased. nerves.
Concei t recitation, “Barbara Frietchie,”
mMnuuM
u
u .11() L tit mi Ml
are useful in a special way
j
11 the 59 chapter
Camps are built along the line and aban- to womenThey
colml outlayt>Lt_in‘ :7TT»7tre<j
and growing girls.
School
harmfiilurii^sT doned and set up elsewhere as soon as
u ;th a large numbe
Dr. W illiams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
These facts wt ;"e also proven intiiv t rial of
The exercises of the High and Grammai
one section of the road is finished. Last druggists, or
the action in the Supreme Court. But the
i'tiers. The report!
seut, postpaid, oil receipt of
last Friday evening were well at
business
of 1 >r Bierce was greatly injured by
week there were about 500 men at work price, 50 cents per box, six boxes for $2.50, schoils
were received. Tin
tended and were a credit to the place. Tin
the publication of the libelous article with
on the Medford extension and the force by the Dr. W illiams Medicine Company,
its great display headings, while hundreds of
had
been very prettily trimmed am
stage
thousands who read the wickedly defamatory
is being increased all the time. This Schenectady, X. Y.
Edwin A. Porter
presented a nice appearance. The partici
arTicie
n«Ter
saw the humble groveling reroad is being built through the unbroken
wand high priest
pants in both grades did well and theaffaii
“Here’s to your health and happiness’’—
traction, set in small t vce and made as inconpassed otf very pleasantly. Music was furcountry and progress is therefore much DeWitt’s Little
Portland; gram
spicuous as possible '‘he matter was. howRisers—famous little nished
Early
ever
by the Saxaphone Quartette of Belbrought
before
a
in
the
slower
than
on
the
double
i liodge,
Supreme
Jury
but pills. Nasty, sick headache or biliousness
Augusta
tracking,
Court of New York Slate which promptly
nevertheless the work is progressing may come on any time; the cure is ail Early fast. The program of the Grammar school
E. Kedlon, Norway
rendered a verdict ic * .10 Jioctor’s favor.
was as follows: Prayer, Rev. David Brackwith comparative rapidity. Among the Riser. Sold by R. Ii. Moody.
1 under \V. l'orbes
Thus his traducers came to grief and their
ett; Salutatory, “World’s Progress,” Gertie
base slanders were refuted.
secretary, Stepher
Belle JCnowlton; “Ma Can’t Vote,” Gladys
road to build are A. E. Trites,
■in mil tee of finance,
B.
Elbra Godding; “The Old Man’s Story,’
Tht
NEWS
BROOKS.
OF
McManners & Co., W. C. Jones and A.
Edna Mary Godding; Music; Essay, “James
Portland; Warren C.
ETHICS Of JOURNALISM.
Kitz James,” Bernard Francis Staples
& J. MacGregor.
fail'll 11. Burbank,
At Northern Maine junction a crew
M. W. Roberts has sold his stallion to “Aunty Doleful’s Visit,” Velma Iuez Hogan ; “The Better Way,” Hilda Miles Lane:
grand officers were The W. C. T. U.’s Fight for Purity in the is grading for the round house which Frank Fogg.
“His Mother’s Song,” Gwendoline Hope
will be built there for the engines of
Grand High l’riesl
Home and Society.
Mrs. Chas. II. Forbes is visitiue her sis. Boody; “Keepiu’ Just the Same,” Earle
The
the
B.
&
A.
This
round
ce officiating.
will
house
Melvin Roberts; “Street Car Etiquette,”
ter, Mrs. Augustine Thompson, in Boston.
The
National Woman’s Christian
inents were made:
Zelma Altou Hall; “Alexander Selkirk,”
Temperance Union has inaugurated a : have eight stalls and will be similar to
T. I. lluxford is having the “Captain Jim”
Charles Orriu Green; Valedictory, David
Grand High Priests concert of action for the ethics of the others on the road. There is an implace painted and fitted up for new tenants. Dexter Davis; Conferring of
Wil
.s. Waterville;
Diplomas;
journalism, througli its department of mense amount of grading to be done at
Mrs. E. A. Carpenter was out Sunday the m un ic.
Belfast; George W. work for Purity in Literature and Art, the junction to provide for the many
The program for the Junior prize speakfirst
time
for
several
weeks.
has
She
been
James F. Bagley, of which Mrs. Emilie I). Martin of
New tracks which will be necessary there very ill.
ing was as follows: Music; “Bernardo Del
York city is the World’s and National for the interchange of freight between
Capio,” Clifton Woodman Chase; “The
the B. & A. and the Maine Central, but
L. A. Bachelder planted an acre of Wanderer’s Bell,” Georgia Work,” “Death’s
ns—Rev. Leroy W.
superintendent. Mrs. Martin writes:
the
first
in
this
there
is
so
potatoes
Rev. Joseph R,
much
other
work
Monday,
planted
,,'k;
on
Blunder,” Ada Marie York; “Flash, the
going
After fifteen years of organized work,
Fireman's .Story,” Inez Arlene Estes; “Honow that the laying out of the yard can vicinity.
uid: Rev. Ashley A, it is an
encouragement that the PresiKev. William J. Tay- dent of the United States would bar hardly be reached for some time to
Mrs. Holmes of YVinterport has been visit- ratius at The Bridge,” Everett Lawriston
il ley; Music; “The Ride of Collins Grave,”
ing her brother, John Hobbs, the well C
from the mails unexpurgated accounts come.
Hattie Lula Work ; Extract from a Memorial
known
i st—Frank J.
The first of a consignment of 1056
grocery man of this place.
Cole, of the particulars of the Thaw case,
Address on President Garfield, Myron Lawand that one of the United States dis- freight cars ordered some time ago by
James B. McTaggart is about his business rence Cook ; “The Wreck of the Hesperus,”
Sojourner—Albert W. trict attorneys, Henry L. Stimson, has the B. & A. are now being received. again. His recent illness proved to be a Maude Annie Wehb; “Boy Billie,” Mark
Robert Stiles; “An Order for a Picture,”
■liUUk.
;..
threatened the papers with criminal Of these new cars 300 will be platform severe attack of the shingles.
Hester Rose; Music; “Touissant L’Overapt.—Owen L. Flye, proceedings for violation of Section cars, or flats, six caboose cars, 40 stock
W. S. Jones and T. A. Elliott were deleture,” Lawrence Earle Estes; “Grandmoth3S1I3 of the revised statutes regarding cars, and the remaining 710 will be regu- gates to the grand Masonic lodge in Port- er’s Sermon,” Olive Gertrude
Roberts; “Two
Lorenzo S. Robin
land and enjoyed the sessions very much. Patriots,” Lila Mae Estes; Bernado and
mail matter. Attorney Stimson further lar box cars.
The B. & A. also has a number of new
states that the mere fact that such
Our “Hello girl,” Miss Josio Brown, Alphonso, Adwina Patterson.
Jarvis L. Tyler, Farm- matter
The committee to award prizes consisted
purports to be an account of a passenger cars on the way. Among proves to be a dandy. She is on hand and
Brooks, Mr. 11. G.
judicial proceeding, furnishes no ex- them will be eight passenger coaches, ready to answer a call at any reasonable ef John H. Gordon ofof Freedom
B.
J ail—Pliineas
Clement, Principal
Academy,
Gup- cuse for a violation of the statute in four baggage cars, atid four combination time.
i
and
G.
The awards were
Mrs.
II.
Clement.
and
mail
or
baggage
baggage and smokquestion.
The officers of the Good Templar lodge is follows: 1st prize, Ada Marie York. The
us- Silas
B. Adams,
cars.
Several
of
the
tiew
passenger will be installed next
A leading New York paper, through ing
Saturday evening by 2nd prize was divided between Maude
uvey, Thomaston; lie its officials, recently pleaded guilty to coaches have arrived and they are said lodge deputy J. G. Stimpson, after which ice
Annie W'ebb and Hester Rose.
Skowhegan; Samuel publishing indecent advertisements in by people who have seen them to be rreani and cake will be served.
ue Falls.
violation of the statutes concerning ob- among the finest in use on any railroad
Mrs. I. G. Reynolds has returned from a
;
Ot n CLUunist; Offeks. Owing to the
Frank E. Sleeper, scene books,
pamphlets, pictures, pa- in New England.
visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Lindley crowded condition of our columns we have
pers, etc.; yet many newspapers re
Bailey, in South Framingham, Mass. She
Warren O. Carney, ceived in our homes
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is best {or had a good time, but says that her home bad to discontinue the advertisements of
today are violating
hese same statutes.
women and children.
Its mild action and here in the village is all right for her.
clubbing oilers, and will present them
:cil of Royal and SeWhen such violations are discovered, pleasant taste makes it preferable to violent
A notice is out for a meeting of the Board briefly here. They apply only to subscripll at -i p. ni.. May 8th,
such
as
W. 0. T. U. members should call upon purgatives,
pills, tablets, etc. Get of Trade at the band room this, Thursday, tions paid in advance; and when payment is
the booklet and a sample of Orino at K. 11.
kinder A. Beaton of the editors or write to
evening, at 8 o’clock. Among the matters made it should be stated what premium, if
them, and in:o be considered is that of the proposed
presiding. There was duce others to call or write, using their Moody's.
ii all the 16 councils,
summer school for teachers in July next.
any, is desired. It is also necessary to say
inlluence for the suppression of that
crs and
most of the which
that none of these publications are mailed
degrades and demoralizes. When
Walter FI. Gibbs and X. A. Webb are
■:s being present.
The these means
the matter to
fail,
starting in for a big poultry business. They with The Journal or from this office. We
bring
md master showed a the attention of the
have a thousand chickens hatched out now.
have to pay for these publications one year
postmaster general
.id pleasant relations and the district
The experiment will be watched with in- in
attorney.
advance, and they are then sent from
The report
terest
their
dictions.
For
in
Infants
and
Brooks
and
by
Children.
neighbors
"Where one person reads a book, five
their respective offices to our subscribers.
Jackson.
■a :->sug memuers, :.<•*>
Our
thousand read a newspaper.
clubbing offers are as follows for one
With its I
ated, 5 reinstated, JO leiepnoue annexes, an me vvoria twice j
Mrs. 1.. C. Cilley has a Marston C. tillv year's subscription paid in advance:
which she values highly.
pped, 55 died. The t'ol- a day passes in review.” The power of
It is two years The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
ere elected:
Grand tlie press should be used to stem the
old this summer and is a beauty. It would The Journal and Tribune Farmer.I 2.25
take
more
deprobably
Kimball, Norway;
money than she is The Journal and McCall’s Magazine... 2 10
swelling current of details of crime, and ;
worth to buy her as Mrs. Cilley intends to The .Journal and New- Idea Magazine.. 2 10
ar. Convers E. Leach, advertisements both medical and fraud-.
1
«
keep hei lira carlisge horse for the family. The Journal and Tri- Weekly Tribune.. 2.50
’. C. of work, Murray ulent that
pamper to morbid conditions.
rn: grand treasurer,
An encouraging feature in this fight
■
ics, Portland; grand for purity in the home and society and
ii
Merry, Portland, for the suppression of evil reading is
-ter Albert M. Penley the attitude of the National
Editorial
led the officers, the folAssociation, expressed in tlie following
; uieuts
made:
being
resolution:
ilev. Ashley A. Smith,
“Resolved, That the National Editormaster of ceremonies, ial Association of the United Statts
erell, Oakland, Capt. earnestly sympathizes with tlie woBelcher, Farmington; man’s movement for tlie promotion of
Frank J. Cote, Banpurity in literature and art, as tending
mi, Harry E. Larrabee, to maintain tlie moral standard and eni
sentinel, Willard C. G. deavoring to realize tlie prime object of
tllHf
j
tlie press—tlie elevation and betteri High Priesthood met ment of
humanity intellectually, moralMay sth, President Al- ly, and socially; for the suppression of
of Norway presiding, sensationalism, cruel
personalities, and
ere all present with a
immoral details in the reports of vice
members. Twenty-live and crime, which tend
only to degrade
all parts of the State the moral standard of the
community,
to the order.
folThe
often inciting to the reenactment of
•re elected:
President, the horrors thus depicted; and that we
■ill. Norway; senior vice will further endeavor to make the
press
-it M. Penley, Auburn; one of the truest and best
friends of
lent, Ilenry 15. Taylor, humanity by refusing space to all quesler, Millard F. Hicks, tionable and impure advertising, also
rder, Stephen Berry, excluding from our writings and doings
r of ceremonies, Jas. E.
the untruths and half truths, which are
worth: conductor, Jas. II. often more dangerous and often have
a
Win.
J.
and; chaplain,
more of poison than unmasked vicp, beston; steward, Benj. L. cause of the pure alloy which promotes
Harbor; warden Wilbur their circulation.”
Hand.
The International League of Press
f the Grand Lodge were Clubs has reaffirmed the action of the
First—the hour is a
one for
after supper we
st Grand master Chas. National
Editorial Association; also
the
most
sort
of
of
dessert—in
our
articles
of every
need.
Bangor May 9th. The passed the following:
ly Grand Masters and
“Realizing the important place the
i he
have
unusual
to
aro.se
were appointed by the
press assumes as one of the great educaoid the Grand lodge was tional influences of the
reason tor the
the
of t he idea.
day:
date.
Resolved, That it shall be our earnest
We shall out-do every
effort
our seventh sale—to be held next Saturommandery of Knights effort in the future, as it has been in
Maine met at 2 o’clock, the past, to assist the guardians of the
cider Geo. W. Gower of home in their endeavor to send forth
■■siding. All the 23 com- from thence such citizens as will guide
the
a
the
represented and 12 past and guard the best interests of the fireyou
uders with many past side in every land; as
tending to the
And
Past
remember—these
not
will
within
the
■represent.
hours of 7 and 9 p. M
grand uplifting of humanity, which leads at
r
Massachusetts
and last to peace, purity and truth.”
*
II
Freeman Ilersey and
State and Territorial Editorial AssoARNOLD MFRCERIZED
rs were present as visi- ! ciations have
COTTON VOILES.
$1.00 BLACK HENRIETTA
passed resolutions to raise
°ne pi**ce only, splendid quality,
.less of the grand com ! the moral tone of the
7Qp
Saturday night we shall place on sale the
press. The motto
TAFFETA
9c.
all wool bla« k henr etta, fortylast lot of cotton voiles to be had. The
a
prosperous year. lit I in an appeal to editors or associations
two inches wide. Sells regularly at Si 00.
lot includes short pieces from previous
a
of
24U.
I should be: “To exalt virtue above comArnold Mercerized Taffeta is a new summembers, gain
Special for Saturday night at.79c
sales, about 97 yards—2£ to 12 yards in a
mer fabric, made from the best yarns with
ii 321
Knighted, 00 af I mercial interest.” Emerson said: “The
,,lece.8c.
a higlny mercerized and permanent finish,
ated, 45 had been dimit- truest test ot civilization is not the cenabsolutely fast color, 27 inches wide, very
1 and 08 died. The re sus or the
LINEN TRA Y CLOTHS
desirable at this season of the year for
crops, but the kind of men
waists and dresses. Sells in all stores at
Of splendid quality pure linen, size 18x27
COTTON CRASH
the country turns out.”
1‘2£ and 15 cents per yard. Saturday night
inches, wide hemstitching. Best 25c. value
j
red to appropriate com j
An even hundred yards, no more, no less.
Resolution of the National W.C.T.U.:
we shall sell I9‘2j; yards, no more, no less.
we’ve ever shown. Special for Sat- 91**
Unbleached cotton crash, 15 inches wide.
Navy blue, Alice blue and green shades,
urday night.
“Whereas, Many of the magazines
tor Saturday night
Special
nsion day an appropriate and
£ l~2c
at.9c. per yd.
newspapers of the day carry adRev.
James
F.
Albion,
id,
vertisements of alcoholic liijuors and
waists.
He
made
at
See
window
also other advertisements and pictures
officiating.
Dr. Warner’s Perfection Waists for childisplay Saturday
50c. ARNOLD SILK 25c.
ess on “Faith.”
dren, made ot a good durable quality jean,
which should not be allowed to enter
guaranteed to outwear any waist on the
Only one piece in pretty shade of tan,
■'■nig officers were elected:
the home; therefore, be it
market. Special for Saturday night.
twenty-seven inches wide, Kegular price
l-2c.
4
GINGHAMS
21c
mauder, Sanford L. Fogg
50c yard. Special for Saturday night 2&C
Resolved, That we will choose for
brand Commander, Arne our homes, so far as possible, the news175J yards Ginghams in red. blue, pink,
Worth
and
black
checks
brown and
i
plaids.
-worth; Grand Generalissi papers and magazines which exclude
WASH CLOTHS.
12 l-2c.
25c.
6 cents per yard.
Special for Saturday
Virgin, Portland; Grant such advertisements; that we will, howBleached Turkish wash cloths, size 9x10
Just fifty of these handkerchiefs, no more,
n
l-2c
n»Kht.4
Warren
Philbrook
neral,
inches. 5c. value, Special for Sat- 9p
ever, in a spirit of frankness and kindno less. Slightly soiled and mussed.Special
brand Senior Warden, A1 ness, ask publishers and editors to exurday night.
»r
for Saturday night.22 l-2c»
or
roughs, W'estbrook; Granc clude from their publications objection25c DRESDEN RIBBONS 18c
111den, Elroy M. Mitchell able advertisements; moreover, we will
%
INVISABLE HAIRPINS.
Just ninety yards, no more, no less. Four
PLAIN HEM. HDKFS.
inch Dresden ribbons,warranted all pure
Prelate, Rev. James F remonstrate against such advertisePut up in boxes—fifty in a box—5c. value.
50 dozen more ladies’ plain hemstitched
silk. Good assortment of colors. 26 cent
Grand Treasurer ments and pictures being posted in pubfor Saturday night (per box).
Special
ietii,;' '.'“band;
handkerchiefs. Special for Saturday 2r
•lc.
value. Special for Saturday night..
"
Fobes, Portland; Granc lic places, believing them to be demorli.
Stephen Berry, Portland,
alizing; and we consider that it is the
No Telephone Orders.
iai|d officers Were then installed duty of town and municipal authoriNo Goods Laid Aside.
No Goods
commander
Albro
E
W. f i*r#nd
ties to prevent such displays on billThe following were boards or in other public places.”
>
Right thinking by the individual is
Bearer, Ralph W the basis of a righteous nation. The
;
"wiston; Grand Sword Bear mind must have the best nutrition for
Messerve, Naples; Granc right thinking. It is timely to consider
R. White, Bath; Grant pure intellectual food as well as other
'!H|1ry
*Ri
,l|ards, Warren O. Carney pure food; for “as a man thinketh in
THE, APVErtTIS&IV or FACTS
'I’diiim;,, Auburn.inspector, Jas. P his heart, so is he.” Paper is as patient
as Job; it gives back all it receives.
Tlie 6 ana
then closed

Masons of Maine

begai 1

Sending truth after

I
;
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WORK ON THE

The Kind You Have
Always Bought, and which has beeu
In use for over 30
years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his
personal supervision since its
infancy.
*
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
AU
Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience
against

Selled

—»

|

Experiment.

j

What is CASTOR IA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It
cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. D relieves
Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and flatulency.
It assimilates the Food,
regulates (he
Stomach and Dowels,
giving healthy and natural sleep,
ihe Children’s Panacea—The
Mother’s Friend,

tfyespription
madyfpOni
ever/ytil

■

1

|

»

GENUINE

j.

“THE

CASTORiA

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

■

.\£\JER

CONTROLS EVERY OPERATION
or THE

I.HC SPREADER

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have

j

A single purpose is essentia! to success. Single purpose in machine
As a practical
construction is just as necessary as in human effort.
working example of this single purpose your attention is called to the

;

Always Bought

the single lever.
This single lever which controls every operation is a marvel of
concentration and efficiency. It takes the place and does the work oi a
It controls the
half dozen levers on ordinary complicated sprtaders.
With
gear clutch, the speed of the apron and the reversing of the apron.
manure
this lever the operator also regulates the amount of
per acre. This
single lever is convenient for the driver and is easily manipulated. The
Corn King spreader is made in three sizes. Call on local agent and see
one of these machines or write for illustrated catalog.

manure

—--

■

KING

CORN

J

spreader, especially

K If./’// HA

I'/’O///>,! t,/iat, Itr/fu-t,

L__—-HARDWARE,
PLUMBING,

And Now For Our...

Seventh After

There’s

pleasant

agreeable

offerings

■

been

popularity

strongest

Supper

previous*1

Read

■

following list, giving only
prices

JAP-A-LAC,
TIN and AGATE WARE

l

during

few of

bargains which

will find.

rule, except

CROCKERY and FURNITURE,

CRAWFORD RANGES,

Reason for the Great Success of
Our After Supper Sales.

day evening.

■

MONARCH PAINT,

Sale.

bargain shopping Right
supply
lists
underpriced
day
enough
hearty enthusiasm—that’s really

Maine.

FARM, GARDEN and LAWN MOWERS,
SEEDS and TCCLS, CHILDREN’S CARTS.

GOODHUE & CO., Stockton Springs

lyon’s

French Periodical Drops

Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless, sure to accomplish
RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy. Price, §1.50
The genuine is put up
rillTinll Beware of counterfeits and imitations.
I lUIV ton with fac-simile signature on side of the bottle, thus.
Ohio.
Send for Circular to WILLIAMS MFU. CO., Solo Agents. Cleveland.

wAII

DESIRED
per bottle.

only in pasteUittar

{JUS

~

1

t'ar-

B*2—-—*

--■

■

yard

1

—

■

Children’s

EMbThDKFS.

'I’d

j

Charged.

V(|."rband.

standard

»ra,n;

V_

AUiry

comma.ndery

The censorship of public opinion

re-

Fred A. Johnson J"V_/

soli;
Statement

THE

of

hy

r.

Condition of

BANKERS SURETY COMPANY
Of

Cleveland, Ohio.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1906.
.8 17.17156
Real estate
101,052 18
loans..
Mortgage
30*200 00
Collateral loans
469,192 09
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank. 66,695 85
Agents’ balances. 49,070 89
3,00*2 12
Buis receivable..
5,943 86
Interest ami rents.
10,205 42
All other assets.
....

..

h.

moody.

New Custom Made
CARRIAGES.

..

..

Warranted lirst class in'every respect.

—

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

752,533 97
36,227 63

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1906.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

716,306 34

Total liabilities and

30,760
116,626 87
7,284 16
500,oOO 00
61,634 98

surplus. 716,306 34

Dr. E. E. BROWN
OF

BANGOR,
of the

B5f“Call

at our

and Durable.

Repository and examine

them.

Arthur Ritchie, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
All kinds of surety bonds promptly executed.
3wi8

Specialist in] Diseases

Stylish, Comfortable

Eye, Ear

Nose and Throat,
Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10
a. m. to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelbert
Millett, Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
and S. W. Johnson Belfast.
33tf

ISAAC S.
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TAPLES, Brooks, Me.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
O. E. Perry, whose full name was
Oscar E. Perry of Burnham, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, by his mortgage
deed dated the sixteenth day of June, A. D. 1900,
and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 25B, Page 300, conveyed to me, the undersigned, (’ F. Mitchell of said Burnham, a certain
lot or parcel ol land situated in said Burnham,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: On the
east by the Sebastlcook river, on the south by
land of A McNally and widow Hunt ; on the west
inn and the trout brook; on
by land of Lyman
the north by land owned by Millard Gilmore, the
Bagley heirs and A. D. Millett, containing forty
acres, more or less, and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at said Burnham, this twenty-fifth day of
3wl8
April, A. D. 1907.
C. F. MITCHELL.

WHEREAS,

Bryan

While it looks now as if Mr.

The Republican Journal.

SANDTFOIST,

LETTER TO JAS. HANEY,

Miss S. E. French arrived last week from
will be the Democratic nominee for the
Searsport and has opened her house on the
does
not
Sun
the
Baltimore
presidency,
hill for the summer.Mrs. Flora Perkins
think he could be elected if nominated
of Penobscot visited her daughter, Clars
and gives some very good reasons for
Erskine, last Monday_Mr. Frank Spring

BELFAST. THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1907.

Belfast, Maine.
Dear Sir: Not one man in ten knows
whether he’s wasting money or not, when
he paints. It depends on the paint.
With one paint, your job will take 10 gallons and cost $50 for paint and labor;
with another 12 and cost $60;
with another 14 aud cost 70;
with another 16 and cost 80;
with another 18 and cost 00;
with another 20 and cost 100;
with another 22 and cost 110.
Here’s an example. Professor Irvine, of
the Academy, Mercersburg, Pa., painted the
floors of his dormitories every year, one year
with one paint, next year with the paint of
the other dealer there—to divide the business between them—till Devoe came to town.
The job took 90 gallons; takes 60 Devoe.
The difference, 30 gallons, $150. He didn’t
know he was losing $150 a year till he got
Devoe.
Another example. When Geo. W. Brown,
Union, S. C., painted B. F. Arthur’s house
first time it took 30 gallons “cheap” paint;

At a recent Democratic

its

opinion.
er of Mechanics Falls was here to attend
banquet in Brooklyn, N. Y., former the funeral of his sister, Amy B. Curtis_
Co.
Journal
Publishing
Republican
Governor Hoge Tyler of Virginia and Mr. Edward Grant left for Guilford Mon
James of Kentucky day. lie was called here by the death ol
Representative
A.
C1URI.ES
M1.8BURY. j
spoke strongly in favor of making Mr. his wife’s mother, Mrs. Curtis...Mrs. Sara!
Bryan the nominee of the Democratic Willey of Hampden visited her relatives
dvance, $2.00 a
Subscription Terms—In
for President in 1908, and in the here several days the past week—Rev. T
party
for
three
cents
50
for
six
months;
year; Si.00
C. Derriok returned Saturday from Portcourse of their speeches said that the
months.
one
where he attended the conference_
ne
Terms—For
Published

Every Thursday by

the

<
square,
Advertising
Inch length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion

entire South favored his nomination.

This statement is

by

WHO SHALL BE GOVERNOR ?
than

Although
•elapse before

more

a

year

the Baltimore Sun and other influen-

The Savannah,
Georgia, Morning News thinks the candidate should come from the South.

the nominating convenmany candidates for the
Gubernatorial nomination, both Republican and Democratic, are already in

It

says:
There is no doubt that a Southern
candidate could carry every electoral
vote in the South, and Mr. Bryan says

tions meet,

evidence and lively contests may be
looked for. First in the field was Hon.
AVm, T. Haines of Waterville, whose
announcement of his candidacy last
winter created something of a sensation at the State capital. Mr. Haines

a

Southern

man

could poll the full party

vote in the North. A Southern man,
therefore, would be stronger than Mr.
Bryan, because there is doubt if Mr.
Bryan could carry the full party vote
in the North and it is a question if he
is as strong in the South as a Southern
candidate would be.

declared himself unequivocally for resubmission, which led some of his critics

A short time ago it was reported that
seeking a Republican the New York Central had acquired a
nomination on a Democratic platform. controlling interest in the Boston &
Qtuer matters of public interest and Maine and would develop a through
importance intervening the sensation line to the Provinces. Now it is posimi short-lived,
and Mr. Haines was tively asserted—and as
positively delost sight of until last week, when nied—that the New York, New Haven
through an interview published in the & HaVttord has got control of the BosBoston Globe he again came to the ton & Maine with its allied lines, the
to say that lie was

front and announced his intention oi
He
an aggressive campaign.

Maine Central and

making
said:

railways

Washington county

anrl will enter into eomueti-

tion with the Eastern

"I shall not be a candidate of any
particular section, faction or interest,
but shall ask the aid of all citizens who
beiieve in progressive, honest and economical government, and if nominated
and elected I shall endeavor to faithfullv and impartially serve all sections
and care for the varied interests of our
I take great
more than 700,000 people.
pride and have strong faitli in the record and principles of the Republican
partv. and 1 expect to run on the platform adopted at the State convention
and have no doubt of its triumphant
success in the next State election.'’

Steamship Co.

business with the Maritime
With this latter report
Provinces.
comes an
intimation that President
Tuttle of the ISoston & Maine is likely
tor

land,

Mrs. Sarah Jordan and family have thf
of friends here in the death of
Mrs. True lleagan of Belfast.A. A.
Staples caught two salmon in his weir last
week.Mrs. Clara Erskine and daughter
Flora are in Stockton village for several
weeks—Mr. Fred Shute, who has been at
the Waldo Couuty Hospital several weeks
for treatment, arrived home Saturday night
mproved in health_Mr. Guy Call, who is
attending college in Bangor, spent Sunday
here as a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins— Mr. E. A. McAllister, who has been
station agent here the past nine mouths,
has gone to Hampden. Mr. Arthur Snowman, who has been agent at Hampden,
has come here and will move his family
here as soon as a rent can be obtained_
The remains of Mrs. Amy B. Curtis, who
died in the Belfast Hospital, were brought
to her rooms here and a funeral was held at
the church the day following with a service
by Rev. T. C. Derrick. She leaves a daughter, Mrs. Maud Grant, and a son, Ralph
Curtis, w ho feel their loss deeply. She was
a kind, industrious woman ever ready to
help those in sickness and will be missed
here. There were several handsome floral
pieces given by relatives and friends.
Burial in the cemetery on the hill_Saturday morning, May 10th, nearly an inch of
snow fell here.
Ice made that nighty....
Schooners Stoney
Brook and
Harriet
Rogers,are here arrived the last two days.
Fred Grant is here for a visit with his
family—The grip is prevailing here_
Straw berry blossoms were seen here May 8.

seriously questioned sympathy

tial Southern papers.

must

the

to retire from the position at an early
date. Evidently there is something in
the wind.
The incident at the Jamestown exwhere the Governor of South

position,

Carolina met the Governor of North
Carolina and both declared themselves
Mr. Haines still adheres to his posi- teetotalers, suggests to the New York
tion on resubmission and said: “As a World a statement of the extent to
question of practical politics, and as a which “the Southern States are now the

the age of 83 years.

^

city

The lirst Democrat to

working in unison, but that
“it is harder to enforce the law than it
ever was, as the decision of the
Supreme

travel.

Commodore

Cornelius

in

that

body.

He was his

the last senate

Mr.

I power boat.

party’s

Staples

was

It is announced that Holman
to write an opera.

con-

other

measures.

!

prohibiamendment, and

lie was the author of

!
I
I

the lull tor the establishment of a State I
i
school for the feeble-minded. He is an

untiring worker,
out to canvass

and when

j

he starts !

the State in the interest

rest assured no grass
will grow under His feet and his voice
will be heard from Kittery to Qnoddy

of his

is

candidacy

Head. He claims to have strong support promised in several counties and

C. V. Stevenson went to Waterville to
work last Monday.School commenced
May 6th with Miss Helen E. Ring of South
Moutville, teacher—Mrs. Edith Vose returned home from the hospital last week
much improved in health_Mr. Hopkins
of -Nova Scotia is visiting his daughter,
Mrs. E. P. Hall
Everett B. Choate arrived home from Haverhill, Mass., last Saturday-Verne Poland is at work for Fred
There has been but little farmMyrick
ing done in this vicinity owing to the cold
weather....Mrs. Harriet Whitten, who has
been very sick, is gaining a little.
—

—

1

Potato

Shipments.

During the month of April, 1907 1,348,746
bushels of potatoes were shipped over the
B. & A. R. R., making total from crop of
1906 up to ami including April 30,1907, 10,
785,621 bushels or an increase of 3,916,472
bushels over same period in 1905-6.

Q

Rickets.

Simply the visible sign that baby’s tiny bones
are not forming rapidly enough.

J

j
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We offer fine Curtains at

ridiculously

low price*

in very pretty patterns and up-to-date
woven nets, in
ivory, white and ecru.

styles,
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f Straw Mattings,
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j

Carpets
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PLAIN
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PRINTED,
INLAID,
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and

Rugs;

Linoleums!

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC

i

A careful
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of values is
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m

BELFAST,
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Expected
$31,115.77
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ICE CREAM PARLORS

comparison

JAMES H.
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SPECIAL SALE ONE WEEK.

♦

RECEIVED IN OUR

\ Savings Department
\

IN ONE WEEK.

X)

TOTAL DEPOSITS OVER

s

\ $600,000,

mentioned Sheriff Pennell of Cumber-

have to reckon with parents whose
children owe their advancement to the
U. of M., and with the increasing number of young men and women who hold
its diplomas and owe their responsible
and profitable positions to their alma
mater.

I

*

ALL DRUGGISTS: 50c. AND $1.00

Belfast.
Adaline C. Dickey, Stockton Springs, to
surely make it warm for the many
Leanthy G. Farley, Blaine; land in Stockother candidate#, among whom may be ton Springs.

We are not sure but that the time has
already arrived. Those who assail this
most worthy and useful institution

♦

X
♦

will

Mell R. Ferguson, Troy, to Granville F.
Whittaker, do.; land in Troy.
land county, Sheriff Piaisted of KenneLillian G. Gardner, Belfast, to Albion K.
bec county and Hon. Charles F. John- Fletcher, Jackson; land and buildings in
Belfast.
son of Waterville.
Among those “also
Clifton B. Gross, Belfast, to Lena A.
mentioned” is Hon. Cyrus W. Davis of Gross, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Mary E. Garcelon, Troy, to Martha H.
Waterville,who led his party in the last Roundy,
do.; land and buildings in Troy.
two campaigns, but who does not seem
Willis A. Giles, Unity, to Rosie J. Warland in Troy.
ren,
Thorndike;
destined to receive a third nomination.
Timothy W. Hawes, Troy, to James ReyAs to the Republican nomination, nolds, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
Frank H. Mayo, Belfast, to Charles E.
nothing has been heard from Col. Pres- Wright,
Swanville; land and buildings in
cott of Biddeford or Hon. B. M. Fer- Belfast.
Frank II. and Edith V. Miller, Chelsea,
nald of Poland, who might naturally be
Mass., to W. Scott Nickerson,
in the running.
But “Uncle” Solon land and buildings in Swanville. Sw'auville;
Tamzen W. Mathews, Liberty, to InhabiChase, the “sage of Chase’s Mills,” is tants
of Liberty; laud and buildings in
willing. May 7th he gave out the fol- Liberty.
James L. Merrick, Troy, to Ellen M. Giles,
lowing letter for publication:
do.; land in Troy.
“I want to join the procession and
A. L. Norton, Liberty, to Amos B. Brawn,
get in early. I wish to say to the peo- Montville; land in Liberty.
ple of Maine tliat I shall be a candidate
Joseph L. Peabody, Thorndike, to A. G.
for governor at the Republican State Warren, do.; land in Thorndike.
George W. Reynolds, Winslow, to Alden
convention in 1908, the Lord willing.
do.; laud and buildings in Palermo.
“My platform is: Xo further exten- Bassett,
Olive A. Roberts, Searsport, to Jennie M.
sion of the rum power.
Sweetser, do.; land and buildings in Sears“Solon Chase,
port.
“Chase’s Mills, Ale.”
A. J. Skidmore, Liberty, to M. J. Greeley,
do
land in T.ihortv
" hen asked if he had
organized for
Wm. T. Smith, Stockton Springs, to Magthe campaign Mr. Chase replied: “No, gie V.
Smith, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Paul B. Scarff, New York, to William E.
iet that come afterwards. That's enough
Kotman,
do.; laud and buildings in Northtor to-day. No extension of the rum
port.
William
G. Treat, Bangor, to Ella AtThat's
the
And
power.
platform.
you
wood Treat, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
notice that I say ‘the Lord willing.’ I
Charles E. Wright, Swanville, to Susan E.
may not be here in 1908, but if I am, Mathews, Belfast; land and buildings iu
there’s my uame and there’s the mes- Swanville.
Minnie A. S. Worthing, Liberty, to W. J
sage.”
Brown, Palermo; land and buildings in
Liberty.
The time is coming when no public
Harriet N. Wight, Belfast, to Cyrus F.
man in Maine who hopes for advance- Dustin, Hopkintou, N. H.; land in Belfast.
Janies D. Winsor, Philadelphia, to Eleament will dare to slur the University
nor N. Sears, Manchester, Mass.; land in
of Maine.—Bangor Daily News.

t

♦

side-

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending May 13, 1907:
William Achoin, lielfast, to Sarah A.
Newbert, Belmont; land and buildings in
Belmont.
Jennie M. Blanchard, et als., Searsport,
to Olive A. Grant, do.; land and buildings
in Searsport.
William L. Boynton, Liberty, to Sarah J.
Boynton, do.; land in Liberty.
William N. Crosby, Brooks, to Frank A.
Twombly, do.; land in Brooks,
John Closson, Searsport, to Charles M.
Closson, do.; land in Searsport.
Mary C. Coombs, et als., Lincolnville, to
Cyrus F. Dustin, Hopkinton, N. H.; laud
in Lincolnville.
William li. Cammett, Belfast, to Margaret P. Wood, do.; land and buildings in

♦
♦
♦

i

Lack of nourishment is the cause.
Scott’s Emulsion nourishes baby’s
entire system. Stimulates and makes bone,
Exactly what baby needs.

He can create an

by telling his

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

|

banks, the resubmission of tlie
constitutional

Day

In

spicuous as an advocate of heavier tax !
atiou of railroads, corporations and

tory

Vanderbilt

has named his 57-rater the Aurora. It
would be an appropriate name for a

sented Knox county in four successive | uproar any time
splitting stones.
senates and was twice the only Demo
crat

jgj

♦

♦

H AI.T.I) AT.E.

ment are

shy his castor
into the ring was the irrepressible |
I
Bindley Murray Staples, who has repre-

candidate for V. S. Senator in 1901.

cows

♦
♦
♦
♦

-c_

of

Sturgis

sheriffs
force the law, showed their hand completely on the rum question. After
they ilid this, I always approved Gov.
Cobb’s veto of the repeal of the Sturgis
law. They left no other course to him
but to veto it.”

phosphate. Last Monday be sent two
to the Brighton market.

Augusta as dry as possible,” and that
the sheriff’s office and the police depart-

Courts prevents the seizure of goods of
the liquid kind, or, in fact, of any other
kind, until they reach the consignee
repeal bill bv Gov. Cobb, as follows:
under the provisions of the interstate
i'he Democratic party, under the
commerce law.”
With the supreme
leadership of Johnson in the last house, court and many of the
county attoron the question of the Eaton amend- nies
against enforcement the sheriffs
ment, whereby it was proposed to give and other officials wffio endeavor to entlie governor full authority to remove force the
laws have a hard road to
from otlice who refuse to enHe sustains the veto of the

Q
^
•0*

Fletcher of Augusta

says he proposes to “make the

Last Saturday night water froze to the
thickness of a half inch_Llewellyn Keller’s new house is nearly completed and he
will move into it in a few days....Charle
Oxtou is building a cooper shop near his
house for making lime casks aud apple barrels.... Charles B. Thompson went to Bel'
fast last week and got a two-horse load o

9WWWWWWW9W99999999

ties.

City

CENTER MONTV1LLE.

Big

Bangor, Me., May 12. Hiram II. Fogg,
capitalist, prominent resident, former member of the State Legislature, and 32d Degree
Mason, died tonight after a brief illness at

as

Marshal

25
F. W. DEVOE & CO.
P. S. Mason & Hall sell our paint.

Hiram H. Fogg Dead.

still of the

■•The Democrats don’t want the question submitted to the people, because
they know they will be defeated at the
poll’s. What they want is to keep the
Republican party in what seems to be a
position of denying tbe people the privilege of voting on this question. The
economic and business interests of the
State demand more careful attention
With the rum
than they have had.
question out of the way, they would
get better consideration in the future.”

repainted Devoe; 14gallons.
Yours truly

—

1 always have been, I stronghold of prohibition.” Alabama,
opinion that this ques- Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
tion has again got to be submitted to Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina
the people. The quicker it is done the and Virginia have adopted local option,
better." lie thinks there is no question while in three-fifths of the 250 counties
but that the people will vote to sustain of Texas the sale of liquor is forbidden.
the prohibitory law, and thus sizes up Kentucky, famous for its whisky, has a
the Democratic position:
very large number of no-license coun-

prolrbitionist,

am

■

$

AND INCREASING.
THE PEOPLE APPRECIATE THE ABSOLUTE SAFETY

|
AND

\

SQUARE

\

DEAL AFFORDED BY THIS BANK AND THE

4 %
IN

OUR

Savings
I

I

-5>THE:€*

>

BIGGEST * FEATURE
about

i

the

“

SECURITY BOND

(Guaranteed)
BOYS’ SUIT” is its quality—the smallest thing is
its price—only $5.00. Our broad guarantee of Money
Back

I

or a new

Suit is

your

insurance against defects.

You’ll find over a hundred smart patterns, a di
versify of fabrics and every fitting size to select from,

KM

Isles boro.

j

Department

SAVINGS DEPOSITS HAVE THE SAME SECURITY AND THE SAME

\

GUARANTY AS ALL OTHER DEPOSITS.

\

OUR INVESTMENTS ARE ALWAYS OPEN TO THE EYES OF THE
PUBLIC.
THE MANAGEMENT OF THIS BANK IS BY ITS FULL

DIRECTORS,

BOARD OF
WHO MEET WEEKLY AND PASS UPON EVERY LOAN AND

EYERY INVESTMENT MADE.

THERE IS NO ONE MAN POWER.

THE CITY SATIOML BASK OF BELFAST

Honor to Whom Honor is Due.
The following resolution was passed at
the recent session of the Grand Lodge of
Good Templars in Auburn:
Resolved, That we extend thanks to the
President of the Senate, Fred J. Allen, to
the Speaker of the House, Don H. Powers,
toM. J. Dow, chairman of the temperance
committee, and to the loyal members of the
House and Senate for faithful work done
in temperance effort during the Legislature.

Wiliam A. Clark,

I

Manufacturing Clothier,

Telephone*?-!88

Clark’s Corner, Belfast.
TAIN SMALLEY SALESMAN.

Educator Oatmeal
Crackers«

Educator Graham
Crackers

A. A. Howes 6l Co.’s

A. A. Howes & Co.’s

»

FOR SAI I
Brick house

No. 37

residence at low

price.

money
terest.

I»5

can

remain

on

ftfgh
A

xtr»

large

;

mortgage ai

Inquire of
DK.G.C.

KILW'Ht.11
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Win. H. Arnold h as bought big partner’s
Wm. H. Wight’s, interest in the grocery
store on lower Main street and will run it
He will close each day
as a general store.
at 6 o’olock except Wednesday and Satur-

(Ht \fWS OF BELFAST
notice.

„|.|>HKKS*

, ,

Journal

pin.
vi the
is,is.
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sale at the

days.

office.

post
AtttiepostOi.ee.

of 1). J.

1.

store of

the

vt

are on

H.

The J. K.’s enjoyed an evening with Miss
The club will
Sarah E. West Tuesday.
meet with Miss Ada A. Marriner, Congress
street, Tuesday evening, May 21st, when
plans will be made for the first picnic of

W,

Dickons.

irsport and M. J. Dow,
agents to receive suba.-itisenrents.
S,.

:i/.-d

lot KNAL

POBLISHINO Co.

Saturday night and the

,-i

the depth of

one

and

a

the

half

man

Social Aid will meet
G. Swift this, Thurr-

of the
last Saturday.

season was cut

It

ket

u

s a

at

re-

pound.

Maisano held the lucky ticket
ivt n to the Hospital fair by
t
R. Pierce of Cincinnati,
Hi

j

and Albea A. Hutchins
for the Grand Jury, and
and James C. Durham for

iman
on

f

a

«tra

furnished

music

lor

closing ball in connection
ng school in Castine, last
!

jicVlH.'

Company will have

,■

a

dance

Keyes’orchestra in Seaside
Friday evening, May 24th.

\
!

will be served.
,.f the G. A. K. Circle who
n
the buckboard Memorial
Mrs. E. 0. l’endlee notify
ihe hall May 23d.
issued 249 dog licenses
The total last year was
to be more uumerous than
and there must be a good
has

ar.
m

.,

licenses.

remaining in the Bel.*
for the week ending May
H. Bunker, Mrs. Stella Marhel McDonald, Miss Florence
tters

:

Bowen, Mr. W. L. Gardner
iward Gross.

e

from post office square to
to be a general dumping
iug recent contributions we
ei skin, a broken pitcher, an
the remains of a coal sieve
\es and waste paper of all
cet

a

cams

i

is building a new store at
ii the site formerly occupiedby
!< store.
The building will
with a hall in the upper
no doubt be a beneficial adnercialand social mtarests
horbood.
II Huntley will present his
“Kip Van Winkle,;’ in the
Monday evening, May 20th.
d by well known favorites
■a seen

here in former seasons

mechanical eff ects.
Band made its first appearstreet this season Wednesday
8th, marching around the
were followed by a throng of
: the principal streets were Unit as they passed. The band has
iigently all winter and it was
their lively music.
;

Music and fun—this

everyone enjoys, providing, of
Bourse, that the fuu is clean and wholethat the music is bright and
some and
catchy. In “The Toymakers,” a new musical absurdity, written by Charles Felton
Pidgin, author of “Quincy Adams Sawyer,’
these two qualities are so successfully
blended that the result is 150 minutes of
unalloyed pleasure. On Friday, May 17th,
“The Toymakers,” produced by a clever
company of actors, singers and dancers,
known as “The Jollities,” will come to the
Belfast Opera House for one night only,
and everyone, no matter whether they are
old or young, should not fail to see it.
is

.:,iist

season.

The Tot Makers.
what

The finishing of one house at Stooktou
Springs led to a long series of movings. The
owner of the new house vacated a rent at
Cape Jellison to which Fred M. Dutch moved from the Boardman house on Belmont
avenue, Belfast; William H. Snow moved
from the A. J. Harriman house on Congress street to the Boardman house; A. J.
Knowlton moved to the Harriman house,
which he recently bought, from the coiner
of High and Peach streets; Francis J. Philbrook and family moved from the H. L.
Kilgore house on Church street to the house
vacated by Mr. Knowlton; Dr. O. S. VickBurkett house on
ery moved from the
Church street to the Kilgore house, which
he recently bought.
House Talk. Beech Grove Farm, Monroe, 11. E. Haley proprietor, has been known
for the past forty years or more as the home
of some of the most noted sires of their day
in Eastern Maine. For the past four or five
seasons the leading stock horses kept there
have been Sultan Wilkes and Bellchimer
26317, and their colts have proved good sellers. This season, in response to requests
for a desirable draft stallion to breed to, Mr.
Haley has secured at large expense the black
pure bred l'ercheron stallion Itavisseur,
weighing rising 1,600 pounds, just the right
size for Maine breeding. He was foaled
March 21,1898, bred in France, and imported
in 1901. Mr. Haley will furnish an extended
pedigree on application... A Belfast correspondent of Turf, Field and Farm, writes:
“A. Fowler has already moved Mr. Horace
Cheuery’s string of sixteen horses to the
track at the fair grounds and llenry Gentner is going there with his three horses as
soon as he gets a couple of men to take care
of them. Any one looking for a good job
would do well to write to Henry, as he always has the goods.”
Fine Concert. The American Ideals
appeared at the Opera House last Thursday evening and gave one of the finest enThose who
tertainments of the season.
were fortunate enough to hear them last
year made a special effort to be present
again, and the audience was a very appreciative one.
Every number on the proThe company are all
gram was encored.
artists and were equally pleasing in their
specialties. They are Miss Helen Fisk

Ur. O. S.
Vickery has moved his offl(*
from Main street to his
residence, corner of
Bridge and Church streets.

State Road Commissioner Paul D. Sargent will have a good roads meeting for the
benefit of town officers and others interested at the court house hi Belfast
Friday forenoon, May 24th.
Shipping Items.

Sch. Charlie & Willie,
Capt. Ratchelder, went on the south marine
railway, Rockland, last week, for repairs.
She is chartered to load random stone at
Block Island for New York at $1.40 a ton.
Sch. Mary Farrow, built at Belfast in
1815 and last owned at this port by Capt. A.
D. Bean, is repairing at C. E. Bicknell’s
She now hails from
yard, Rockland.
Boothbay—Capt. F. G. French has sold
sch. William U. Sumner, to Capt. Fred
Small and others, of Milbridge....The keel
for a four-master has been stretched in the
Cobb, Butler & Co.’s yard, Rockland.
Capt. S. C. Rich did not buy a vessel in Boston but has bought back the Maria Webster
from his father—The Boston correspond“The
ent of the Nautical Gazette says:
Commercial Tow Boat Co.’s barge Edith arrived here Saturday in tow of the tug
Charles Gallagher from Stockton Springs,
with a cargo of 15,000 bags (37,500 bushels)
of potatoes, consigned to J. II. Bahrenburg
& Bros. Co., of New York. This is the
goniiiwl Ivin uf flint L’inil

Westgate, soprano; Miss Rosa Weidhorn,
violinist; Miss Ethel Batting, monologist;
Mr. Charles T. Grilley, entertainer; Mr.
Ave., Belfast, Tuesday, May 21, Van Veachton Rogers, harpest, and Mrs.
m.
The order of business will Mae Rancour Rogers, accompanist.
The
<
hear reports of officers; 2d. program, which was very well balanced,
officers and committees; 3d. and which appealed to everybody, was as
rules, or by-laws, or any other louows:
miliar to the meeting.
Tedeschi
Descriptive Fantasie,
Mr. Rogers.
Pillar meeting of the Improve-:
At
the
Bazar,
\ held Monday May 13th a vote
Miss Batting.
s tendered J.
F. Wilson,recent
Chaminade
Summer,
Miss Westgate.
loner, for his kindly interest
lg with the society and express- Impersonations,
Mr. Grilley.
il his retirement from the comIianser
American Fantasie,

Ma-

also voted to sent a letter
to the President, Mrs. Chas.
ho has been in New York sev-

Miss Weidhorn.

mas
•c

little done in the way of ob:
:
There could be no
Day.
ith tree planting, at the Park
has not yet been adopted. In
city schools appropriate exer—ld and the seniors of the High
it a beech tree on the common
'.he High school building. In
ural schools teachers and puved the day by improving the
grounds. Next year, when the
in condition for tree and shrub
doubt something will be done,
serious accident “Bobby” is
guard and Mascot at the
1’nion office this week.
In his
Mi Dies he encountered a
porcupine
-1 home with his mouth and one
•f porcupine quills.
Dr. Darling
and with the assistance of W. G.
•eceeded, after a hard struggle, in
nng ether and extracting the
a he said several things uncom: to the good sense of his patient,
objected very “strongly” to the
1 to the ether.
It is hoped that
cn he recovers, will be a wiser, as
sadder dog.
a

y

>

>

as

Departure.
ai

It is reported that
ture w ill be made in the enforce-

he prohibitory laws, by proceeding
lie owners of buildings in which
'"Id. Chapter 22, section one, of
ed statutes names as nuisances

“intoxicating liquors are kept,
away, drank, or dispensed in

■re
•n

■uer,” and section -1 says:
■

or

knowingly

lets any

building

or

"'vned by him, or under his cony purpose named in section one,
ugly permits the same or any part
be sii used, is guilty of aiding in
tenance of a nuisance, and shall be
less than one hundred dollars, nor
n one thousand
dollars, or imprist less tnau
thirty days nor more
months.
1

;

x
1

Hall.

In the

the city
be
ihe Belfast High school team and thf
A., the score stood8 to 8 in 12 innings
1
oss preventing the continuance of th<
Both teams played a number ol
‘■titutes. The batteries were White ant
And Thompson and Cunningham...
1,111 Academy defeated the Belfasl
''"•lies 8, to 4, in a loosely played game a
game at

Wednesday afternoon, May 8th,

Etude,
Tarantella,

a.

b.

Optommas

Mr. Rogers.

The Only Child,
Miss Batting.
a.
Irish Love Song,
b. The Years at the Spring,
Miss

Selected,'

Lang
Beach

Westgate.

Mr. Grilley.

Wienlawski

Legende,

Miss Weidhorn.
Ciuderilla II, (a sketch)
characters
Mabel Lee, ’09, N. G. Conservatory of
Miss Batting
Music,
Lanny Warren, comedian, Ilayward ColMr. Grilley
lege Glee Club,
Scene

Apartment of Mabel and Caroline Lee,
Conservatory of Music.

aMd

9

9

B.

Mass.

|]

fur fliic haroo

$6.00

Z

Ecru

®

lining,

chiffon

over

lining,

chiffon

effect),

2

trimmings,

Rheumatism.

Z

Cr-U=v»-0

worms.
Colds, Influenza,
E.JCOl’GHS,
Pleuro-Pneumonia.
$ Lungs.

cubes

Inflamed

paying

IF soothes

COLIC, Bellyache. Wind-Blown,
cubes $ Diarrhea, Dysentery.
F. F.)
G. G.
CUKES

Prevents MISCARRIAGE.

l KIDNEY

)

* BLADDER DISORDERS.

I. 1. >SKIN DISEASES. Mange,
Ulcers. Grease, Farcy.

Eruptions,

cubes )

J. K.

I BAD CONDITION, Staring Coat,
Indigestion, Stomach Staggers.

cubes )

60c. each ; Stable Case, Ten Specifics, Book, &c., #7.
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
Humphreys' Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New York.
VT BOOR MAILED FREE.

Belfast

Opera House.

W. J. CUFFOKD.MANAGER

FRIDAY, MAY

17,

A Feast of Laughter and Music

^The Jollities^
The

Toy

hat
pay for
a

your pride,
it- If getting the higher priced
style and honest service for
$2 00 is worth your while,
listen:
“Gold Bond” $2.00 Hats
are made in the newest styles
and shades, declared to be correct by the best dressed New
Yorkers, and they, you know,
set the fashion.
“Gold Bond Hats are
as the Government.”
SOLD BY

Telephone 7-3

In their Great Musical Absurdity

for

more

as

Established 1684

Clark’s Corner, Belfast, Maine.

orii SPECIAL SCKNKRY

AN OLD ENGLISH TOYSHOP
150 Minutes of

Music That CHARMS.

Prices 35, 50 and 75 Cents.
FOLLETT’S

fARMS^

Sold on account of change of residence or to
settle estate; cannot be equaled anywhere for
the money. >lade big profits for owners; many
other wonderful bargains. Fruits, poultry, dairy
Described in detail with photoami vegetables
graphs in snouts’ List 18." Send today for free
copy. List your properties for s. le with us. E.
A. strout.Co., 335 Water st., Augusta, Maine.
Near Bangor, Kennebec
Overlooking
Ocean.
Maine.
Valley,Maine
40 acres $800.
York Coun100 acres,cuts
60 tons hay. Keeps 5 cows,
ty. Maine. 66
magnifieen’pet sell cream, 10(o acres, comof buildings cords wood, 40
plete set of
(see cut No. apple trees, splendid buildhouse,
6209)owner has small
ings; cuts 30
40x4<>.
tons hay; one
been wintering barn
m i le t o two
75 to loo horses You can (puck
yearly and this ly pay lor it popular beach
resoi ts jliotels,
profitable bus- selling wood
be See picture No.
etc ; owner in
iness will
strout.
eludes
turned over to lf-92
horse,
100 hens, 4 catyou. Price only
tie and tools
83300. Strout.
for only 82200.
Strou:.
Xt20

Girl Wanted

A

Square Deal

A

merchant prospers only when he

sells good goods. Nothing ever succeeded that was a cheat, a sham or an
imitation.

substantiate this into every garment of
their make is sewn a Guarantee Label,
which means that the purchaser may
have his money refunded if he does
not find any suit or overcoat of their
make all that they claim it to be.

customers

prefer to offer our
Kuppenheimer Clothes in
we

preference to any other.

Kuppenheimer Clothes

are

ever

the standard of what is best in
quality and correct in style. If
you have worn Kuppenheimer
Clothes, you know this to be a
fact. If you have never worn

Kuppenheimer Clothes, try
them and satisfy yourself. Our
stock is complete.

harry W. Clark & Co.,
The Main

fancy
lining,

chiffon

over ecru

Street

Clothiers, Tailors and Outfitters.

YV

K

X

S
#

mention.

19 Wire 9x12

•

Values.

Z

Tapestry Rugs. Special
Special Values. Largest

assortment in Belfast.

Staine

s

£

English Linoleums for halls,

dining

rooms

silk

Battleship

•

and chambers.

Linoleums for

Z

kitchens, the

best.

A

OIL

ALL DEPOSITS

original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been purchased and the oil is being prepared by the

IN THE SAVINGS DEPARTMENT OF

Blended Rheumatic Oil Company.
BELFAST,

it.

Try

Waldo Trust

MAINE.

Biscuit

bodaette

Bpkgs.

this

for 25 cents at

IF YOUR ROOK bears tire name of any Commercial Rank in
vicinity OTHER THAN WALDO TRUST COMPANY, your

money.is SUBJECT TO LOCAL TAX.
Waldo Trust Company and SAVE this

Howes & Co.’s

A. A

Company, Belfast,

Are EXEMPT from taxes to the DEPOSITOR.

25 and 50 Cents.

15,

Price

MAINE”

BY THE LAWS OF

See that your moneyis in
A dollar saved is a

tax.

dollar earned.

****************** ********
Is the one which
receives the approval of those
who have tested
them *n 1 h e *r
homes for many
years. The

TVin Mnnt

*

IDG JuOSl

*

*

*

_

s«

ca
uouuuuuvui

,

Econom

4,

Piano to Buy

*

is

S

J

*.

*
*
*

I
|

one

of

most

the

4»

^Mil

-v>

6 Congress street, two furnished

*.

rooms

J
J
jj

Smalley Bros. Marine
Gasolene Engine, jump spark
complete with reversible pro-

preferred.

|
t Furnished Rooms
*

TO

♦
mm

LET.

TRY

over

Two

Apply

Has not been used

etc.

four months in all. Guar-

anteed in perfect order.

other

REAL) MACHINE WORKS,

at

Belfast, Maine.

4%

-....AT....

Price

$80.00.

23 CEDAR STREET.

3w20

Educator Toasterettss

pellor,

One room with bath and

rooms.

Sale

5 H. P.

Gentlemen

bath.

with

telephone.

A. A.

| For

J

BELFAST.

MUSIC STORE,

TO LET

*

PITCHER’S

*

TOTAL RESOURCES OVER $750,000

|

*

&

economical
pianos made, because the test of
time has proven them worthy the
high approval bestowed upon them.
They give perfect and lasting satisfaction.
Send for catalogue of this and other
makes

*
*

r,

s

*

PIANO

Interest.

■

T

f

h. f. miller

«

*
*
*

3vvi‘.»

4%

HOWES & CO.'g

BELFAST SAVINGS. BANK.

Undertaking
-AND-

«*-

ORGANIZED 1808.

LICENSED EMBALMING**

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

I

-—-

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

HERBERT T. FIELD. Assistant Treasurer.

R. H. COOMBS & SON.

DEPOSITS, DECEMBER 1, 1906,
SURPLUS.

Gaskets, Robes aud Burial Goods
Calls answered promptly either day
Telephone at house and office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

or

a

$1,345,519.07
187.703.64

...

-........-

night.

Dividend No. 1, Docembor
Dividend No.

Ggf^We also carry

FULL LINE of

77,

7, 1868,

December

at the rate of 3

$867.75

3,1906,

i-2 %,

$22,195.33

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES

Eastern Steamship Co., will go to Boston
this week to be taken out on the dry dock
and painted.
Superintendent Sherman of
the Bangor division says that the Camden
when placed in commission will be the finest steamboat that ever came into Rockland
The llatli Iron Works lias 200
harbor.
frames up for the Belfast, the sister boat to
Stnamor

®

•

very

..

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

and do developing, printing, etc., at lowest prices.
Films for any size or make of cameras. A dark
room free to all.

72 M

IN

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

SI RKKT, BKLFAST.

This Bank will pay its 7Sth semi-annual dividend on the first Monday of
June next, and it is expected that it will be at the rate of 4% per annum, and
we confidently expect to maintain this rate in the future.
All dividend interest
is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and if uncalled for at

Fnitsfl Educator Graders
FOR

on

A.

SALE

BY

A. HOW EH

$1,214,779.68

—.........«.«♦*«•—

Try tlie

Riitinun Wttlkt

the Rockland and Criehaven route last
Saturday. The steamer is to run three trips
a week, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday,
and has been put in first class shape. While
the Butman was repairing Capt. Butman
took the mail and passengers in the launch
Adelaide...-The freight steamer Massa-

•

999999999999999999994
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That's why

waist with

WM. O. POOR & SON, Agents,

The makers of our clothing, The
House of Kuppenheimer, rank among
the largest manufacturers in the world.
They claim that there is no better line
of clothes made than theirs, and to

Laughter That CHEERS.

Point-d’esprite

cording

TAIN SMALLEY, SALESMAN.

25 Original Numbers
of Pretty Music.

MONEY MAKING

X

Manufacturing Clothier,

Makers

Black

f

at our

weaves too numerous to

8>75

The

■

SEA IS AT

Z

good

WILLIAM A. CLARK

BY CHAS. F. PIDGIN.

THE
HE

|

Z

comparison, including lawns, muslins,
batiste, linen, pongee, butchers linen,
linen finish goods and many fancy

(yoke

8.00

PRICE

#

open for inspection in tans, blues,
black and white stripes and checks, as
well as white with dainty lace embroid-

ot

2

effect), with heavy
medalions, fancy tucking, chiffon lin-

tag.

•

Our line of WHITE GOODS is beyond

Ecru Fillet lace (latest

£

/

J

#

as

2

7.00

dainty,

very

well

line of dress goods in navy,
tan, red and light blue.

White embroidered net with fancv batiste

X

I SORE THROAT. Ruinsy, Epizootic,
cubes ) Distemper.

The Maine Coast
Transportation Co., which conducts a
freight transportation business between
To do light houseworki n a family of three. No
Boston, Portland. Stockton Springs and pastry cooking and no washing Apply to
MBS. H. K. McDON aLD,
Eastport and intermediate ports,has bought
14 Church Street, Belfast.
111119
the steamer City of Philadelphia to meet
the demands of a growing business. She is
larger than either of the boats now in use,
although not much larger than the Mohawk.
The City of Philadelphia is of 542 gross and
409 net tons, is 140.0 feet in length ; 26.7 feet
beam and 10.0 feet deep. She was built in
1896 in Wilmington, Del., and was owned in
Philadelphia. The steamer Mohawk of
this line is 535 gross and 377 net tons. She is
164.5 feet in length, 31.8 feet in width and
.11.7 feet deep. The Massasoit is a steamer
of 364 gross and 268 net, tons and is 127.6
feet in length, 30.6 feet beam and 9.5 feet
deep_The Castine went on the Belfast,
Islesboro and Castine route last Thursday,
in place of the Silver Star, hauled off for repairs.. It is expected that the new turbine
steamer Camden, built at Bath for the

tVizx ronwian

6.25

Ecru net waist with real Arabian lace

X

Conseatlon..
Tnflamma*
Fever. Milk Fever.

Made

as

§

SHIRT WAIST SUITS is

Look

lace, handsomely embroider-

white

or

ed.

J

C. C.

Steamer Notes.

Cluny lace insertion,
and tucks, made over liberty silk lining.
Well worth $8.00. Our price

i

Carpets.

now

Ecru Lace Waist, real

W

SARSAPARILLA.

and

Our line

BJ8PRAIXS, Lameness, Injuries,

CURES s

E.

2
Z

jJ

without loss of time.
A. A. > FEVERS.
tions, Lung

following prices, for no wardrobe
is complete without them.

X
j

line of LACE WAISTS at the

our

Z

IS
ixijers ciunun^KTORALj

ITO7

Black silk waists at all
prices
white batiste and lawns.

to

special attention

We want to call

X

—

Made by J. C. Ayer Co.. Ziowell,
Also manulboturora of

Dry Goods, Small Wares

•

The best kind ol a testimonial
“Sold for over sixty_years.”

CORNER*

*

A. D. CHASE & SON

Do you like it? Then why
be contented with it? Have
to be? Oh, no! Just put on
Ayer’s Hair Vigor and have
long, thick hair; scft, even
hair. But first of all, stop
your hair from coming out.
Save what you have. Ayer's
Hair Vigor will not disappoint
you. It feeds the hair-bulbs;
makes weak hair strong.

HUMPHREYS’

soit, of the Maine Coast Transportation Co.,
plying between Boston and Eastport and
fr-eduin Saturday afternoon. The visitori making 20 landings along the Maine coast,
unable to hit Sukeforth effectively arrived at Rockland last Saturday and had
11 uck out 14
repairs made to a broken coupling on hei
men, and their four rum
made on errors—Last Saturday af
shaft. The steamer was temporarily dis"| at the
Park, Belfast High sclioo
d Thomaston High by a score of 2 t< abled four miles inside of Monhegan Eridaj
me of the closest and most
excitiut night and after temporary repairs were
-s seen in
Belfast for a long time. 1 ; made proceeded at a greatly reduced rate ol
i* pitcher’s battle, both Cunninghan 1
There was a heavy easterly rolling
Hodgkins being very effective_Tb( speed.
steamer was in no danger
la*t ¥. M. A. team will
play the Free sea, but the
m
Academy team at the Park next Satur Capt. Ebenezer S. Young said he did not
;
,lal afternoon.The Y. M. A. base bal * whistle for assistance, the observers of]
■i,T,'i!1 run ai1 excursion to Camden Me New Harbor being deceived by the stean
tr0nl ttiere t0 play t*1'
Bockpt it
<f°
f
| escaping from the safety valve.
■

,

Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
Poultry by acting directly on the sick fasts
cukes)

pCHASE’S
I"*

\

will be towed to New York by the tug
•Joshua Lovett, and will return to Stockton
Springs with a cargo of fertilizer from Carteret, N. J.

A

s Aid Society.
The annual
the Children’s Aid Society of
be held at the Girls’ Home,

My Hair is
j Scraggly

—

s

!

nr-

I

the time will draw interest the same as the

& CO,

principal

sum.

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious

Prettier Feet \
TX7E

wish every

woman

who reads this

FOR SALE
to see

the

Dorothy

*

most

Dodd" Oxford Ties we have just received. Though the
fashionable of shoes, they are moderately priced—$2.50, $3.00,

and $3.50 per pair— including all leathers. The woman who will
take half the pains to get the correct Dorothy Dodd Shoe for her
foot that the makers take to make it, and that we take to select it, will

Store and lot corner Main and Washington streets. Desirable location for
For particulars
any kind of business.
F. M. LANCASTER.
enquire of
belfast.April 25, 1907.—17tf

Sodaette

"

have us

to

thank for prettier and more comfortable feet

Biscuit

Trustees, who respectfully ask

a

; depositors, and will be pleased to open
=

positors

oversight of its
present
any prospective de-

continuation of the patronage of its
new

accounts with

within or without the State.

Deposits received

and

placed

on interest the

first of each

month.

Deposits

Kpkgs.

in this Bank are exempt from taxation.

for 25 cents at
TRUSTEES:

A. A. Howes & Co.’s ROBERT

THE DINSMORE STORE, BELFAST

WANTED
COMPETENT WOMAN as helper at the
Girls’ Home, Belfast, Me. Must be a good
cook. Apply at the Home or to the secretary,
MRS. E. L. BRACKETT.
26

A

F. DC.VTOV,

ARTHUR I. BROWy,

4%

JAHEi H. Hi WK

PJB9 3. WHITE

BE ft D. FIELD.

4%

New

Perfect
Womanhood

a

rangement of the feminine organs.

thousands of women have

realized this too late to satfe their
health, barely in time to save their
lives.
To be a successful wife, to retain
the love and admiration of her husband, should be a woman’s constant
finds that her energiesare flagging, that she gets easily
tired, dark shadows appear under
her eyes, she has backache, heada woman

ache, bearing-down sensations,
!

or

Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound

the great woman's remedy for woman’s ills, made only of roots and herbs.
It cures Female Complaints, such as Dragging Sensations, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacements, Inflammation and Ulceration, and all
Organic Diseases, and is invaluable in the Change of Life. It dissolves
and Expels Tumors at an early stage. Subdues Faintness. Nervous
Prostration, Exhaustion, and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures
Ileadache. General Debility, Indigestion, and invigorates the whole
It is an excellent remedy for derangements of the
female sysem.
Kidneys in either sex.

GRANITES OF MAINE.

Literary News and Notes.

During the summer of 1905, Mr T.
“Charles Egbert Craddock, who him- Nelson Dale of the United states Geoself is the real prophet of the Great logical Survey, visited all the iuiporSmoky mountains, has never given a t mt granite quarries in Maine. The
clearer exemplification of his own de- lesults of this work are soon to be
lightful style, nor of his real love for
the country of which he writes, than in
his latest novel, The Windfall,” says
the book reviewer of the Boston Globe.
We supposed everybody knew that

1443

Charles Egbert Craddock is the
de plume of Miss Murfree.

The above design is by the McCall Co. of New
York, Publishers of Fashion
and manufacturers of McCall patterns.

SPRING WEDDINGS IN NEW YORK.
SATIN AGAIN IN FAVOR FOR WEDDING
GOWNS: LIGHT-WEIGHT MATERIALSTHE PRINCESS STYLE IN
PREDOMINANCE: TRAINS: VEILS: BOUQUETS:
GRADUATING DRESSES: FOULARDS: LINEN SUITS.

[Correspondence

of Tile

Journal.]

Die bridal gown is as much a matter of
individual taste as ever, and theadmirers of satin may
indulge that fancy and yet be in the foremost ranks of
■ashion. Heavy satin has been the
preferred material for early Spring weddings,
sometimes made up quite plain, then
again trimmed with lace, appliques, or embroidery. seed pearls, outlining lace sprays are a beautiful
addition, and atone
"'®ddlng> Sllver embroidery and seed pearls were combined. Chiffon

cloth, chiffon, Liberty satin, white silk or messaline are all in the
category of
materials and the bride-to-be of moderate
means will choose a fabric which she
can \\ ear on other occasions.
STYLUS IN MAKING.

sliaPe has been universal, with
without
Empire
Sf° thet!'e
ynncess
back.
A lace yoke
lace V is indispensable, with sleeves trimmed
.a
^'
match,and
illusion veil of any desired length attached to
or

.V

an

to

i

an

the hair by orange
ilossoms throws its own indefinable charm
over the entire costume.
Fora
:burc'b wedding a long satin train is
very effective, but for a home wedding, a
tiaiu ot moderate length is in more
correct taste. The bride’s
bouquet may be

'Ihlte j’laCeS’ ;vhite

rosebuds,

or

p
Look
is often preferred to liowers.

lilies-of-the-valley,

'"i.wn.uuHr

or

a

handsome Prayer

UKESSES.

Any special costume tor graduating, seems to lie
passing out of stvle or perhaps absorbed by the lingerie dress, which worn over a white
or colored slip
alternately seems ever new and fresh. The beautiful batiste
which
trimmings
aie easily put together, and so
effective, are one great reason for the continued
popularity of the lingerie dress. Braiding, in cotton soutache is new
and a
change trorn ruillesor luce,and is within the reach of all industrious
girls who desn-ea fashionable summer costume.
Mull is the fabric generally selected for
co.ton braiding, but any sheer stuff will
answer the purpose.
foulard

silks.

Foulards were never in greater demand
and really no other material is so
geneially useful, bo many patterns originate from dots and
stripes that it is interesting to lounge awhile at the foulard counter of a
leading house and look over the
tempting display, liny dots m “all over” patterns are held in
high esteem by
dressmakers, then again small dots torrn very large dots,
stripes or squares
Com spots on cluster stripes are
favorites, and tiny sprigs come in for their
share of approval. Brown, blue and
combinations of black and white are particularly attractive, nud in the latter, shaded black and white
spots of varied
sizes on a satiny surface, charm the
experienced shopper by the delicacy of the

design.

STYLES IN MAKING.

lor morning wear, foulards
shirt waist

model, always

ly quite

made in jumper style, or on the well
known
double, plaited frill down the front, and usual-

are

with a

a plum skirt.
More ornate dresses have three tucks
in the skirts and
waists in very full surplice, with handsome lace
yokes and sleeves. A facing of
comred silk is used in a surplice
front, with a belt and sleeve trimmings to
I.IXEX

SPITS.

Costumes of linen and lace continue their
fascinations, in which the latter
element enters even more largely than
during ttie past summer. A very pretty
dress on this order, has a skirt of “all over” lace
arranged in panels (over a blue
lining) the panels divided by a blue linen band edged
(both sides) with narrow
lace. The skirt has abroad blue linen
facing, and the waist is a rather long
basque, the skirt slashed and bordered with lace. There is a white lace
V at the
neck, and three-quarter sleeves with cape oversleeves all trimmed
in

harmony,

Verona Clarke.

_

FROM A CHICAGO SUBSCRIBER.

!

Seattle, May 4. Loaded with lamher the full-rigged schooner Arthur
i itger, lying outside Salmon
Bay near
the West Point lighthouse, was burned
last night. The cargo, worth

was

completely destroyed.

And

RELIEF

$30,000,

Both cargo
and vessel were insured. The crew of
twelve men, in the forecastle when the
llames broke out, gathered up their belongings and, lowering a life boat, escaped to the shore. The Arthur Fitger
was owned by the Schmidt
company'of
Hamburg, Germany, shippers, and was
valued at $125,000. She was built in
Belfast, Me., in 1880. Her tonnage was
1,727, and she was 202 feet long and 23
feet beam.

HEADACHE

SPEEDY
FOR

INDIGESTION

Monroe, Me., Sept, to, 1906.
“I have used ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitters in my family for years and find
they are almost an instant cure for

| headache and indigestion. I always
keep them on hand.”
Yours truly, L. A. Colson.

■

If the stomach is allowed to get out
Chicago subscriber sent us the
clipping from the Chicago Rec- of order, the whole system suffers.
To enjoy life the stomach must be
ord-Herald thinking it might interest I
tenderly cared for, and there is no
some of our readers.
The schooner remedy that acts so beneficially as
was not built in
Belfast, Maine, how- “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters. They quickly
adjust the illness and set you right. At
ever, but no doubt was built in Belfast,
all druggists, 35c.
Ireland, and was under foreign registry
A

above

she does not appear in the list of
merchant vessels of the United States.
V e appreciate the interest shown in
the paper in sending us the
clipping and
still more the following appreciative
words:
as

10c. and 15c.
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

CARLE & JONES,
Who by special arrangement have all
the patterns all the time.

Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure

blood. Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood tonic.
Makes you clear-eyed,
1
clear-brained, clear-skinned.

in a bulletin entitled “The
Granites o( Maine,” to which Dr.
George Otis Smith has contributed an
introductory chapter and map showing
the geographic and general geologic relations of the granites in that State.
The bulletin will also include the
statistics of
granite production in
Maine for 1905, prepared by Miss A. T.

nomine

The Circle Magazine for May is redolent with the breath of spring, and
Coons.
full of boundless life and energy. The
The number of quarries and prosoriginal articles are more and more in pects visited, including those of “black
evidence, and their strength and time- granite” for monumental use, amountliuess show that the plans laid out |
ed to 129. The capital invested in the
In entire Maine
months ago are maturing nicely.
granite industry in 1905
one
of
the
departtwenty-live
every
amounted to about 513,500,000. This esments are evidences of new life, new i
timate is based upon fair valuations of
ideas, and a litness of things that make the
quarries themselves, of the plants,
the magazine an ideal one for every
and of the amount of “working capital”
member of the home circle.
that is required to carry 011 the present
The May number of The Tine Tree business.
The report is designed to be helpful
with
the
comes
Magazine
mayflowers,
and those fragrant harbingers of spring to those who are engaged 111 quarrying
and working granite, as well as to
are renresented in colors on the front
cover. The photographs this month, an architects, contractors, and dealers in
attractive feature of the magazine, are monumental stone, and it will also
by John 1?. Peterson, who presents six make known to geologists the results of
views of Mt. Katafidin. The literary such scientilic observations as were
features of the magazine nearly all made in the course of the work. In
have a local interest, and include an order to accomplish these various purillustrated article on “Pemaquid—the
l'”1
Jamestown of the North,” and a poem —a scientific and an economic part.
The first is practically a brief textby Charlotte Frost on “The Hills of
Camden.” Sale Publishing Co., Port- book on granite m general, illustrated
land.
by the quarries of Maine and written
as far as lias
been possible in untecliThere were more copies of the Nanical, granite language, so as to be intional for April sold than any previous
to
teiligbie
working and business men.
number of the magazine ever published, This
part treats of the origin, minerand that in the face of the fact that
alogical and chemical composition,
this was the first number that had been
texture, structure, physical properties,
placed on sale at the advanced price of and classification of granite and
“black
of 15 cents. Thus it is again demongranites.” Under the heading “Strucstrated that it is quality after all that ture” the
nature and origin of sheets,
the American people want. The Panalilt, grain, How structure, joints, headma article which was such a hit in the
and
faults
are considered.
ings,
Dikes,
April number is followed by a James- veins, “knots,” geodes, inclusions
and
town edition for May, with even a handcontacts are described and discussed, as
somer cover than that of the April numwell as the discoloration and decomber. Besides a three-color cover there
position of granite.
are two three-color reproductions from
In the economic part the various
the original drawings, appearing as a I
tests of granite, the
of the
frontispiece and in the body of the stone to different uses,adaptation
and the methods
magazine. “Affairs at Washington” is of granite quarrying are first considerinteresting, as usual.
ed.
Ap economic classification of
The children’s department in the I Maine granites based upon visual
June number of the New Idea Woman’s j characteristics is next given, and then
Magazine contains an unusual number follow the descriptions of the quarries
of good things.
The third of the Won- and their products, the matter here beder Tales of Northern Lands appears in ing arranged by counties in alphabetic
this issue; it tells how Sif, the wife of order. These descriptions follow' a uniThor, the thunder god, lost her beauti- form method, taking up in succession
ful hair, and the revenge taken on (1.) the name and location of quarry,
Loki, who committed the theft. This name and address of operator and
is a splendid opportunity to let your superintendent; (2) the granite, includchildren become familiar, early in life, ing its description in the rough and unwith the picturesque Norse mythology. der the microscope, together with the
“How Miggles Shed Ilis Skin” contains results of any tests and analyses; (8) the
instructive information about a pet quarry, its dimensions, drainage, and
snake who was kept in a terrarium. water supply; (4) the stripping and rock
The third in a series of comic drawings structure; (5) the plant, including an
by John R. Bray, picturing the life of a enumeration of all machines and
missionary’s little boy and his friends pneumatic tools, to show its capacity;
in the jungle, shows the adventure (fi) the means of transportation; (7) laHorace had with a cannibal, and how bor, both of men and animals; (8) prodJocko and the giraffe helped him out. uct, its uses and market, together with
There are also some verses and draw- the names and location of buildings or
ings which will please the younger monuments containing the stone.
At the end of the report is a bibliogreaders.
raphy on the economic geology of
Dr. John Watson (Ian MacLaren) granite and a glossary of such scientific
died May 6th at Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. terms as were
unavoidably used and alThe cause was blood poisoning from so of current
The requarry terms.
tonsilitis. The Rev. Dr. John AVatson, port includes
14 plates illustrating
“Ian MacLaren,” was born at Morning various features of scientific or economTree, Essex, England, Nov. 3, 1850. He ic interest in the quarries or their prodIX**1 a urln/tof
TJd 1*1 V\11 k/>1.
..I
uct and 41 text figures. Most of these
and in Germany and ordained a min- text figures are
diagrams showing the
ister in 1875. He was appointed Lyman 3ourse of
joints, headings, and dikes at
Berel.er lecturer at Yale university in the quarries, but others illustrate “rift.”
181)0 and was made minister of Sefton
meet structure, “sap,” or the use of exPark Presbyterian church, Liverpool, plosives, or show the location of inin 1S80, retaining that position until
lividual quarries at the industrial cell11)05. Among the publications of Ian
ars.
The situation of these centers is
MacLaren were: Beside the Bonnie : ndicated by symbols on the geological
Brier Bush; The Days of Old Lang i nap.
Syne; A Doctor of the Old School, etc.,
and among the works signed John WatA Tin Shower in Vinalhaven.
son were The Mind of the Masser; The
Cure of Souls; The Potter’s Wheel;
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Sanborn of VinalCompanions of Tired Souls; Doctrines ] laven entertained friends recently at a
of Grace; The Homely Virtues; and ! ; in
shower in honor of Miss Leah Dyer
riie Inspiration of Faith. Dr. Watson I vho will soon be the bride of
Mrs. Sanarrived in New York in February last, | | >orn’s
brother, Guy Snowman. Miss
and later occupied the pulpit of the
was
to
requested
keep house for
Fifth Avenue Baptist church. After i : Iyer
drs. Sanborn. She was amazed when
leaving New York Dr. Watson went to I \ ibout twenty of her friends came to
Dttumwa, Iowa, and on April 23rd it I < pend the evening, presenting her with
nas announced from there that he had
hamper of useful and dainty housebeen taken seriously ill with tonsilitis, ] lold
articles. Refreshments were servthat he had been removed to a hospital , 'd.
Those present were Florence
and that all his engagements had been j
Smith, Edith Vinal, Dora Bowman,
taucelled.
imma Hall, Emma Snowman, Bessie
Sums, Annie Lane, Emma McNichol,
dinnie Gray, Helen Rolfe, Bertha LitMissionary Meetings.

j

j

n

<,

r..

I I lefield, Nina Gerald, Louise Gray,
Meetings ; 'earl Kittredge, Maude Peaslee, Laura
if Woman’s Board of Foreign Mis- j
Sanborn, Nellie Stratton, Winifield
sions, the Woman’s Maine Missionary j Smith, Louise Sanborn.
Society and the Woman’s Auxiliary of
the American Missionary Society were
“Flirting” with Brook-Trout.
field today. Committees were appoint-;
3d to investigate the feasibility of form- 1
If the farmer boy is more successful
ing a union of the missionary societies j n his catch than the city fisherman, it
in Maine.
i 9 because he realizes the advantage of
Mrs. Katherine B. Lewis of South i
Leeping out of sight. Of course, the
Berwick and Mrs. Emma L. Waterman t
upposition is that other conditions are
3f Gorham were elected president and (
qual. Familiarity with a stream often
secretary, respectively,of the Woman’s i ias much to do with the size of the
Maine Missionary Society.
I tring. Trout especially love to hide
The Woman’s Auxiliary of the Amer- aider wooden
bridges, water-soaked
lean Missionary Society elected these
ogs, branches, etc. They seem to realifticers:
j ze that safety is found in such places.
:
President, Mrs. F. O. Foster, Port- iVhen the current will not take the
land; Vice Pres., Mrs. W. C. Curtis, vorm to these spots, one must resort to
Waldoboro; Sec., Mrs. Aurissa Denni- ‘flirting.” This is done by holding the
son, Auburn; Treas., Mrs. Helen W. ] 100k in the left hand and bending the
Davis, Portland.
iole until the tension is sufficient to
9.
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Kennedy’s Laxative,Honey and Tar

W

Cures all Coughs, and expels Colds from
ns system by gestly moving the bowels

Bi^V
I

■

a

TO

jm

W
■

|

SEND.^®

WASTED at
tills office.
One
to learn the bnsiness.
Apply im-

mediately.

OASTORIA.
Bun tin
/) The Kind You Ham Always Bought

ft

|

hrow the worm over the spot.
Conpractice is necessary to make
<
he bait land exactly where it is wanted,
>ut “flirting” is an art well worth ac-

J liderable

t' luiring.—From the April Circle.

poles

I quarter
arms.

winsville Farmer

I

URIC-O QUICKLY CUKtb
H|\,

I

Treated Two Years With
Physician with K

I

h■ h

a

Mr. Frank Howe, a
prominent
town of Van buren, says: ■•[
Physician in this country, \m,
about two years for rheumat;
time several hundred dollars a:,,

:'I

B

>

S

!

■

B

B

■

instead of better ea.-i,
Clutches and forced to drivi t,
worse

B

hobbling to the doctor's util,
couraglng, let alone the sleeph
fnl hours of pain, being a,!.,.,

■

S

..

TRICTS

The growth of the rural telephone
President Sherwin points out that it
has been the constant purpose of the service of New England has been parNot only has the
directors to extend the service as fully ticularly notable.
and rapidly as is consistent with good number of subscribers on the New Engjudgment throughout the wide area land company’s own farmers’ lines inwithin which his company operates, creased enormously, but the number of
and to place its facilities within reach subscribers on sub-licensed lines, mostof the largest possible number of the ly in rural districts, grew 50 per cent—
There is from 18,373 on the lirst of January,
people of New England.
scarcely a village or settlement in the 1906, to 27,170 ou the lirst of January,
The average number of local
field whose residents cannot readily 1907.
calls made through the exchanges of
vice for communication to near or dis- the system each day was 935,858, or an
tant points.
aggregate for the year of 301,346,000.
Besides these there was a daily average
ONE TELE I’ll ONE TO K\ERY 11 PERSONS of
58,508 toll calls, or altogether 18,839,The development in the Boston and 570 in the course of the year. To build,
suburban division is very huge, this maintain and operate the plant for
metropolitan center being slightly in handling this traffic the company has
the lead among the four great centers 7868 employees of all classes, of whom
In the 3577 are women.
of population of the country.
General Sherwin states that the plans
entire Boston and suburban division
there is one telephone to every 14 of for this year include the installation of
new
switchboards and auxiliary appopulation, while in the city of Boston
alone the proportion reaches about one paratus in 32 exchanges. Six complete
new central office equipments have alin every 11.
1
Extensive additions and improve- ready been installed since the opening
ments to the New England system have of the year, each involving an entirely
been made during the past year. In new outfit of subscribers’ telephones.
the course of the constant work of re- The estimates of the expenditures for
equipment necessitated by growth, and maintaining and extending the system
by the fact that telephone apparatus of during 1907 amount in all to $5,500,000.
The financial reports show the comeven the very best type is quickly worn j
out, new switchboards were placed in pany to ue in excellent condition, box
104 different offices.
Thirteen ex- per cent dividends were paid, and, in
changes have been moved into specially ; addition, $493,000 of the bonded debt
constructed buildings and have been | was discharged. A further amount of
newly equipped throughout with both $499,000 of bonds was taken up April 1,
central office aud subscribers’ appara- of this year. The amount of capital
tus. Besides this enormous amount of I stock issued at the present time is $31,new and larger apparatus, additions 079,800.
were made to the existing central office
Mrs. S. Joyce, 180 Sullivan St., Clareplants in 23 exchanges.
The total expenditures during the mont, N. 11., writes: “About a year ago 1
year for materials, General Sherwin re- bought two bottles of Foley’s Kidney Cure,
It cured me of a severe ease of Kidney
ports as $4,310,375.30. Of this amount j
I a million and three-quarters went for trouble of several years’standing. It certainly is a grand, good medicine, and 1
| wire and cable, more than three quart- heartily recommend it.” It. 11. Moody.
I ers of a million for switchboards and
I switchboard material, and almost a
AN OBJECT LESSON IN ROADS.
of a million for
and cross-

S
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purchased Smith’s Uric-O p..
liotne and used it that day
“rhose fearful sciatic pain-

w

E

B
B

seemed to let loose and flow
ent and knew the next in.:,
cure, as 1 slept and vest.,

B
B

something I had not done l-t
used in all six bottles of I
felt a return of the disc,
crutches or cane since the li
I have since recommendo
menus

I
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ana

acquaint a
stance it gave remarkable ?•
son who suffers from Kin
Uric-0 at once ami vour >
FRANK HOW 1
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Anyone who doubts Mr. n
invited to write him for im *
The manufacturers have
-■
the remedy that they will I
bottle of Urie-O fre.- to all in,
never used it and are look;

|

lasting cure for this

I

j

)

di-

most
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Address for free trial, smith I)
n.y.
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Do not

purchase any Timothy s
got the analysis of the M;i
nient Station.

Low

grade Timothy can be pm*
cents per bushel less than

Do not take any that
cent pure.
We

w

ill

t-- t

are now taking into store a
thy that tests 99 per cent
quality Red Clover, AlsykHungarian.

We have 2-Row Seed
ley for feed.

Harley

o
1
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object lesson in country road
The purchases included large advance
building, and an ample demonstration
orders
for
and
material,
apparatus
|
that good roads can be made in Washmade advisable by the upward tendency
ington county, is the piece of State
of
for
reprices
everything
practically
I
road which was built last year between
j1 quired in constructing and maintain- this town and East Macliias, says the
ing the telephone system and by the Machias Kepublican.
33, 35, 37 Front 5t., Belfast.
extraordinary demand due to the enorThis piece of road has always been in
TELEPHONE S-2.
mous development of the Bell system
one
of
the
worst
years past
places
throughout the country, amounting about here during the season when
the
during the twelve months to more than frost was leaving the ground, it has
! $79,000,000 in cost, which made it apbeen at times practically impassible, so
I parent early in the year that it would that
teams were
in places, to
j be exceedingly difficult to obtain go into the fields obliged,
and ditches to avoid
! promptly what was needed for the exsome particularly bad spot.
! tension and reconstruction of the New
East summer the two towns, beginI Invln/f
ning at nearly half way between them,
!
Two large items of expense were $3,constructed a piece of State road to- firm name of
| 051,884 for new construction and $3,045, i ward each town. The work was thorF. J. STEPHENSON &
] 183 for repairs and maintenance. The I oughly done, the grades properly conj maintenance charge is particularly im- structed, and a
thick layer of ex- we respectfully inform the
very
; portant to the public, representing the cellent gravel put on for a surface. As are prepared to do alt kinds
! means taken to maintain the plant alwork.
a result of this work this stretch of
I ways at the highest point of elliciency. i road
Particular attention giv.
was nearly as good the moment
of
1 As usual, it is about one-third
the
; the snow left this spring as it would be Gasolene Engines.
revenue
for
the
year. in the summer. There was no mud and
| company’s gross
We shall arry

| AN

An

AMAZING NETWORK

OF GOMMI NI-

CATION

in hut a very few places could the
| action
of.tlie frost be detected. In fact,
jI what had
been the worst
of road

piece

On the 31st of December last there
: between the two towns has become the
0,787 miles of toll pole lines carrybest.
ing 140,700 miles of wire. For giving ;
And all of this goes to show that
local service there was 136,183 miles of
wire overhead, 238,103 miles of wire good roads can he made in this section
if
constructed, and should he
underground and 780 miles in sub- a properly
lasting lesson to any thinking person
marine cables. The underground sys|
tem of the company now consists of who is at all interested m the matter.
I about 541 miles of conduit, containing | This town, like most small towns in tlie
The Southern (-State, has spent thousands of dollars
2,697 miles of duct.
which the I year after year on roads, and year after
Massachusetts Company,
New England company owns and oper- year the work lias had to be done over
And it doesn’t pay, it is far
ates, has 274,272 feet of conduit with again.
better to build less mileage each year
1,240,309 feet of duct; and the Ver- and
build
it well, and let the rest go
mont Telephone and Telegraph Comwith doing possibly no more than to iill
pany, also under the New England
up tlie holes.
By this method it only
management, has 5,092 feet of conduit becomes
a matter of time when your
enclosing 19,810 feet of duct.
During the year upwards of 1,300,000 streets are all good and tlie required
feet of aerial cable were hung and outlay each year will become greatly
about a quarter of the entire length of lessened.
toll circuits was rearranged so as to
Disturbed Tlie Congregal ion.
materially increase the elliciency of the
The person who disturbed the congregalong distance service. For local ex
by continually coughing is
change purposes 57,987 new poles were tion last Sunday
to buy a bottle of Foley’s llonev
set and 89,135 miles of wire strung. A requested
and Tar. It. II. Moody.
large proportion of all the wire placed
consists of copper conductors enclosed
In
in aerial and underground cable.
the extension and reconstruction of the
Dipasts what you eat.
toll lines 12,022 poles and 12,017 miles of
conductors of one sort and another \tkif A AJTrn_Men or women, ioca
Vf #4
I EL \J
representatives for
were used.
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
The New England system now has prizes. Write
J. N. TRAINER, »0 East Wash488 exchanges in operation.
Among 1 ngto" haua” New Yoik, N. Y.

Sewing Machines and Supplies
Bicycle Sundries and Igniti

were

Kodoii

%s^£|3sia Cure

Batteries for Gasole.

Hoping fora continuance
we

NEW POFEOION
Wick Blue Flame Oil f A-Stove

Yours truly.

F. J. STEPHENSON
JOHN L. DOW

ALL KINDS OF

EARLY SEEK m
AM).

...

Garden Seed in ini
SWIFT & PAL
3\vl7skl
In the District Court oi the Cna-••!
District of Maine. Waldo Counts
In the matter of Samuel c. Moore.

.,

Bankrupt
To the creditors of Samuel C. Mo
m the County of Wa'doand luv

a Bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on
June, 1906, the said Samuel < Mi"
adjudicated Bankrupt; lh.it the tF

In the District Court of the United
District of Maine, Waldo County.
In the matter of Henry R. (

Perkins,

J

<>i

are,

his creditors will be held at the <>ni.
& Morse, Savings Bank building, F
May 28, 1907, at ten o’clock in the
whieli time the said creditors ma\
their claims, appoint a truster.
Bankrupt ard transact such nthmay properly come before said m«
JOHN K.
Referee in P.
Bangor, Maine, May 11, 1907.

Use A

j\

Portland, Me., May

“I read The Journal with much interest each week. I have been a subscriber for many years, but not. in
my
name.
We are in Maine each summer,
so I have it sent to
my mother and after her perusal, which only adds to its
value, she remails it to me. It forms a
part of my household, and I could not
well do without it. We are
having a
very cold late spring as I am aware
you also are having.
Hoping to be in
Maine in the near future I am, etc.”

presented

---

or

Rheumatol
Badly Cripples Bay. I

where the number of

Million Calls

State.

ner-

the
“blues,’’ she should start at once to
build up her system by a tonic with
specific powers, such as

irregularities

vousness,

opened in 1906 in places
where service had previously been
given through neighboring offices, but

and buildings amounted in all to $259,company and its sub licensees, which
447—another item of particular intercover Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts. That is, ap- est to the public, since it represents a
proximately speaking, one telephone to considerable increase in the taxes paid
each 18 men, women and children in by the corporation to the benefit of the
the territory.
The total includes a entire community.
small number of subscribers in Rhode NOTABLE
GROWTH IN RURAL
DISIsland and in a corner of New York

study.
If

these 22 were

subscribers had
Employees, 7868. Almost increased to a point which made feasia Day.
ble the establishment of offices of their
The New England telephone system own.
Seven specially constructed exchange
is the second largest in the country, acwhich were underway when
cording to the annual report of Gen. buildings
the
year began were opened during its
Thomas Sherwin, President of the New
England Telephone and Telegraph Com- course and six such buildings were
started and completed in the twelve
pany, which has just appeared. The
The large telephone building
growth of the business during 1906 was months.
at Worcester was doubled in size; and
greater than in any previous year, and
land was purchased for structures for
on the first of January, 1907, there were
255,576 “subscribers’ stations” connect- the company’s use in five cities and
towns.
The investment made in land
ed with the lines of the New England
Total Number of

The greatest menace to woman’s
permanent happiness in life is the
suffering that comes from some de-

Many

England Tel. & Tel. Co.

a

111

Bankrupt,

s:

...

To the creditors of Henry R. Perku,
in the County of Waldo and disti

Because it’s clean.
Because it’s economical.
Because it saves
time.
Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame

a

Bankrupt.

Notice is hereby given that
March, A. 1>. 1907, the said Hmr\ F
duly adjudicated bankrupt; that tF
of bis creditors will be held at the <■"
& Morse. Savings Bank, building, f.

J

OlOT

at

111

i.'i'Iiu'L-

in

tin.

f,,

< 11...;

the said creditors may attend. pi-<\
appoint a trustee, examine the
transact such other business as
eoine before said meeting.
JOHN It
Referee m
Bangor, Maine, May ll, 1907.
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instantly.
y
Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than the coal or wood stove.
Because it is the perfected oil stove.
For other reasons see stove at your dealer’s,
or write our nearest agency.
Made in three sizes and fully warranted.
The

£€&VO

f

rw

n,

n

cannot be equaled
for its bright and

steady light, simple construction
and absolute safety. Equipped
with latest improved burner. Made of brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
whether library, dining-room, parlor or bedroom. Every
lamp warranted. Write to our nearest agency if not at
your dealer’s.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OP NEW YORK
Incorporated)

postal card and you will receive
lyre

a pvm:
WALTER H.
Corner Cross and Federal st

1

FOR SALE
The desirable cottage house and stainMain St, sewer connection, cemented
minutes walk to post office,
lias d<
corner Cedar and Main Sts
Easy tern
particulars enquire at the Dry Goods h
James H. Howes.
GEO. W.

lUiltM

Proposals for Collecting

Taxes

By an order passed by the City Gov> ! n
am thereby authorized and instructed t-1
tise for sealed proposals for collecting th
County and City taxes of Belfast i«*i : 1
I
1907. Such bids must be presented befoi*
June 3, 1907. The city government res.-iv
right to accept any or reject all bids submit’"1;
3wl9«jb MAUKICK W. LOUD, City
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prove merit,

V Shoop's Restorative,

simii-

JONAH!

BAD BOYS.

and my

The Heart, or
either
Widress me, Dr. bhoop, Raolihles of the Stomach, Heart Address by Supt. Wentworth on Juvenile
merely symptoms of a deepDelinquents.
make the common error |
One of the most interesting sessions
Symptom
..upturns only.
r ng the Jesuit of your ail. in the history of the Woman’s council
Weak Stomach of Portland was held Wednesday morn;,e cause.
p"7mrve^-nieans btomach
ing, May 8th, in the Columbia. The
And the Heart, and subject under consideration was “Juvehave their controlling or nile
Delinquency” and a paper on that
Weaken these nerves, and
was read by Superintendent E.
weak vital organs, subject
Live
P. Wentworth of the State School for
slump’s Restorative has
General discussion followed the
No other remedy even Boys.
“inside nerves.” Also reading of the paper, which was one of
or
comthe most interesting and most carefully
unless, bad breath
-up’s Restorative. Write prepared ever heard by the members of
uv Dr. Shoop’s Restorathe council. Mr. Wentworth in discusMontgomery, Searsport;
sing his subject said, in part:
.fast.
The time for questioning the usefulbreaks her arm while ness of institutions
for delinquent
,,
“it
where
case
One
children has passed by forever. Their
,n it does you, my dear.”
value to the State is now acknowledged
i i.b-r.
bv all who are qualified to speak on the
see people who go front
subject. The duty now incumbent upon
,ug from physical weak- society is that of increasing the effi-■ui’s Rocky Mountain Tea
of these institutions to the highwell. The greatest tonic ciency
est possible degree, so that they may
.. Tea or Tablets.
R. U. Moody.
accomplish all the good of which they
In considering the usefulare capable.
institutions it may be well
at the ball)—“You are ness of such
What was that clumsy to remember that juvenile reformas
tories are but single links in the chain
saying?”
-“('Hi, nothing; only that of preventive and correctional agencies.
ife seemed like a desert The reform school was
originally estab-

Dyspepsia.

ft, K

■'

.,.

■

.-

■

tra/>lr

111

a

iii vpdiId Halitt

no reason why he
lie reached the State
dromedary, is it?”— quent before
Within recent years a new
Prison.
,:,t ry.
institution has arisen whose purpose it
there are in the land,
is to side-track the juvenile delinquent
nush or tree,
before he reaches the reform school.
(he choicest ones
This is the Juvenile court with its acTea.
Rocky Mountain
companying probationary system. I
R. II. Moody.
believe that the Juvenile court has a
ui another chair for the
great future before it. Under the mansee yon have only one.”
agement of such men as J udge Ben
1-ln’t mind, ma’am. 1 have
Lindsey of Denver, Colorado, Judge
Julian W. Mack of Chicago, and others,

“That is
a

wonders in its
special field of labor. Our own municipal court of Portland, under the wise
and considerate Judge Hill, with the
assistance of probation officer George
W. Grover and police matron, Mrs.
Mary S. Burnham, both of whom are
peculiarly well-qualified for their difficult and delicate work, is doing excellent service in our own city of Portland, and I do not doubt that in time
will
every important city in the State
have its juvenile court and its probation officer.
But the juvenile court, like the juvenile reformatory, is but another link
in the chain of preventive and correctional agencies, and some of the judges
of these courts are already looking to
the public schools for assistance, in the
belief that the public school should
side-track juvenile delinquents before
they reach the juvenile court.
1 understand that in our own city of
Portland the superintendent of public
schools, Mr. Brown son, aided by the
city marshal, the truant officer, the
officer and the police matron
it

trouble in securing modbeauties have discarded
become models in face
mking Hollister’s Rocky
•cuts, Tea or Tablets.
■

suit of yours
■w spring
been sleeping in it.”
vnu're right. I wore it to
—Cleveland Leader.

j

Mod has not been properly
ire system is impaired in
Your stomach needs
tbm.
Indigestion and Dyspepsia
what you eat, it tones the
ids strength to the whole
h, pure blood. Kodol contonal Pure Food and Drug
v H. Moody.

!

|

your wife listen to

s

rea-

she would if it was
New York Sun.
nk

on

Sixty Years.
Well-Tried Remedy.
Soothing Syrup has been
:xty years b\ millions of
; children while teething,
It soothes the child,
.-ess.
allays all pain, cures
: lie best remedy for Diarto the taste. Sold by
:y part of the world.
.1 bottle.
Its value is inaranteed under the Food
r, .Iune 30th, 1900, Serial

‘v«r

■

i
is

has

accomplished

probation
has accomplished

a

great deal during

the past vear in reducing the amount of
truancv in the city and, consequently,
reducing the amount of juvenile delinquency, and in this work 1 am sure
will reevery good citizen of Portland

joiee".

But if we make the public school another link in the chain of preventive
and correctional agencies, will not the
teachers point to the homes from
which the children come and ask that

everything?” said Mrs.
she adjusted her wind

-joined her husband. “The
the rugs, the repair kit,
!'* He descended hastily, parents be required to give men ™uhe exclaimed, “my check dren proper home protection and home
—Chicago Chronicle.
training? Surely they will!
England States.
as to the virtue
one) i'ure, they need only to
•n 11. Stimpson, of Willimanufter almost losing hope of
•••mint of the failure of so
finally tried Foley’s Kidli
lie says was “just the
as four bottles cured him
ft- is now entirely well and
suffering incident to acute
li. 11. Moody.
at

the New

liny

OASTOHIa.
IhB Kind You Have Always Buughl

doubt

Bears the

rr GtLytfMzHi*
Y. M. C. A. Convention.

The 35th annual State convention of the
Maine Young Men’s Christian Association
will be held in Augusta on May 17, 18 and
Robert A. Jordan, general secretary of
19
V.on
his
one
devil
poor
put
the Bangor Y. M. C. A..will read a paper'on
The
Lay Worker and will be toastmaster of
i
\\ noin nave you ueen iouithe banquet. A number of other Bangor
on
now
?”
away
Reduced rates have
people will attend.
ir next, madam.
I’ve had | been offered by the railroads.
1.”—Chicago News,
] Cascasweet for babies is the best remedy
tv
Hest Friend.
for colic, summer complaint, diarrhoea and
who
lives
on
Rural
nton,
It is especially good in cases
sour stomach
dward, Ni V., rays: “Dr. I
when irritation affects the stom-••very is my best earthly of teething
is a pleas••d me of asthma six years ach and intestines. Cascasweet
containing neither opiates
<
performed a wonderful ant, safe remedy,
are printall
the
ingredients
nor
narcotics;
consumption for my son’s
bottle ended the terrible ed plainly on the wrapper. Endorsed by
Sold by
so
acts
it
because
quickly.
accomplished, the other mothers
It. II. Moody.
me by one, until she was
>r. King’s New Discovery’s
and colds is simply marTree Samples of “Preventies” and a booknr remedy has ever equaled
let on Colds will he gladly mailed you, on
u-ed by R. 11. Moody, Drugrequest, by Dr. Slioop, Racine, W is., simply
si. oo.
Trial bottle free.
Preventies are little Candy
to prove merit.
I Cold Cure tablets. No Quinine, no laxadoctor, German measles are tive, nothing barmful whatever. Preventies
prevent colds—as the name implies—when
>ut one fatal case.”
For
! taken early, or at the “Sneeze Stage.”
I a seated cold or LaGrippe, break it up safeand
when
he
Sold
Frenchman,
by
h and quickly with Preventies.
German measles that he .1.11. Montgomery, Searsport; R. II. Moody,
•n set in.”—Tit-Bits.
Belfast.
rful Eczeiua Cure.
I “Oh, Ibsen!” exclaimed the Boston urhad eczema for five years,” 1 chin.
\ lams, Henrietta, Pa." “Two
“Why does your little boy say that?
tors said the case was Impe“Why, you see,” explained the fond
“dear little Emerson doesn’t care
affected.
mother,
We
then
emding
•tors but no benefit resuited,
for Shaw.”—Philadelphia Bulletin.
ead about Electric Bitters;
Itching piles provoke profanity, but proand soon noticed improvewon’t cure them. Doan’s Ointment
tinued this medicine until fanity
cures itching, bleeding or protuding piles
were used, when our boy
after
years of suffering. At any drug store.
cured.” Best of all blood
body building health tonics.
jU(Ige_“Prisoner, have you anything to
U. II. Moody’s Drug store. say to the court before sentence is pronounced?”
Prisoner—1 beg the court to consider the
mny, how much would you
youth of my attorney.”—Blanco y Negro.
ode hair like mine?”
If you haven’t the time to exercise regunow.
How much did you
tto per Ridere.
larly, Doan’s Regulets will prevent conThey induce a mild, easy,
stipation.
V
Narrow Escape.
healthful action of the bowels without gripAsk
a merchant of Plunk, Mo.,
your druggist for them, 25c.
ng.
escape four years ago, when
“Ah!
pretty lady,” said the fortuneteller,
u burr into his thumb.
He
“you wish to be told about your future husdoctor wanted to amputate it
consent.
I bought a box of band?”
“Not much,” replied Mrs. Galley, “I’ve
a Salve and that cured the
is
and.” 25c at R. II. Moody’s, couie to learn where my present husband
when he’s absent.”—Philadelphia Press.
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bachelor buttons, you know.”
Press.
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don’t stay
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bitn’t

Pay Alimony
i'»m your appendix.
There
‘'ion for it if you keep youi
ith Dr. King's New Life
t,on is so gentle that the ap
bus cause to make the leas!

j
|

-munccu
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Try them.
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Hoar learned that a frienc
night had appendicitis was it
fimg from acute indigestion, he
if
“Really,” said he, “that’i
l rejoice for
my friend that
lies in the table of content!
in the appendix.”—May Lip

|

Pjick and certain relief from Dr
‘•i~'ic Ointment. Please note it ii
“T Piles, and its action is posi
f1 lam.
Itching, painful, protrud
'd piles
disappear like magic bj
1
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;”ge nickel-capped glass jars 5( 1
by j. II. Montgomery, Sears

Moody,

'Of

has

Ilelfast.
run

away with

youi

My poor friend, how unhappy
M

■

He was
-Le Rire.
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such
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Stops earache in two minutes; toothache
or pain of burn or scald in five minutes;
hoarseness, one hour; muscleache, two
hours; sore throat, twelve hours—Dr.
Thomas Eclectric Oil, monarch over pain.
“What sort of breakfast food do you like,
Mr. Newcome?” asked Mrs. Starvem on his
first morning in her house.
“Well," replied the new boarder, “I
wouldn’t mind some
grape-fruit, lamb
chops, a couple of poached eggs on toast,
and coffee.”
Philadelphia
hot muffins
Press.
—

uiuuuj.

■tor

!

I

excellen

arbolized Witch Ilazel Salvi 1
heal on the surface; i
I"ll,re,y
pores and promptly relieve! 1
ije
‘“ d
by boils, burns, scalds, cut! 1
It is especially good fo
„'s„ea8e!-.
ware °I imitations. Sold
by R. H

For a cold or a cough take Kennedy’s
It is BETTER
Laxative Cough Syrup.
other cough remedy because its
laxative principle assures a healthy, copious
actiou of the bowels and at the same time it
heals irritation of the throat, strengthens
the bronchial tubas and allays inflammation
of the mucous membrane. Contains Honey
and Tar, pleasant to take. Children like it.
Conforms to the National Pure Food and
Drug Law. Sold by R. H. Moody.
than any

“What are you looking so glum about?”
“O! my fiancee has changed her mind.”
“Still worrying over that? It was fully a
month ago since you told me she had broken
off the engagement.”
“01 it’s been on and off again twice since
then.”—Philadelphia Press.
Call at our store, please, for a free sample of Dr. Shoop’s “Health Coffee.” If rea
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your Heart
or Kidneys, then try this Clever Coffee iml
itation. While Dr. Shoop has very closely

matched Old Java and Mocha Coffee in flav
or aud taste, yet he has not even a single
Dr. Shoop’s
grain of real Coffee in it.
Health Coffee Imitation is made from pure
toasted grains or cereals, with Malt, Nuts
etc. You will surely like Health Coffee1
Sold by J. H. Montgomery, Searsport; It
H. Moody, Belfast.
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A TRUE SEA YARN.

shalt thou work and do all that
thou art able,
And on the seventh holystone the decks and
scrape the chain cable.

Six

days

..

I* The Day

Iregret to sav: that our skipper was
superstitions, as one
of those misguided captains who
during believed in this ordinance, and on the
many wanderings over the fields of first Sunday in the calms, which was
our sixth
day in that dismal region, he
ocean, is that of Jonah, and only once
had the watches alternately working at
have I seen it, so far as the outer
bending new sails and generally getting
senses are
concerned, proved to the ready for the run home. It took a
letter. To the sailor before the mast whole Saturday and Sunday, and when
looked up an
‘‘Jonah” means an unlucky man. That the work was over Bill
the newly bent sails and cursed them
is to
a man who has had no luck in
The oldest of all sea

far as I have been able to trace

say,
his own life, and

with

a

is too Short

Ito bother with an Antiquated range.

solemn eloquence which some-

brings no luck wher- how seemed curiously suitable to the
ever he goes, especially on board ship— miserable monotony of our surroundand this is the story of such a man dur- ings. But this was not held among us
in the forecastle for a good omen.
We
ing the period that 1 was shipmate
when Bill cursed
had

to know that
it generally came to a bad end,
and that is just what these sails did.
Five days later we drifted out of the
doldrums and on the edge of the northeast trades, and then the good old ship
MITCHELL & TRUSSELL, Belfast
settled down to her work again, and we
went ripping across the short seas, and
on the second
day fell into company
with our long-lost sister ship, the Somersetshire.
Her we raced neck and
Our Goods meet the full
of the
neck for two days and nights, and on
the third morning, just as she was leading us by a quarter of a mile, we saw
her fore topgallant mast sway forward
with one of her plunges and comedown
I
amidst billows of smothering canvas,
You will agree with us if a
trial is
ana so we left her.
Nearly a fortnight later I was awakInnlrui)
nnrtn
U'iMt Qilfenipinn
TT P rua ened by the shriek of a blast of wind, a
“an unlucky man.” Little jobs that he heave of the ship which swung my
did as well as any man on the seven hammock nearly up to the beams, three
them somehow went distinct bangs, as of great artillery,
seas could do
then a ripping and tearing of shattered
wrong while the work of a novice held
and then Bill’s voice just above
good, and, worse than all, he had the canvas,
the forecastle hatchway, saying in a
fatal gift of prophecy.
We lost tiie Somersetshire the first tone of grateful regret:
“There go the skipper's Sunday sails,
night out, and Hill said as she faded blast them!”
ARE ALWAYS IN ORDER. WE
away into the twilight:
i
Every man and boy was on deck in
CARRY A FULL LINE AT
“Well, we’ll see her again before we
How can it be otherwise, when our first considsraan instant, and then began a hand-tosee old England.”
or death between !
The morning that we sighted Staten hand struggle for life
tion IS and ALWAYS WILL BE
human skill and energy and the sudIsland, that pyramid of rock which is
aroused elemental forces which !
deuly
was
called
as
Cape Horn,
commonly
line and "bright as you would see a lasted for (14 hours on end.
For about twelve hours we drove
spring morning off the coast of Engto the southward and eastward j
land, and not much colder. The sea along
a chaotic mingling of sea and
was smooth; we had a fair wind, and through
mist and rain, dominated by the ever !
there were only a few white tleecy
We cordially solicit your judgment. Inquire for a sample of
The sea was not
streamers of cloud in the sky. Every louder bowling wind.
It had no time to be, for when
your dealer.
one on board seemed to think that we rough.
should get safely round that dreaded a wave upheaved itself its crest was
some
cut off by the wind as though by
ARE THE BEST. THEY MAKE
corner of the earth; but when I came
and hurled in a blast of
on deck at seven bells (7.301 that morn- huge scythe
COOKING EASY. GET ONE.
the
across
struggling,
ing I saw Bill standing on the fore- stinging spindriftand then the
lashing
staggering ship
castle head.
wholesale Grocers & Manufacturers, 64-68 Broad
it down again.
“I guess we’ll see that-thing storm-driven rain beat
it
was “shorten sail and
At
daybreak
we’ve
done
again,” he said, “before
Street,
MAINE.
again heave her to.” Everything came
with it.”
close-reefed main
He was right. Within an hour or so off her except the
1 was sent with
the barometer went down with a jump lower topsail, and then
a tarpaulin on the
and all hands were hard at work short- two others to lash
weather mizzen rigging. The object of
ening sail. Square masses of fog, each
The idea of a Cough Syrup that will act on the
distinct from the other, and known as this was to drive her head up into the
wind whenever she payed off before it;
WITH OUR MIXED PAINTS.
bowels, and thus assist in expelling colds from the
“Cape Horn blankets,” were looming in other
to keep her as nearly
words,
system is new and original in Kennedy's Laxative
WE CARRY EVERYTHING IN
up round the southeastern horizon.
as possible.
stationary
afternoon
the
burst
on
That
tempest
Honey and Tar. Nearly all other cough cures are
THE WAY OF PAINTERS’ SUPThis heaving to is a last resort but
us.
Then came twenty days of stress
constipating, especially those containing Opiates.
for life out
PL I E S—OILS,1.
and strife and struggle, during which one in a sailing ship’s tight
VARNISHES,
Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar moves the
The other is to let her
the gallant old ship was driven mile by in mid-ocean.
BRUSHES. ETC.
contains no Opiates.
bowels,
itself
it
blows
the
till
drive
before
gale
mile down toward the icy solitudes of
out, or she hits something that ends
the South Shetlands.
and all. Then becareer
for
her
good
A
It would take many pages to tell the
fore the end of the watch came the
story of that light for life and the hope
to the pumps!”
of home, but in the end we got a slant dreaded order, “Hands
A <-»rtain, safe and harmless remedy for all
“Blowed if 1 didn’t think so!” said
of wind, and, true enough, we sawhauled
ourselves
Coughs, Colds. Croup, Whooping Cough, La Grippe,
waded
and
Staten Island again. This time we got Bill as we
Bronchitis. Influenza and all Lung and Bronchial
deck. “This
round and caught the good southwest- aft along the swimming
affections. Mothers praise the children’s favorite,
old bark’ll never see Dungeness.”
er, and for days and days more we tore
To which another old shellback reKennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar.
WANTED
away northward under every stitch we
could carry, and certain daring spirits plied with a growl.
a Dutchman if I think you will
“I’m
that
we
should
ventured "the opinion
anyhow.”
have a good voyage home.
And then we wrent at it, the most
“It ain’t over yet, sonny,” said Bill.
work
“There may be some of us won’t see back-breaking and heart-breaking
Prepared at the Laboratory of E. C. DeWITT A CO., CHICAGO, U. S. A*
that a sailor can do. For three hours
the end of it.”
gB* THE RED CLOVER BLOSSOM AND THE HONET BEE IS ON EVERT BOTTLE.
two
four
for
the
next
out
of
days
every
It was only a few days after this that
and
those
a
and
clanked,
night
pumps
FOR SA1E b\ R. H MCODY
a sudden and uuexpectsd order came to
By thousands of Brooklyn people. Can
on the lee side, with
shorten sail. All hands were on deck the bilge pump
[f so, list your house
you take a few?
a much too intimate acI
made
which
until
the
and we stripped her,
big ship
Insurance and Ri al Estate in the BROOKLYX DAILY EAGLE
rattled and squeaked, and FRED
was under bare poles with only three quaintance,
FREE IXFOKATIOX BUREAU, for
was longer
fore and afters set. Then the spanker still the carpenter’s face
which purpose a printed Blank is protime he took his ominous report
REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
was brailed up and furled, and still the every
vided.
of
wind kept dropping and shifting and aft. Just before 4 on the morning
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
The service of the IXFOBMATION
the third day we heard the most terrible
nnffinrr frrrm rlilVoront nloonc ‘lnil flion
crv that, man
ever bears on the hitfh
BUREAU.
insurance and Inspection.
came night and silence; night so black
that it could not have looked blacker to seas: "Man overboard!”
And then a voice screamed into my
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Will Cost V'ou
a blind man, and silence made, if posCorrespondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.
sible, more intense by the occasional ear:
The
“It’s Bill!"
Brooklyn Eagle is the best adver|
Hap of a sail, or the clack of a rope
tising medium in the world. It carries
What had happened was this: The
against a mast or the standing rigging
more resort advertisements than
any
I —and so for hours we waited for the captain had found that the straining of
o
it stands l’EE; Xew York paper.
hammer of fate to strike us, the Lin- the old ship bad opened her seams to
EM1XEXTLY
at the head.
extent
that
she
was
such
an
| An
! coinshire swinging lazily to port and
practically
Advertisement in the Eagle costs
condition, so he had wisely
| starboard, no doubt wondering, if ships in a sinking
little, hut brings large results, because
have souls, as some used to say they decided to make a run for it and get her
the
I
EAGLE
IXEORMATIOX BUhave, why she had thus been stripped on an even keel, so that perchance the
RRA U is constantly helping it.
of her wings, and stopped m the midst seams might close and the leaks stop.
Write
for
blank and AdverSTOCKTON
listing’
SPRINGS, MAINE,
The watch on deck had been ordered to
of her splendid course.
| Using Rate Card. Address
And then upon the silence there stole set the lower mizzentry sail. The sheet
a sound which no man who has once was sodden and swollen, and just for
Writes all Forms of Insurance.
Fanners and dealers can save the specula INFORMATION
The
heard it can ever forget—a gentle sigh one fatal moment it jammed.
men hauling on it let go to get a fresh
tors' profit by sending live stock on com
in the distance, rising to a hiss.
with the best companies
BROOKLYX DAIRY RAGLE,
“All hands lie down and hold on!” hold, and then with a flap and a bang
at the standard rates.
mission. Will start a Livestock car from
came a sharp order from the quarter- the great sail “took charge,” and the
Belfast every Monday morning and load
Brooklyn, X. A’.
SURETY
BONDS
for
Contractors
Cashiers,
Mcnticii tile paper in which you sec tins a iverdeck, but most of us had obeyed before men were hurled this way and that as
stock at all stations on Belfast Branch. Cars
tisemeut.
;smu
We knew what that the heavy rope lashed to and fro along
it was uttered.
and Trustees.
of livestock leave Burnham Junction every
When they picked themOtf
sound meant, and down we went, hang- the deck.
Telephone Connection.
noon.
Cattle
can be
tested
for
Monday
vanished.
had
lirst
solid
that
selves
Bill
came
up
thing
ing on to the
Tuberculosis by the Tuberculin Test at
Those who read this yarn may call it a
to hand. The hiss rose to a scream, the
borne with little trouble and expense. Write
scream deepened into a roar, the firma- miracle, consequence or coincidence, as
TO OUR MILK CUSTOMERS :
ment split from the horizon, as though they please; but it is a literal fact that
for information.
Owing to the extremely high price of feed, both
the sword of the Archangel hadclovened in the very hour of poor Bill’s death the
hay and grain, and also the high price of labor,
it through. Then came a crash of thund- wind fell away and swung round to the
we, the undersigned, milk dealers of the citv ot
COMPANY
L.
F.
Maine
The good old ship was
er like the trump of God, and then the south westward.
Belfast, in order to maintain tin present high
Telephone, Burnham 1-3.
standard or quaiitv, Hud ourselves obliged to esheavens and the sea seemed to come taken out of irons and got on even Will pay cash price for all old metal and rags
40 cents per 100 for iron; 1 cent per pound loi
tablish the following schedule of prices for the
and
the
The
leaks
closed
breakand
for
next
few
keel.
minby
together,
rags; highest price paid for rubbers and metals
ensuing year: Wholesale5cents penmart; retail,
<5 cents.
RALPH II VYFOKD,
Telephone or semi a postal card to
utes, which seemed like hours, we were fast time the Lincolnshire was tearing
PHOENIX HOUSE STABLE,
H E. WENTWORTH,
fighting and struggling and gasping for away before a freshening sou-wester
tfl3*lw
Maine.
.1 H. ELMS,
Belfast,
breath with a roar of w'ind in our ears with all her kites out and poor Bill’s
P. B. REDMAN,
The New England Telephone &
Telegraph
and a choking of water in our mouths. ocean grave far behind her. By mid(t. G ABBOTT,
Company respectfully petitions the Mayor and
(1 O. HATCH,
Board of Aldermen of the City of Belfast, Maine,
The sails went out of the bolt ropes day the pumps sucked, which meant
for a location for its poles and wires thereon, and
C. L. tlAKKI M AN,
like so many rags of cotton, and the that she was dry, and after our long
18
the necessary supporting and strengthening fix- !
O. B. VAUGHAN.
stanch frigate-bui t ship heeled over as weary struggle of over one hundred
tures and wires, in the following named streets
and
had
we
another
stroke
of
ill
of
struck
her
never
had
said
a
under
highways
days
city.
squall
though
Said Company agrees to reserve space for on**
full sail. For certain uncounted sec- luck. Off Plymouth we picked up the
cross arm at the top of all the above
poles for
onds we hung between time and eter- Somersetshire again, and the two galfire
alarm
and police signal wires
telephone,
owned by the city and used for municipal purnity, and then the blast passed. She lant old crafts raced neck and neck up
poses. Said poles to be erected under the superl Top Buggy.
righted, and the water flowed off her the channel like a couple of long parted
• vision of such officers as said
city may designate.
“
1 Concord Wagon.
decks through the swilling scuppers, sea chums in friendly rivalry. We were
Following are the streets and highways above
referred
to:
who
was
into
the
man
on
to
first
the
river
and
Southa
and
the
holding
up
Best makes in Maine. Nearly new.
Koad next southerly from Mayo street,
leading
mam life rail near to me said, as he got west India dock, and when we came to
T. P. MATHEWS,
from Northport avenue to Belfast Bay.
Road leading from Head of Tide to the Poor’s
compare notes we found that in the 100
up and shook himself:
18tf
Liberty, Maine.
....AT....
Mills road.
“Well, if that ain't the end of Bill, it days' voyage from Port Philip Heads
Hunt road, so called, from Center Belmont road
well ought to be.”
to London docks there was just one
to the Belfast city line.
But it wasn’t. Bill’s end was many hour and three-quarters’ difference beSmart road, so-called, leading by tlie residence
of S. R. Richardson from Swanvilie avenue to the
tween us.
days off yet.
Belfast city line,
The pampero went as it had come—
But what took the conceit out of both
j Date, April 17,1907.
out of silence and darkness back into crews was the fact that there, lying
New England Telephone
silence and darkness again. The mer- comfortably at her berth loading up for
and Telegraph Company.
cury in the barometer rose to its nor- her next trip, was Green’s old llenown,
By Francis A. Hot ston,
mal level, and the next midday saw the one of the finest Blackwall ships that
General Manager.
HEATING AND PLUMBING.
ship Lincolnshire stooping and swaying ever lloated. We had seen her taking
*
in wool beside the quay at Sandridge,
City of Belfast, Maine, )
Steam. Furnaces, Stoves and Stove Repairs,
In Board of aldermen,J
ARE THE BEST
I
She had left
beneath the cloud-dappled skies of the now Port Melbourne.
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.
)
Date, May 6, 1907.
region of the southeast trades. And nearly a week after us, and had made
I
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered that ST A PL KS'BLOCK, SK ARSP.tR r, >1 VIVE
so, day after day, we went northeast- the passage without a single mishap, in
1 notice thereof be given by publishing a copy of
lyr5l
ward over the 'onely sea till the good
1 said petition and this order thereon in The Re! publican Journal, a newspaper printed in tin* city
wind began to die away into puffs and
It was nearly twenty-five years after
I of Belfast, Maine, and that a hearing thereof be
varying breezes, and the clouds joined this that 1 spun this yarn after dinner
given at tin* Aldermen’s Room on the 3rd day of
June at 7 o’clock p. m., at which time and place
together into a dense brown pall, and at the chief officers’ table in the saloon
the rains came down, and the waters of the Union liner Tarter, on a trip
; residents and owners of property upon the highways to he affected by the granting of the permit
Any size from a few hundred feet to 175 acres
that were above the lirmament flowed home from Cape Town. When I had
I applied for. and all other persons interested,
AH have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfn a to
in unceasing streams into those that finished the chief officer looked a little Women between 18 and 30 years of age to worli shall have full opportunity to show cause
why Saturday Cove. Fine view of nay and islands. I
such permit should not be granted, the last
as attendants in the Medfleld Insane Asylum ai
were below it.
pub- also have a large list of city property ami farina
puzzled and said:
Junction, Mass., t!0 miles from Boston ; lication of said notice to be at least fourteen (u) all sizes aud prices. Send for book.
After that we drifted with the cur“I don’t remember anyone of your Medfleld
Wages increase with length of service. An op* days before said hearing.
F. S. HOLMES
rents and were driven by sudden and name among the crew of the Lincoln- tunity to become a trained nurse. Address
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
Real Estate Agent .Belfast, Me.
Attest: MAURICE W. LORI),
DR. EDWARD FRENCH,
fitful squalls f rom this quarter and that shire, Mr. Griffith.”
2wl9
Medfleld Mass.
City Clerk.
into what is perhaps the most ghastly
To which I replied:
and terrible region of the world, the
‘‘No. When you hock it from your
zone of equatorial calms.
ship as I did at Williamstown you don’t
NOTICE OF
The water is without a ripple, the usually ship again under your own
Upper story of wooden building on High street,
heavens without a breath. The tar name, do you?”
next south of Memorial building. A good locaYXI HERE AS, Charles L. Wing of Belfast, Coun
bubbles up between the planks, and
And then there was a laugh, and the
ty of Waldo, State of Maine, by his mort- tion’ for upholsterer, carpenter or paint shop.
Situated in Carter’s Grove at the Head of Swat
the drinking water gets warmer and erstwhile sailor lad and the midshipgage deed dated the fifth day of November. A. I).
WALDO TRUST CO.,
Apply to
a six-room cottage, all furnished ready foi
Lake,
and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
1891,
shook
warmer, and the boiled pork and salt man of the old Lincolnshire
tf26
Ao joining lots for sale. Boarders wanted
Belfast, Maine.
use.
Volume 230, Page 451, conveyed to me, the unhorse grow more loathsome every day hands and had another just for auld Rent reasonable.
dersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situate
Parties wishing for rent can call on
—and then other ships drift like ghosts lang syne.—George Griffith in New
in Thorndike, Waldo County. Maine, together
MRS. JENNIE CASS,
with the buildings thereon, described as follows:
out of the
into the same area of York Sun.
come

with him.

Two vessels of the famous Blackwell
line left Melbourne loaded with wool
One was the
about thirty years ago.
Lincolnshire, and one of the somewhat
mixed crowd forward of the mast was
an old shellback named Bill.
None of
us knew what names he had used when
he had signed on, and he never told us.
He was just Bill.
From the captain’s room to the forepeak there was no man on board that
stately old craft more learned in sea
From truck to
craft than Bill was.
kelson there was nothing about a sailing ship that he didn't know, and yet
he had not been many days at sea before Bill, stranger to all of us, as we
mostly were to each other, began to be

anything

“Makes Cooking Easy”

||

requirements

NATIONAL PURE FOOD LAW.
thorough

Brand

Purity

given

Flavoring Extracts I
Yellow Package Tea I

T. & K

Furnishings

T. & K. Yellow Label Coffee!

LOWEST

j

QUALITY.

PRICES

Stoves

THURSTON & KINGSBURY,
BANCOR,

The

Original

PLUMBING

Laxative

SPECIALTY.

Mitchell & Trussell.

HONEY

Coug'h Syrup
ATWOOD, W'S0RT-

Nothing

HAroLIN

Live

Insurance Agency,

STOCK

BUREAU

NOTICE

Bellastlron & Metal

LIBBY,

Burnham,

NOTICE.

MIXED

Sweet Pea M 10c. 1-41

15c. 1-41

MnrtH

-—

SWIFT & PAUL’S

■

Heating Comply.

Townsend’s Postals

C0I7AGE LOTS

WANTED

Cottage to Let

night

elemental death, and so it goes on.
But something else goes on also, and
that is work. Now no good seaman
ever objected to work in its proper
time and seasons; but of all things abhorrent to the real deep sea sailor’s
mind the most hateful is the sailor’s

Eleventh Commandment.

3wl8*

Kidney complaint kills

more

people than

This is due to tht
any other disease.
disease being so insidious that it gets a
good hold on the system before it is recognized. Foley’s Kidney Cure will preveul
he development of fatal diseased taken ir
ime.
R. U. Moody.

Near the Grove.

Address, Monroe, Maine.

pkgs.

Sodaette Biscuit

for 25 cents at
A. A. Howes & Co.’f

TO LET

FORECLOSURE.

Situated in the town of Thorndike and known

I WILL SELL

as

the Jason Bennett lot, and for a more particular
description reference may be had to a deed from
William Hall to Prince Bessey,dated April 4,1867,
and recorded in Waldo County Registry, Volume
137, Page 450.
And whereas, the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Benton, Me., May 6,1907.
3W19
LAFOREST E. PRENTISS.

At less than one-half value, a No. 7 U. S. Cream
Separator, used one year, guarantee in good
condition; also one portable 6 h. p. steam engine;

also 10
Tel.
Tel.

or

12 useful horses.
W. E. OR INN ELL,
Phoenix House Stable

7-11, Belfast.
3-13, Searsport.

WINTER FORT.

SEARSPORT^LOCALS.
A.

E. Xickerson loaded sell. Puritan with

hay Monday for Boston.
Rodney C. Penney of Bangor
last week calling on friends.

was

in town

Charles C. Havener has entered the

em-

ploy of LI. R. Dyer as clerk.
Capt. Henry 1). Rollins of South Brewer

called

on

friends in town last week.

Mr. and Mrs. 11. X. Colcord spent several
days at Swan Lake and returned home
Monday.
Mrs. F. S. Dyer and son, H. R. Dyer, returned Friday from a visit with friends in
Portland.

Mrs. Prudie M. l^utnam, who spent the
winter in Detroit, Mich, returned home
last week.
The ship Bangalore,Capt. 1’. B. Blanchard,
arrived at Honolulu May 7th, from San
Francisco.
Sch. Henry 0. Barrett, Capt. Duutou, arrived Monday w ith 2,700 tons of coal for
Mack’s Point.
William McCormae, clerk at the Searsport
House the past winter, has returned to his
home in \\ interport.
Francis Eugene Peacock of Sidney is in
the employ of Capt. W. R. Gilkey at the
Searsport House stable.

George M. Porter has gone to Milford,
he has employment. He will
Mass., where
f.c.iU- thc.i-6 Intar

..

.. t—

Sch. Marv E. Palmer, Capt. Sweet, arrived May 9th with 4,504 tons of ooal for the
Penobscot Coal Co., at Mack’s Point.

Paul, Jr., Capt. X. F.
Giikey, was discharged at Mack's Point
last \vesk of 2,838 tons of coal in 15 hours.
Sch. Xortlilaud, Capt. M. G. Dow, was
towed Saturday to Cape Jettison, where her
cargo 2,762 tons of coal will be discharged.
Sch. Kittie Lawry, Capt. Israel Closson,
Sell. James W.

ai

ul

Sunday Irum Rockland with JOtous
chestnut coal for the Searsport Coal Co.

rived

Ansel Stevens of Belfast moved a barn
last week for W. A. Bow ler and placed it
in position at his residence on Pike avenue.
Sch. Gov. Ames, Capt. King, arrived Friday from Newport News with 2,935 tons of
coal for the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s
Poiut.
Sch. Edward T. Stotesbury, Capt. Meech,
arrived Friday with 2,260 tons of coal for
the Penobscot Coal A Wharf Co. at Mack’s
Point.
Mrs. Clara B. Eyre and family arrived
Saturday from Flushing, N. Y., and lias
opened her house on Union street for the
summer.

The remains of W. E. Nickerson, who
died ill Boston recently, arrived by boat
last week and were taken to Swanville for
interment.
Steamer Chippewa, Capt. Charles C. McClure, from New Y'ork for Seattle, Wash.,
touched at Acapulco, Mex., April 27th and

proceeded.
Sch. Prescott Palmer, Capt. Carlisle, arrived Monday from Newport News with
3,4U0 tons of coal for the Peuobscot Coal Co.
at Mack’s Point.
Sch. A. E. Bullard, Capt. Worden, finishdischarging at the Penobscot Coal
Wharf at Mack's Point, May 7th, and sailed Friday for a coal port.

ed

Bernard A. Roberts has moved into the
Ellis house on the corner of Main and Elm
He has suld his house on Mt.
stieets.
Ephraim avenue to Alexander Sweetser.

S. C.; James RotbweU, Vinalhaveu; Adelia
T. Carletou, Carteret for Stockton Springs,
Boston, Slay 10. Sld, schs. T. W. Cooper.
Stockton; Susan Stetson, Gloucester; A. F.
Kmdberg, Bangor; T. A. Strout, do.; Chas.
A. Sprowl, do; 12, sld, sch. Charlotte VV,
Miller, Stouiugton and New York; 13, ar.
was held in the Methodist vestry Monday
bark Puritan, Buenos Ayres; schs. Win
Has*
W.
H.
P.
E.
Kev.
13th.
evening. May
Pickering, Bangor; Smith Tuttle, Stockton.
kell was present....Ellery Bowden, Esq.,
Philadelphia, May 7. Ar, tug Piudenee,
barge Paxinos, from Bangor; cld,
Grand
towing
Masouic
of
the
attended the meeting
sch. Edward H. Cole, Portland; 8,cld, sch.
Miss HarLodge in Portland last week
Win. D. Marvel, Brewer; 9, cld, sch. Alice
riet Moody, who has been teaching school Holbrook, Boston; 12, ar, sch. William B.
sch. Ella M. Wilin Caribou, returned home May 11th for a Palmer, Searsport; 13, ar,
ley, Bouthbay Harbor.
was
bakery
vacation....The Winterport
Baltimore, May 11. Ar, sch. Harry T.
again open to the public May 13th....The Hayward, Port Tampa; 13, ar, sch. John E.
Portsmouth.
Develin,
Junior League held a social in the parsonSavannah, May 7. Sld, sch. Melissa A.
age May 9th....Mrs. T. H. Sprowl left last
Willey, New Bedford; 9, sld, schs. Star of
week for Bucksport, where she will board the Sea, Boston; Brina P. Pendleton, New
fora few weeks_A baptism service was York.
Brunswick, Ga., May 7. Ar, sch. W. R.
held in the Methodist church Sunday, May
Perkins, New York; 9, ar, bark Matanps,
into
the
of
members
New York ; 12, sld, schs. Helen G. Moseley,
12th, and a reception
church, followed by a communion service. Boston ; Theoline, do.
Georgetown, S. C., May 6. Sailed, schs.
_Mrs. F. L. Problen of Bangor visited
Ralph M. Hayward, New York; Mary L.
her mother, Mrs. Otis Kaler, last week..
Crosby, do; 12, ar, sch. Ella M. Storer, New
The annual business meeting of the \V. C. York.
Fernandina, May 8. Ar, sch. Henry B.
T. U. w ill be held at the home of Mrs. C. M.
Fiske, Boston; sld, sch. Scotia, New York;
Chase May 21st....Rev. J. \V. Hatch,Pre- 13, ar, seh. Thelma, New Yrork.
Wilmington, N. C., May 8. Cleared, sch.
siding Elder of the Bangor district, will
deliver the Baccalaureate address to the ! Nimbus, New Y'ork.
i
Washington, May 9. Ar, sch. Winchester,
members of the High School graduating I Penobscut.
,,
Mrs.
class Sunday evening, June 2nd
Mobile, May 9. Cleared, sch. Edward 11.
Charles Davis and two children of Belfast Blake, Philadelphia.
Newport News, May 9. Sld, sch. Clarence
are visiting her mother, Mrs. Augusta Snow.
i II. Vernier, Sandypoint, Me.; 10, sld, schs.
_Mr. Henry Folsom of Wilmington, Del.,
Winfield S. Schuster, Bangor;Independent,
is in town, called hete on account of tlie do; 12, ar, sell. Medford, 1 ortlanu.
Norfolk, May 9. Sailed, sell. Krontenao,
serious illness of Mrs. Grace NewcombSearsport (and passed out Cape llenry).
The members of the High school graduatPort Royal, May 8. Sailed, sell. Frances,
ing class plan to go to Belfast May 18th to New York.
Savannah, May 11. Sld, .sell. Joseph \\.
have a class picture taken. Following is
Hawthorn, Boston.
the class roll: Harold Philbrook, Alva
Vineyard Haven, Mass., May 13. Ar, sell.
Thompson, Hazel Young, Gregg Atwood, Flora Condon, Perth Amboy for llurrieauee
Eleanor Tainter, Juanita Hill, Luvie Poi- Island.
Portland, May 7. Cld, sell. F. C. Pendleson, Mira Porter, Viola Couant, Gertrude
ton, Somes Sound and New York; 8, ar,
Couaut, Edna Ward, Isabelle Crockett, seh. Susan N. Pickering, Perth Amboy; 13
ar, schs. Jacob M. Haskell, Sabine Pass
Lottie Thompson.
Texas; Young Brothers, Bangor for Norfolk ; Emma S. Briggs, Kennebec for New
UNITY.
York ; Mary FarroXv, Rockland for Boston.
Miss Minnie Lambert, who has been in
Halls Quarry, Me., May 5. Ar, schooner
Portland in the Maine General hospital Samuel Hart, Thomaston; 6, ar, sell. Sadie
a
short
made
Willeutt, York, Me.; 7, ar, sch. James II.
training school for some time,
visit in town last week. She is a young Hoyt, Portsmouth.
Bath, Me., May 6. Ar, sch. Anne Lord,
lady of much natural ability and no doubt Carteret.
will make a fine nurse—Mr. and Mrs.
Thomaston, Me., May 11. Ar, sch. Mollie
Bert Tozier and little son Claude from Rhodes, New Yolk.
Deer Isle, Me., May 11. Sld, sch. Maud
Clinton spent several days with his parents,
Seward, Elizabethport, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Tozier, recently—
Stockton Springs, Me., May 7. Ar, seh.
Several fires occurred in town last week, Helen G. King, Rockland ; 12, ar, sch. Northland, Norfolk ; 13, ar, schs. Telumah, Bosbut only one resulted in the loss of property. ton
Rockland; steam
; Gtorge H. Mills,
W. F. Woods buildings caught fire by the lighter Reliance, Portland.
Bangor, May 9. Ar, sch. Miles M. Merry,
burning out of a chimney, but the fire was
Philadelphia; 10, ar, sch. Mary Brewer,
soon discovered and the riames extinguished
Boston; sld, seh. Eagle, Boston; 12, sld,
before much damage was done.
Edgar sch. Young Brothers, Norfolk ; 13, ar, schs.
Marr’s buildings were entirely destroyed by- George E. Walcott, Philadelphia; A. A.
14, ar, barge Oak Hill,
fire, which was caused by the upsetting of a Kindberg, Boston;
Philadelphia; sld, sch. Loduskia, Boston.
lantern in the barn. The flames spread so
Stonington, Me., May 8. Ar, sch. Maple
rapidly that in a short time they were past Leaf (Br), Parrsboro.
Frankfort, Me., May 12. Sld, sch. Annie
control. The fire occurred at 4 o’clock in
F. Chase, New York.
and
a
few
household
the morning
only
Bucksport, Me., May 12. Ar, bark Jeanne,
goods were saved. There was a partial in- Ital., Trapani and Rockland.
Me., May 12. Ar, previously
Searsport,
surance.
The freight train also set a fire
and in port, sebs. Helen W. Martin, Paul
near the station, but immediate attention
Palmer, Mary Palmer, Governor Ames, Edward T. Stotesbury.
soon put out the flames—Rev. C. M. WhitYinalliaven, May 13. Ar, sch. Damietta
ney went to Belfast several weeks ago and A
Joanna, New York.
took the degrees of King Solomon’s Council.
Charleston, S. C., May 13. Ar, seh. James
He was accompanied by some newly made B. Jordan, Norfolk.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McKenney went to
Belfast May 9th to attend the funeral of Mr.
John Dolloff_The first quarterly conference of the Methodist church, for this year,

—

,,

A

Special Afternoon Attraction Offering
Splendid Economies.

The curtain will rin? up Friday afternoon at two o’clock on th,
special series of Merchandise Matinees, which we have planned as
afternoon attraction for the month of May.

—

i

Just as a theatre offers reduced

performances,

will,

so we

array of special “May Merchandise Matinee” values to
make this store the centre of shopping interest.
These Merchandise Matinees will be held between the
hours of 2 and 9 p. M., and in these three hours dozers of
underpriced specials from our regular stocks of new, fresh
and up-to the-minute merchandise will be distributed.

on

prices to induce attendance
different afternoons during this mono

an

^

above all others

25c. Wash Belts 10c.

why you cannot

confident that the
our claims:

following items will

Special

Mad.e of
(iOlV(K
vrvmio
V

excellent quality cotton
with
shaped neck trimmed with
hands of hemstitched tucks around neck
and sleeve, extra good fullness. Priced
special for the merchandise matinee

The

|

genuine hand drawn Mexican work
from Aguciellientes, Mexico, is the kind you
will find at tomorrow’s matinee. Exquisite
patterns done on line shere linen—marked at
prices seemingly impossible.
At $ I
<P

Ven pretty piece of work, size
15x15 inches, with tVo rows of
lace work and one wide row of solid and lace
work. Regular §1 50 value
Priced for the
merchandise matinee

mi

IQ

at.| | g

Kx cel lent
Ullish line
full tlounce and dust rutile t'u.>
stitched tucks triinnied witli
of pintucks and hem-ditchu

At £
Qji
«P 1I 'JO

m

Merchandise

Matinee Prices.

89c

matinee...^9C

SPECIAL WALKING SKIRI \\i(|

BLACK TAFFETA SILK WAIST
Spring Model

Special Matinee Values.

j Qy

Special Matinee Prices.

j

I V)

quality

(iftWIK

HAND DRAWN LINENS

j

Fine
crepe chiffon veiling in white,
brown ami blue. 39c. value. Priced special
for the merchandise

MatI° of good fine cotton with plain
uunMl3
yoke front and back trimmed with
hamburg inedalion, flowing sleeves witli
stitched bands. No skimping ot sizes in any
of our garments. These gowns priced
special
for the merchandise matinee_
ff

U— -□

Cl CQ Good quality r t-t
extra lull, do-i-!!..
tucks at topand two nil'll.
,;
blue and green. $2.uo \ on
for the merchandise mat r e.-

CREPE CHIFFON VEILINGS.

support

...

v'plendid Petticoat

of.| Qc

afford to neglect such underwear values as
these is that here are offered VALUE*, we
are

e

Tomorrow afternoon at two o’clock we shall
place on sale 144 twenty live cent mercerized wash hells with tin* new Swastika (good
luck) buckle in gold and silver color at the
rediculous price

Special Matinee Values.
reason

t

Tomorrow we start the series off in gre.-.t
here at 2 o'clock.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
One

Watch tor the announcement of each ot
a point not to miss a single c
that
guarantee
you II be glad you came,

nees’ an^ niake it

Af

ftnvviK sPlendid quality soft
square yoke of baby

finish cotton.
Irish lace effect. short sleeves trimmed with wide lace,
special for merchandise
uu"in

plaits, stitched with half in
value. Priced special toi tiechandise matinee

2 Q$

matinee.| gg

C'? Qfi Taffeta silk waist with front
Af 4KJ.J0
and back yoke of all-over
lace finish'd with stitched band trimmed
with crochet buttons. lJt>ng sleeves. Hut
ton back. $5.(0 value. Priced special for
the merchandise

Extra Size Skirts

All

Draiiprt

of splendid quality camo
brie finish lawn, trimmed with
wide valencine insertion and looked ruffle,
edged with valenciene lace. Priced special
for the merchandise

j

$5.00 Brown Lore Waist 3.98

nrawprt

Ma<le Of best quality long cloth,
with deep ruffle trimmed with
heinstitehed tue.es and wide valenciene insertion and lace. Regular 87c value. Priced
special for the merchandise matinee

I’ria

I

u

f;:;:,^

in seven gore plsited m.n
fullness.

NEMQ SELF-REDUCING
is 'll

Made of good quality net trimmed with wide
Pinny insertion and large » mental medalion
in center of front yoke. Short sleeves with
cuff of Pinny insertion. Silk lined Regular
$5.00 value. Priced special

isiumjo

«

cut

matinee.J

matinee.tjg^>

c,t Matiiu

Gray plaids and strip s. pan;
with button trimmed shaped '•

i? Qfi <io«>d quality siik, trimmed
t\i VL.
with clusters of pinhead tucks
and silk medalions. Long sleeves, button
front. $3.98 value. Priced special for the
met chandise matinee..

'V

beautiful piece of work.
FOREIGN.
tfuir.
At
AQ Very
members of the order—Mrs. Bell Mcmi
SiZe 20x21 inches, with wide
If
20.
Caleta
S.
1>.
Ar,
Buena,
April
ship
hem
of
two
rows
of
hours
with
relaManus
a
number
of
lace w< rk and two wide
spent
Sch. Janies W. Paul, Jr., Capt. Giikey,
Hadiock.
rows
lace
Port
of
and solid work.
gg^
at.J
§3.25 value
PIP'
finished discharging coal at the* Penobscot tives and friends in Winnecook last week.. Carleton,
Pi iced for the merchandise matinee at
\\ M!!
Havana, May 7. Arrived, seh. Welltieet,
Coal Co.’s wharf at Mack’s Point Thurs- The marriage of Mr. John Waning and
2
Pll>'<
Bridgewater, N. S.
day and sailed Saturday for a coal port.
I
B.
Wilseh.
Lizzie
7.
Miss Faustina Whitaker, both of this
Ar,
Matanzas, May
scarf in a very dainty
At 47a.au
Q& Sideboarddone
mi
F. H. Cleaves, II. N. Colcord, K. A. Buker, town, occurred last week in Albion. The ley. New York.'
on finest linen,
pattern,
Fred Field, Benson Met lure, L. W. Rich
Newcastle, N. S. W„ April 20. Sld, ship
size 20x45 inches, with wide hem of two rows
;i' ii
v
.1
TA
.-nniiri..! ,rr\/w1
bride is an estimable young lady and one of Fort George, Honolulu,
For Tomorrow’s Merchandise Matinee $1.98 and $3.98
of lace work and wide row of solid and lace
;
work. Regular §1.00 value.
1.
In
I’.
schs.
our good school teachers, while tlie groom
San
Priced
for
the
trout at Swan Lake last week, the fish
Juan,
If.,
May
are
made
«»f
port,
best
Sea
Island
They
and
mercerized
quality
Percales,
j
poplins in i>ah*k am!
merchandise manner at
white stripes, dainty checks and polka dots. .Made in a most superb manner by expect
Their
weighing from 1 to 3 pounds each.
is a prosperous young farmer.
.J gjj
makers. You'll appreciate the diversity of patterns and sta tes -the newness, the individuH. liabcock, from Philadelphia; Isaiah K.
them
and
are
friends
wish
much
happiness
ality that makes this merchandise matinee suit sale
l lie iittle prices will also cause many
llervey Howes Savory, who was seriously
| Stetson, from St. John, N. It.
•r
of these new suits to find admirers and wanters tomorrow, lie quick to get jours.
Very rich piece of woikdone on
At u.au
Q& best
mi
injured in the face by a dying piece of steel much pleased to learn they will reside here. i Honolulu, May 7. Ar, ships Dirigo, San
quality natural color Irish
w hile at work at the Harvey Machine shop
1 lie first visitors to arrive at \\ liulei mere Francisco; Mangalore, Itlanchard, do.
size
40x40 inches, with two rows of
linen,
in black ami white
mercerized
stripes,
material,
PrmlinQ
at Pettengih’s Corner several week> ago,
lace work and one wide row of i-ohd and lace
I cl Culco
Santiago de Cuba, April 22. Ar, sell. Penchecks and polka dots, sewn*
opinio black ami white polka dots, plaitlast week were Mrs. Jones and Mrs.
work. Regular price §10.00 Pricei. special for
SELF REDUCING
h is completely recovered and resumed park
ed skirts, waist ill plaited Hibson style with
| dleton Satisfaction, Stockton, Me.
gore skirts with deep flounce tucked waist,
Their cottage is
the merchandise matinee
Harmon from Oldtowu.
W|T”
work.
sleeves. Special matinee price..
tucked muslin chemisette. Special
Nassau, N. P., May 4. Sailed, sell. Janies
) (IQ
Relief5trap
long
at.g
|
matinee price .J.jO
opened for the season.... Mr. and Mrs. I \\. Elwell, (from Sabine Pass), PhiladelA surprise party of sixteen of the friends
Orriu
J.
were called to Waterville a I phia.
Murray
;■
Mr. and Mrs. George >. Sargent called on
MARINE MISCELLANY.
them last Saturday evening, it being the short time ago to attend the funeral of their
Vineyard Haven, Mass, May 13. The
fifteenth anniversary of their marriage. daughter, Mrs. Grant, who had been in failwork of saiving str. Edda (Nor), which
The party were entertained w ith vocal and
health for sometime....The following stranded on Squash Meadow Shoal after
instrumental music, and a very pleasant ing
with sell. Sagamore, was begun
collision
members of Star in the West lodge, No. 85,
1
evening was spent.
this afternoon. A diver will attempt to
F. and A. M., attended the Grand lodge in
the
twelve foot hole in her side aid! 1
»
Capt. and Mrs. Ilenty G. Curtis were Portland last week: Fred Whitten, E. I). patch
when this is done it is expected by freeing
very much pleased with the assistance renthe engine room of water the steamer will |
THEr
i
dered by those who helped remove what Chase, E. E. McCauslin, Dr. E. M. Soule
OF FACTS
be raised
The
which is sunk in
household goods were saved, and also with and Roy Knight.
Mr. Soule was accom- thirteen fathomsSagamore,
of water in mid channel,
the fire department for the rapid manner in
w
his
wife
and
Mr.
ent
to
will be stripped of what gear can be reached
Knight
panied by
which they got to work after their long run
Boston before returning home.The by wreckers and then abandoned, to be
in saving the barns, which were attached
blown
the government as an obstrucBELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
which
had
workto the L. The lire
Turner Center Creamery Co. are building a tion to up by
nearly
navigation.
ed through into the hay mow was soon ex- stable
just back of their ice house. Elmer
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
tinguished.
Prices Paid Producer
Produce Market.
Hillman of Troy is doing the job and began
Hotel Arrivals. The following out- work the lirst of this week....News was reApples p bu.,
50a75;Hay 19 ton, 14.00.514.50
"Hides 19 tb.
dried, 19 tb.
of-town guests registered at the Searsport ceived by telegram recently
7*
that Mrs.
2.00(62.25 Spring Lamb |> lb,
26
Beans, pea,
House last week: A. J. Evans, H. J. GorEdith Townsend of Sherman Mills was
®
Yel’eyes,2.00a2.‘26 Lamb Skins.
don, Albany, N. Y.; L. H. Hart, lielfast;
FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS OF
22.5:25 Mutton 19 tb,
Butter 19 tb.
13
C. N Staples, Stockton; G. H. Davis, Mr. better.
40
5£;57 Oats 19 bu., 32 tb,
There is a Heap of Solace in Being Able to Beef, sides, 19 lb,
and Mrs. Derrick, Ralph Hayford, lielfast;
Beef fore quarters, 5ja<4 Potatoes
70
bu.,
,J. G. Chadwick, llouiton; H. D. Hollins
60 Round Hog,
8
Depend Upon a Well-Earned Reputation.
Barley 19 bu.,
12' Straw 19 ton,
8.00
Cheese 19 lb,
So. Brewer; Rodney C. Penney, W. A.
15ai6 Turkey 19 tb,
Chicken
lb,
:6|£28
19
J.
E.
Belfast;
Bangor;
Waterman,
Hayes,
For months Belfast readers have seen the con- Calf Skins,per lb.
3
14|Tallow 19 ft,
A. E. Trundy, Millinocket; \\. S. Kennis8a9
20|Veal 19 lb,
stant expression of praise for Doan's Kidney Duck 19 lb,
tnn, Rockland; 1L L. Haskell, Portland;
I8i
25
doz.,
Wool,
unwashed,
Eggs 19
Sam Parker, 11. L. Parker, Bangor; J. A.
Pills, and read about the good work they have Fowl ^ tb.
AMERICAN PORTS.
14S15 Wood, hard,
4.00@4.50
20 Wood, soft.
3.00
Sawyer, E. I'. Otis, Cumberland; W. J.
New York, May 8. Ar, schs. Annie R. done in this localitv. Not another remedy ever Geese 19 lb,
B.
R.
Clark, Parker;
Cates, Thorndike; Lewis, Norfolk; Mattie .J. Alles, Sullivan, produced such convincing proof of merit:
Geo. Dickey, Bangor; E. E. Ketchum,
Retail
Market.
Retail Price.
VV, C. Sheldonjof 155 Highest., Belfast, Maine,
Maine; 9, ar, sch. American Team, VinalBrooklyn, X. Y.; A. L. Bacon, Bangor; li. haven ; Mollie S. Look, Mobile; i>. H. Riv1.10
says: "During the past few years when I had at- Beef,corned, ^ lb, 8@10 Lime 19 bbl.,
C. Town, Boston; E. S. Daggett, Milo;S. J.
I8a20 Oat Meal $> tb,
4
14 lb,
Abbie S. Walker, Port tacks of
Butter
Brunswick;
ers,
pain in my back it hurt me to stoop or Corn Salt,
Robinson, Bangor;C. li. Emery, Ellsworth; Reading for liar Harbor; Gen. Adeibert
65 Onions 19 lb,
5 |
19 bu.,
or
M, <
Hanson, Boston; .1. 11. James, G. K. Ames, New Haven; 10, ar, sehs. Annie B. straighten up and any sudden move turn caus- Cracked Corn, 19 bu, 62,Oil,Kerosene, gal.,l3ai4
1
Pollock
Corn
1).
II.
L.
across
back.
ed
There
was
a
Meal,
19
bu.,
'b,
51
62|
Ennis,
Ward, Portland;
my
Boston;
sharp twinges
Hurricane Island; Penobscot,
'
12 1
18,519 Pork 19 ib.
Cheese,
lb,
L. Gentner, lielfast; C. 11. McElhinery, Mitchell,
1
South Brooksville; Mineola, Blnehill; Flor- dull pain almost continuously in evidence. In Cotton Seed, 19 cwt., 1.65 Plaster 19 bbl.,
1.13
J.
S.
Ashland; IV. A. Gordon, Bangor;
addition to this trouble with the kidney secre- Codfish dry, £ tb,
ence Leland, New Bedford for Georgetown ;
3
Meal
8(59 Rye
19 tb,
j
Cooper, Boston; H. D. Robinson, liangor; Flora Condon, Perth Amboy for Hurricane tions existed. I was always pleased to
15 Shorts 19 cwt.,
1.40 j
try any- Cranberries, £ qt.,
E. L. Bianchard, Sandypoint; F. 11. War6 ,
16 Sugar 19 lb,
Clover Seed,
OF ^LX-alLa KINDS
Island ; passed City Island, sell. Kit Carson,
1 saw Doan’s Kidrelief
and
when
to
get
thing
G.
R.
X’.
A.
L.
40
ren,
5.00a5.50 Salt, T. I.,19 bu.,
B.;
White, Moncton,
19 bbl.,
Jersey City for Bangor; 11, ar, bark Anti- ney Pills advertised I procured a box at the City Flour
H. G. Seed 19 bu.,
2.60 Sweet Potatoes,
5
Clark, Boston; R. S. Shaw, Riverside.
och, .Savannah ; sells. Myronus, Norfolk; J.
4
131 Wheat Meal.
Lard, 19 tb,
Frank Seavey, Stonington ; Ruth Robinson, Drug Store. I found them to be a grand remedy
Obituary. The many friends of John M.
Stockton Springs; cld, sch. Jose Olaverri, for they did me more good than anything else I
Nonis.a native and former resident of Sears- San
BORN.
Juan; sailed, schs. Gladys, San Juan; ever used for the kidneys. It is with pleasure
port, were shocked to hear of his sudden
Maine, Norfolk ; Pendleton Brothers, Bruns- that I recommend them*"
deat h, which occurred at his home i n M i 1 lord,
Gray. In South Brooksville, April 26, to Mr.
12, ar, sehs. Grace Davis, Stockton
wick;
For salt by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosMess., Wednesday evening,May 8th, at 8.15.
and Mrs Leonard Gray, a daughter.
He was the son of the late Cyrus B. and Springs; Ralph M. Hayward, Georgetown, ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for
Wadsworth. In Somerville, Mass., May 11,
schs.
Flora
ConS.
Island,
C.; passed City
Lucina (Gould) Norris and was born June
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth, a son,
Perth Amboy for Hurricane Island, the United States.
Thomas Shea.
16, 1845. He followed the sea from boyhood don,
the
name—Doan’s—and
take
Remember
no
for
eastern
port;
and was engaged as cook in vessels in the Sarah L. Davis, New York
MARRIED.
coastwise trade. In 1862 he shipped on the 13, ar, schs. Mary L. Crosby, Georgetown, other.
B.
F.
Charles
G.
Carver,
Carver, Capt.
ship
HOWES’ BLOCK, CORNER MAIN AND HIGH STS
as a seaman and sailed from Searsport for
Bartlett-Jones. Iu West Appleton, April
New Orleans. The ship was wrecked on
27, Isaac Bartlett and Mrs. Vila Jones.
Curtis-Gray. In Rockland, May 4» William
the Chandelier Shoal near the mouth of the
H. Curtis and Miss Alida Helen Gray, both of
Returning home he
Mississippi river,
Rockland.
on
and
served
shipped in the U. S. Navy
OPERA
Clark-Davi9. Id Belfast, May 2, by Rev. D.
board the U. S. sloop of war Susquehanna
L. Wilson, Hollis Clark of Belmont and Miss
He then made a
until the close of the war.
Elizabeth D. Davis of Bluehill.
ONE NIGHT ONLY,
Gannon-Whitney. In Belfast, May 9, by
voyage from Searsport to Cardiff in the
Rev. Albert E. Luce, Thomas Ganuon and Mrs.
Dark Welkin w ith CaDt.SheDard Blanchard.
Alice W. Whitney, both of Belfast.
Retiring from the sea he learned the tinPage-Ward. In Thorndike, May 8, by Rev.
smith’s trade with his brother-in-law, Al
F. S. Dolliff of Jackson, Friend Warren Page of
I LAPEL
belt T. Quimby. lie then went to Millord,
Jackson and Miss Susie Merrick Ward of ThornMass., where lie was employed by Ellis &
that in all the financial tians
Co. in the hardware and plumbing business
s. but t» % is dene v itli cm •
lie
as foreman for more than thirty years,
DIED.
by
Supported
in
for
himself
in
then engaged
business
being done by means ot
4 BELL STREET, BELFAST.
Milford under the firm name of Norris,
drafts? It you do nt t aln :•
Achorn. lu Jefferson, April 30, William 8.
HISS SADIE HILTON
Gouid & Staples, which carried on a large
of
82
Washington, aged years.
Achorn, formerly
ing account start one now :>i.
and lucrative business. He always spent
Creamer. In Washington, May 5, Miles D.
from its convenience and
in the elaborate production of
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
his summer vacations at his old home on
Creamer, aged about 62 years.
true. “If you are not familial
Chaples. Ill Union, May 2, Benjamin Chaples
Norris street and will be missed by the
of
in
the
Austin
Greer
Belmont,
of Appleton, aged 83 years and 6 mohths.
tent come to us and we will
man) he befriended on his visits here. He
County of Waldo and state of Maine, by
Cottrell. In Belfast, Mayl3, Judson Everett J
was one of the most genial of men.
He
his mortgage deed, dated the sixth day of Octo48 years, 4 months and 6 days.
-Cottrell,
aged
recorded
in
Waldo
who
married Miss Ella l'easley of Prospect,
County
ber, A. D. 1903, and
Dyer, in Brooksville, April 26, Miss Mabel
Registry of Deeds, Book 268, Page 222, conveyed
with one son, I. Sanford Norris of Milford,
Dyer, aged 30 years, 6 months and 9 days.
to (ieorge A. Knight of Uncolnvtlle, in the counsurvives him. He also leaves four brothers,
Ellingwood. In Winterport, May 10, Mrs.
PRICES 25, 35 AND 50 CETNS.
ty of Waldo and State of Maine, a certain lot or
Lydia Ellingwood, aged 88 years.
Cyrus B. Norris of New Brighton, N. Y.,
of land, situated in aforesaid Belmont,
Flyk. In Rockland, May 4, William James, parcel
Charles B. Norris of Grand Island, Neb.,
same
the
two
with the buildings thereon, being
Biscuit
son of John Albert and Laura B. (Dowlin) Flye
lots as deeded to said Austin Greer by Rachel E.
George L. Norris of Rocklaud, Mass., and
will give your business, ;whe
aged 9 months and 14 days.
Albert G. Norris of Milford, Mass., and one
Sinclair, by her deed dated February 13,1902, and
Lord. In West Brooksville, May 3, Isabel Ma
small, careful attention.
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Volume
32
7
sister,Mrs. Anna M. Quimby of Laconia, N.
Melvin
wife
of
at
Lord, aged
years,
25 cents
gridge,
272, Page 270, it is also the same property as deedH. The funeral services were held at his
months and 11 days.
ed to Rachel E. Sinclair by William J. Heal by
DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARK
In Appleton, May 6, Nellie
late home in Milford Sunday afternoon at
McCorrison.
SINCERITY CLOTHES
his deed dated October 30, 1901, and recorded in
Louise McCorrison, aged 3 years and 2 months.
A. A. Howes & Co.’s
2.30.
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Volume 262, Page 396,
Norris
IniMilford, Mass., May]8, John M. and
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FRO*
whereas, the said George A. Knight by his
Norris, formerly of Searspoit, aged 61 years, 10
of
in
These are a few of the
assignment dated the twenty-seventh day of
JACKSON.
months and 22 days.
May, A. D. 1906, recorded in Waldo Registry of
Perkins. In Belfast, May 14, Charles M. PerCAPITAL $50,000.00.
The graduating class of Jackson gave a
Clothes. If you have had
Deeds, Book 276, Page 34, assigned and transferour line of
kins. aged 45 years and l day.
red said mortgage deed to me, the undersigned,
Price. In Rockport, May 4, Charles Price, forvery pleasing entertainment to a large auPants Cutter at once. Steady
and whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
Experienced
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
73
will
find
a
years.
trouble with
merly of Rockland, aged
you
dience in the Congregational church Thursbroken, now therefore, by reason of the
Parsons. In Rockport, May 8, Harriet Fran- been
work. Good pay.
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a forehave
9th.
been
83
OHGANIZKI) 1HH1
widow'of
Richard
Parsons,
aged
years.
evening,
May
They
ces,
day
Suit. Favor
of satisfaction in a
closure of said mortgage.
WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Smith. In Thorndike, May 7, Mrs. Emily
Dated this fourteenth day of May. A D. 1907.
carefully instructed by their teacher, Mr.
Smith.
Me.
Clark's Corner, Belfast,
2w20
L. H. KNIGHT.
3w20
us with a call when you can.
Walden. In Togns, May 7, Andrew D. WalCowan. Mr. Cowan returned to his home
den of West Rockport, aged 75 years.
in Hampden, last Monday. We all hope he
Whittum In Searsport, May 13, Rilla 8., wife
A.
of Melvin M. Whittum. aged 59 years, 3 months.
will be with us again this fail....Miss Mattie Small of Thorndike is helping her aunt,
....AT....
o ja. mt o n x -9L.
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIER,'
Mrs. F. H. Wright this week....Mrs. Laura
1h9 M fou Haw Always Bougtt
Immediately, a good man In the grocery
CLARK'S CORNER, BELFAST.
Bem the
BY
SALK
Chase is sick with acute indigestion.
|FOR
CHARLES O’CONNELL’S
business. Apply to
TAIN SMALLEY SALESMAN.
Mrs. Maud Hatch is confined to the house
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NATIVE SPRING LAMB,
BROILER CHICKENS,

Ladies’ Suits,

Separate Coats,

j
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j

All the New Vegetable

Jumper Dresses,

White

Muslins,

FOGG & BROWN,
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$40,000
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degree
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with a bad cold.
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[{ Fresh, Salted and Smoked M*

I
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CLARK,^
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A. A. HOWES A CO.
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